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Abstract
BUILDING CULTURALLY RELEVANT BRIDGES FOR THE GOSPEL
BETWEEN THE LOCAL CHURCH AND THE WORLD AT ITS DOOR
Ullas Tankler
Too often there is a deep cultural gap between the local church and the unchurched
c o m m ~ t yin which it is located. This gap hinders communication. The secularized
society is not able to understand the message about Jesus Christ the church proclaims. It
requires an intentional effort by the church to bridge this cultural gap.
The present study focuses on the strategies and activities of leadership that enable
a predominantly maintenance-focused congregation to begin to look for ways for
reaching out with the Gospel to the unchurched target community in which it exists.
Thirty-seven pastors were interviewed who claimed to have changed their
congregations from inward to outward focus in order to reach out more effectively with
the good news of Jesus Christ. Twenty-six of them came fiom thirteen different states in
the United States, the others were pastors in Finland, Sweden and Estonia. Three case
studies were done in Baptist, Lutheran (Tulsa, OK) and United Methodist churches
(Lubbock, TX) respectively, in order to gain fuller understanding and additional insights

from the lay people.
Analyses of the stories shared by pastors and lay people reveal the strategies and
activities of leadership required to change the focus of the local church.

The objective of this research is to provide well-grounded cross-cultural insights to
leaders who sense the need to help their congregations find ways to incarnate the gospel
in culturally relevant terms.
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CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
Introduction
I grew up in Soviet Estonia. The United Methodist Church was permitted to
worship, but under heavy restrictions. Christians had to keep their “Christianity” inside
the building assigned to them for conducting worship.
When I became a pastor in 1983, the Soviets still limited Christian activities within
the church walls. Even “harmless” expressions of Christian faith, like celebrating
Christmas, were not allowed in public. Obviously, the idea was to give the impression
that the church had no place in Soviet society. For almost fifty years this conscious
estrangement between the church and community was encouraged. As a pastor at twentyfour, 50 percent of my congregation consisted of people between seventy and ninety.
These people-mostly grandmothers-through their deep commitment kept the church
going in times of oppression. With this kind of church demographics under circumstances
where everything was generally against building bridges to the non-Christian community,
the church became an almost “other-worldly” phenomenon by practicing the Christian
faith in seclusion.
Freedom dawned at the end of the 1980s and became an essential feature of the
new democratic Estonian Republic in 1991. Now the issue of cultural relevancy became
truly acute for our churches. Given the history Estonian Christians had during the last
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half a century, many believers had come to believe that the church has nothing to do with
the present world but has “only” to offer eternal salvation. There are others who, with the
currently prevailing adventurous spirit, are looking for various kinds of new ways to
express their Christian worldview in the society. The issue for the church is how to make
a real connection with people who have come through political and economic turbulence
and who are facing new fundamental questions in their lives. The church has a certain
respect in the eyes of most people, as representing a historically admirable culture.
Nevertheless, few would affirm with conviction that the Christian church has any
relevance to their everyday life.

I am deeply concerned to help churches to become relevant to the people of their
time and place. One aspect of relevancy is cultural. Often, however, the church can
become so fascinated with culturally relevant techniques that the culturally transforming
power of the gospel is lost. Accordingly, becoming relevant is valid only if the church
keeps being the church. In other words, cultural relevance is meaningful only when the
scandalous uniqueness of the nature and message of the Christian church-the gospel of
Jesus Christ-is maintained and not exchanged for “relevant” forms.
The reason for this research is my deep conviction that God has communicated to

us in ways that are within the context of our cultural experience. Consequently, as God’s
children we have to follow his example as we obey his commandment to go out into the
world and be his witnesses (Acts 1 : S ) . How do we give witness in today’s world that, in
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our perception, has become so diverse and unified at the same time? We are probably
more aware of multiple cultural identities today than ever before in history, yet we speak
with a measure of justification about the world as a global village.

I believe Christians are called to follow God’s example in making the message of
the gospel culturally understandable to the people of any particular time and community.
In this study, I want to learn from churches which have changed the inward orientation of
their ministry to a conscious and intentional reaching out to non-Christians in culturally
relevant forms. “HOWdid you do it,” I will ask; and by analyzing the answers I hope to
give well grounded practical help to leaders who want to build culturally relevant bridges
to their communities without compromising the gospel.

The Problem
“As a rule our content has become too worldly, our methods too churchy,”

complains Bishop Christian Krause in the Braunschweig synod meeting about the
situation of the church in the spring of 1998 (“Nicht Methoden” 6 ) . The subculture of the
church has become difficult to understand by the unchurched. If the church does not
communicate the gospel in forms relevant and comprehensible to the culture of their
unchurched neighbors, the estrangement of the church from the world will continue and
the great commission (Matt. 28: 18-20) will remain unfulfilled.
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The problem this study addresses is the constant tension in which churches are
called to live: to be growing toward the likeness of Christ and, at the same time,
communicating the good news in comprehensible ways to those who do not know Jesus
as Lord. Many churches in various countries have followed the natural tendency of
unintentionally building cultural and religious barriers between themselves and the
surrounding community. This is natural in that it comes with the group mentality, be the
group small or large. Pastors who start their ministry in this kind of inwardly focused
church find the congregation demands their main attention be on “running the church”that is, meeting the perceived needs of the members. Even when there is awareness of the
need to evangelize, churches often do not know how to communicate the gospel to those
closest to them geographically and wonder why their evangelistic sermons or worship do
not work. No effective communication seems to take place.

My experience, numerous discussions with other Christians, and review of
literature indicate that the problem is painfully real in America as well as in Europe. In
Europe there seems to be little difference in this matter between countries that used to
belong to the Communist block and those in the “free West.” This has made me conclude
that the conflict between the nature of the Christian church and its relationship to the
surrounding society is not to be categorized according to political boundaries or
economic systems.
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Delimitations and Generalizability
I presumed that surveying churches in various cultures would illuminate the
cultural challenges they face. As a result there might be something to learn from one
another, because this research would, hopefully, be able to point to cross-cultural as well
as local features of leadership that facilitate necessary changes in churches which lead to
forms of ministry that are relevant to their culture.
Today’s world has certain common aspects, like the post-modernist worldview,
that are shared in areas geographically very far removed from each other. In contrast to
what is common on a world-wide scale, local cultural aspects will not only be preserved
but are even strongly encouraged. The church is in a similar situation. It has certain
aspects of its nature which are universal, yet exhibits local peculiarities.
The study is delimited by focusing only on self-selected churches and pastors in
portions of the United States and Northern Europe who report having made the transition

from an inward to an outward focus. Therefore the findings will only be generalizable to
the degree that they reflect a limited sample of churches in diverse regions who believe
they have transitioned to an outward focus. In other words, broad generalizations would
be inappropriate.

Population
The population of this research consists of churches where the leaders were able to
affirm the following:
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1. Your church has been previously mostly inwardly directed &e. the main
emphasis of the ministry was serving the needs of the church members)

2. Through conscious steps it has become more intentional in reaching out to nonchurched community members
3. You have been part of the leadership that has tried to help the congregation
become more culturally sensitive to those outside the church in your local
ministry area.

Constant and Variables
The constant in this study is the affirmation of the pastors that their leadership has
resulted in change toward cultural relevancy. All the churches in this project share this
development. All of them started fiom a point of stagnation and reached a stage where
active and intentional reaching out to non-Christians was a natural part of the church’s
life. Accordingly, the dependent variable of change from an inward to outward focus will
be studied by exploring the independent variable of the kind of leadership that made this
change happen.

No variables were manipulated. I have not administered any program or guidelines
to be followed. Rather, I am describing what has happened. The attention is on
observation, description, and evaluation of the various leadership decisions that were
made to enable the desired change.
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Methodology and Instrumentation. Data Collection
In this study I asked how pastors in the United States and Europe led their
churches to make the change from inwardly focused church life to the openness that
could be described as building culturally relevant bridges for the gospel. I looked for
answers to the questions:
1. What are the universal, cross-cultural principles in bringing about that change?

2. What are the strategies and concrete actions that must be worked out locally?
The primary tool of this study was a questionnaire (Appendix A), in which I asked
leaders to describe the process of leading change. Some of the church leaders were then
interviewed by telephone or personally. The standardized questions provided answers for
comparison to one another. In addition, through personal interviews I learned further
details and strategies that these leaders pointed out. This data enabled me to describe the
process by which these leaders engendered change.
There was a pre-test of the questionnaire. I took the questionnaire to several
pastors who claimed to meet the criteria of the target population. I asked them: If you
have led your church through these changes, are the questions in this questionnaire the
kind that would reveal the process you have gone through? Their answers and comments
helped develop the final form of the questionnaire.
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Literature
Literature that relates to my study deals with the issue of cultural relevancy from
different perspectives: Biblical-theological foundations, Early Church practice, cultural
anthropology, church growth and church leadership.
Biblical-theological foundations
Whereas cultural relevancy as a term is relatively modern, it is actually an integral
part of God’s communication with human beings.
Today we often find the Bible difficult reading. The content is from culturally
different contexts. God spoke to certain people who belonged to a specific culture in
particular places and times.
God has been “culturally relevant” in his communication with people. The Bible
reveals that God has spoken to particular people in culturally relevant ways.
The Earlv Church
The ministry of the church was culturally conditioned. The first Christians in Judea
asked How “close” can or should we go to the Gentiles with the unique message about
what God has done in Christ without ceasing to be Jewish Christians who confess our
faith in Jesus as the Messiah? What are the appropriate human forms to the new things
God has done in Jesus? These questions caused heavy disputes in New Testament times
and continued to be an issue in various ways in subsequent centuries.
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Cultural anthropologv

I have limited myself to the literature in this area that helps to discern the cultural
elements in the life and mission of the Christian church and distinguish them from the
universally valid content of the Christian religion. The church seems always to have had
difficulty in making the distinction between cultural and religious elements in her faith.
Churches that are not conscious of the differences between the religious culture of
their community of faith and that of the “outside world” cease to communicate the gospel
effectively.
Church growth
Church growth literature analyzes the factors directly and indirectly influencing the
mission and evangelistic development of the congregation. One of these factors is the
ability of the church to worship and communicate in culturally relevant terms.
Leadership
The research question of this project asks how a pastor could help to change a
church from one which is inwardly oriented to one that effectively communicates the
good news of Jesus Christ to the community of non-Christians among whom they live
and worship. What kind of leadership does this change toward cultural relevancy require?
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Biblical-Theological Foundations
Throughout the Bible God is a speaking God. The very fact that we have a Bible is
part of his will to communicate. We know of him because he wants us to. In Christ,
God’s message comes in a completely unique way: God, the “Wholly Other” became
visible in the person of Jesus. Incarnation is “God’s ultimate method of communication’’
(Kraft, Communicating 4).
God, who has revealed himself in history and ultimately in Jesus Christ, continues
to speak through the Holy Spirit in his church and through it.
The most pertinent statements of Scripture on which this research depends are:
Heb. 1:1-2 “Long ago God spoke to our ancestors in many and various ways by the
prophets, but in these last days he has spoken to us by a Son, whom he appointed heir of
all things, through whom he also created the worlds” (NRSV).
John 1:14 “And the Word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his
glory, the glory as of a father’s only son, full of grace and truth” (NRSV).
1 Cor. 9: 19-23 “For though I am free with respect to all, I have made myself a

slave to all, so that I might win more of them. To the Jews I became as a Jew, in order to
win Jews. To those under the law I became as one under the law (though I myself am not
under the law) so that I might win those under the law. To those outside the law I became
as one outside the law (though I am not free from God’s law but am under Christ’s law)
so that I might win those outside the law. To the weak I became weak, so that I might win
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the weak. I have become all things to all people, that I might by all means save some. I do
it all for the sake of the gospel, so that I may share in its blessings” (NRSV).
Because God is the exemplary communicator, we have to learn from him to be
good communicators. God meets us where we are. He communicated his message of love
and reconciliation by coming right into ow situation through his Son (Rom. 5:6). God
became the incarnated message in Jesus. When God uses human beings to reach other
human beings with the message of reconciliation, it is also an incarnational method of
communication. Like Paul, “for the sake of the gospel” we have to “become all things to
all people.” We must become the bridge between God and others.

Purpose
The purpose of the proposed research was to discover the activities and strategies

of leadership needed to bring about transition in a church that had not understood the
need to be culturally relevant in their ways of communicating the gospel to one that did.

Research Questions
Introductory questions:
What revealed the need to change the church?
What changes were initiated to bring about the transition to cultural relevancy?

The main question:
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What kind of leadership does it take to help a maintenance-oriented church become
a church that intentionally builds bridges to the surrounding community to incarnate the
gospel in culturally relevant terms?

Definitlms o Terms
Defining the seminal point of this study by the leading questions: “Is the following
true about your church: a. your church has been previously mostly inwardly directed (i.e.,
the main emphasis of the ministry was serving the needs of the church members), and, b.
through conscious steps it has become more intentional in reaching out to non-churched
community members” is vulnerable to serious critique because the state of the church in
these instances cannot be decided with scientific exactness.
The subjectivity of the assessment may be defended by a simile. It is much like
describing happy marriage. There is no definition for “happy” marriage. Every couple
would describe it differently. But one is justified in asking what made marriage “happy”
to various people and looking for common features. What results will have general
validity, even though in particular cases there will always be exceptions.
Culturally relevant. A church is culturally relevant in its ministry when it uses
means of communication that the target group of its mission comprehends to reveal that
God accepts them as they are and has something to offer them that meets their real needs.
In the words of George G. Hunter 111, “to reach an undiscipled population, the forms of
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outreach, ministry and worship must be indigenous to their culture, because each people’s
culture is the natural medium of God’s revelation to them” (Church 65).
Maintenance church. The term in this study is reserved for churches where
spiritual maintenance-spiritual support and help and nourishment of the church
members-has become the primary or even single focus and, consequently mission to
those who are unchurched and do not know Christ is not an issue.
In worst cases it is true that the word “maintenance” unfortunately means simply
entertaining the church members. But this should better be called low maintenance.
Unchurched non-Christians. I cannot avoid the term “unchurched” in this research
because it has become a terminus technicus in contemporary evangelical language and
church growth literature. However, in the language and Christian conceptual framework
in my home country, Estonia, this word does not exist nor would the term be accepted by
Christians if translated directly. Therefore, whenever I can choose my own term, I will
speak about Christians and non-Christians. Obviously, there are many possibilities for
differentiation, because there are more and less active Christians and there are searching
non-Christians and straightforward atheists and so on. Since the main issue in this thesis
is communicating God’s salvation to those who have not become followers of Christ, I
hold to the broadest terms that are normally used in Estonian and point to the biblical
distinction: Christians and non-Christians (cf. Acts 11:26).

1

Used also by Luzbetak (67 and elsewhere).
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Surrounding; and/or target communitv. These terms designate the group of people
whom the church intends to reach with the gospel and who have certain similar social
characteristics (like social class, profession, or simply geography) that make it possible to
build a bridge of communication according to their subculture.
In most cases the “target” community is also “surrounding” the church
geographically. However, I also sense a tendency to orient the mission outreach to a
segment of a society that does not necessarily live in the physical neighborhood of the
church but has other common characteristics like social class, marriage status or
something else that make it possible to speak of a cultural form of the communication
which may be most effective.

The Context
The churches in this study are intentionally located in very diverse settings in the
United States and Europe. The differences of the surrounding or target communities are
part of the context of the churches under study, the focus of the research is on leader-

congregation relationship in response to the cultural context in which “their” unchurched
people live. Because the focus is on the nature of leadership for change, the methods used
will be valuable to compare and study.
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Overview of Study
This dissertation begins with theological reflections on communication to show
that God is the model communicator whom we have to follow. The supreme step God has
taken is incarnationally becoming one of us in Jesus Christ. This incarnational example is
to be followed by the church through whom the Holy Spirit continues to communicate
God’s call and purpose. God has made himself comprehensible even though his nature is
different from us as human beings. The church, too, has been called to be different from
the world, but at the same time it has the cornmission to share the good news with this
world. This is why culturally relevant bridges have to be built for the gospel.
Chapter 3 reviews the relevant literature for this study. Cultural relevancy has a
number of aspects. I have focused primarily on the literature that discusses God’s
communication theologically, analyzes the Early Church’s practice and understanding, as
well as cultural anthropology, church growth, and of leadership.
Chapter 4 describes the design of the study. The questionnaires that are my main
guide in learning from the churches under study can be found in Appendices (A and B).
Chapter 5 includes case studies. It tells the stories of three churches in the United
States that I was able to visit on site, where change from an inward to an outward focus
had taken place. The stories are based on my personal experience in these churches, and
interviews both with the pastors as well as with the lay persons in these congregations.
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Chapter 6 analyzes the findings of the study developed from the surveys and
interviews and tries to indicate principles and guidelines for effective church leadership,
giving special attention to the distinction between cross-cultural and local features of
church leadership.
Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the project.
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CHAPTER 2
THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS ON INCARNATIONAL
COMMUNICATION

God Is a Speaking God
The Bible reveals how God spoke his Word to his people through those he called
(Isa. 6: 1-9; Jer. 1:1-10; Acts 26:12-18). The church has the responsibility to be a mediator
for communicating God’s Word to it’s world. We learn how to be messengers for him

fiom the Old Testament, but the ultimate model is Jesus the living Word, God incarnate.
Kraft says, “The fact that God became a human being to reach human beings is not only
relevant as a technique for putting his message across, it is an essential characteristic of
the message itself’ (Kraft, Communicating 3 1). God, whose very being is so different
from human beings (even though we bear his image, Gen. 1:27), has been able to
communicate his being, his word and his will to us. Some have called the incarnation a
“valid translation’’ of God’s divine mystery.2

Hebrews 1:1-3b
“Long ago God spoke to our ancestors in many and various ways by the
prophets, but in these last days he has spoken to us by a Son, whom he appointed

“Der Mensch Jesus-der menschgewordene Logos-ist “als solcher Ausdruck, gtiltige und authentische
ijbersetzung des gottlichen Mysteriums” (H.U. von Balthasar, Gott, 74)” [The person of Jesus-the logos
which has become a human being-is ‘as it is, an expression, a valid and authentic translation of the divine
mystery.’] (Schneider 13).
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heir of all things, through whom he also created the worlds. He is the reflection
of God’s glory and the exact imprint of God’s very being, and he sustains all
things by hrs powerful word.” (NRSV)
The key to the theological foundation for this research is the conviction that God is
the first and the model communicator. A simple and widely used image for the Bible is as
God’s love-letter to us. A love-letter is a means of communication, and it is written with
passion to communicate deeply meaningful content. God has “written” to us through all
he has done in history because of his love for us (Rom. 5 : 8 ) .
Christians are accustomed to think and “knowyythat God speaks to us. It may be
hard to realize how presumptuous it is to imagine that somebody so important, so
unimaginably great, so totally “other” would actually “speak” to us as human beings in a
way that our minds would be able to grasp. But this is what the Bible claims to be true:
“Long ago God spoke to our ancestors in many and various ways by the prophets, but in
these last days he has spoken to us by a Son,”3 (Heb. 1:1-2a; NRSV).
God is a speaking God, 6 (3ds X a k ~ o aThe
~ . ~expression “speaking God” is being
underlined here in contrast to God being ~ i l e n tGod
. ~ does not merely give a collection of
“logia” or words of wisdom, God speaks to us through his whole salvation history

Lit.: Gv rots .rrpo+iTais . . . Gv ut$. NASV: “in the prophets . . . in his Son.”
Grasser: “Man sucht und fmdet ihn nicht in der Natur, im religiosen Zauber oder in kultischer Weihe.
Gott begegnet nur im geschichtlich vermittelten Wort” [One can neither look for him nor find him in
nature, in religious magic nor cultic consecration. God meets us only in his Word that is revealed to us
through history. ] (50).
Drawing from Oepke in ThWNT I11 586 and Debrunner in ThWNT IV 76,3-5, Grasser says: “Im
Unterschied zum X ~ Y E L V(erzahlen, sagen, schildern, ausfiihren), das nvingend nach dem Was des Gesagten
fragen &st, hebt h a k b auf das Sprechen im Gegensatz mm Schweigen ab” [As distinct from M ~ E L(tell,
V
say, describe, explain) that compells us to ask for what has been said, XaMv brings out speaking in
contrast to silence.] (50).
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(Grasser 50). God even gave his Son as his most valuable Word. Rightfully the author of
Hebrews admonishes, “See that you do not refuse the one who is speaking’’ (Heb. 12:25;

NRSV).
Such refusal has happened too often in the past. The problem was never that God
didn’t speak, even though at times it may have been happening seldom (1 Sam. 3:l). The
main issue throughout history has been lack of faith expressed in disobedience to God.
“He has told you, 0 mortal, what is good; and what does the Lord require of you but to
do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with your God?” (Micah 6:8;

NRSV. Cf. Jer. 7: 13; Hos. 9: 17). God clearly communicated his will. The people were to
choose “hearing” (ie., obedience) or “not hearing” @e., disobedience) (Deut. 30: 17-18;
cf. Isa. 42:18-20; Jer. 5:21).6
The Old Testament records God’s speaking “in the past.” One of those to whom
God spoke was Abraham. He did not merely receive commands from God. He seems to
have been a partner in communication: “Then the LORD said, ‘Shall I hide from
Abraham what I am about to do?”’ (Gen. 18:17; NRSV).7 God called Abraham to become
the father of God’s people. God had a far-reaching purpose in mind: “‘In you all the
families of the earth shall be blessed”’ (Gen.12:3; NRSV).

“The prevalence of hearing points to an essential feature of biblical religion. It is a religion of the Word,
because it is a religion of action, of obedience to the Word” (Kittel, “akod6 [&Ko~w]” 1 : 2 IS).
It resembles what God had to say later about Moses: Num.12:8.
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The nations were to come to know the Lord through God’s people (“Make known
his deeds among the nations; proclaim that his name is exalted. Sing praises to the Lord,
for he has done gloriously; let this be known in all the earth.” Isa. 12:4-5; NRSV). Israel
and its history was to become a means of communication in this world about the one and
only holy God.

The primary purpose of God’s speaking in OT times was to communicate his
nature and will to his own people, Israel. Unfortunately, what God said was too often not
heeded. When Paul looks at the history of God’s people, he comments, “For it is not the
hearers of the law who are righteous in God’s sight, but the doers of the law who will be
justified” @om. 2:13; NRSV). The problem of communication seems clearly to be an
issue of the will to follow the Word rather than the form of the message being unclear
(Jer. 6:17; 44:16; Rom. 1:18-20).
God is a brilliant communicator, revealing his will in ways that are comprehensible
to us even though we are corrupted by sin which handicaps our hearing God. We are like
Adam who, even while trying to hide himself from God because of sin, still hears his
voice (Gen.3:S-9)! We are like Cain (Gen.4:9), who keeps hearing God even after
committing sin although he tries to keep God from being too deeply involved in his life.
God is able to speak so that people hear.
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The primary truth of orthodox Christian belief has always been that God has
spoken, has revealed himself, and that the Bible we have come to call “the Word of God”
is the Spirit-inspired witness to what God has spoken through both word and deed.
The opening words of Hebrews reveal two firndamentals about the communicating
God. One is the undeniable emphasis on the final character of God’s speaking through
Christ. The other is the fact that it is the same God who speaks, whether before Christ or
after him.

*

There is diversity in God’s disclosure of his will to the people, but there is also a
strong continuity which has its consummation in Christ as God’s final and ultimate
Word.g It is the same Word of God, but the wide variety ( T I O X U ~ E ~ ~KSa t

TTO~UTP~TIWS)

of previous communication has now, “in these last days,” come into a sharp focus in
Christ. God still uses many ways and many people to proclaim his word, but this variety
does not have the pluralistic meaning of various equal authorities that characterize
postmodern times. The focus is in Jesus as the Redeemer. The Son “is the reflection of
God’s glory and the exact imprint of God’s very being’’ (Heb. 1:3; NRSV; cf. Acts 4:12).
God’s speaking in the past is completed-it is in the true sense the past.” Likewise, the

“Die Differenz liegt [comparing God speaking in Old and New Testament] nicht in der Offenbarung als
solcher, sondem in h e n ModalitMen” [The difference lies not in the revelation as such but in its
modalities.] (Graser 5 1).
B. F. Westcott emphasizes that the grammar of the first words of Hebrews points to “variety and therefore
imperfection of the earlier revelations” and to the continuity. It is the same God who is speaking. The
“imperfection” here is to be understood in the sense of “incompletion.” “The earlier revelation is treated as
the preparation for, the foundation of, the latter” (4).
lo “The aorist suggests a completed period in the past” (Ellingworth 92).
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“mission of Christ is here regarded as complete” (Westcott 5, 7).” God’s ultimate Word
has been spoken in his Son. But God continues to speak through the Scripture as written
Word and in the witness of the church through the Holy Spirit.

Our words as Christians and as the Church have to communicate God’s Word as
correctly and effectively as possible. We have been called for dual purposes: to be a holy
priesthood to God (1 Pet. 2 5 ) and to proclaim “the mighty acts of him who called [us]
out of darkness into his marvelous light’’ (1 Pet. 2:9; NRSV).

Incarnation is God’s Ultimate Way of Communication
The New Testament shows that God speaks so that people e.
In Christ, God’s
message comes in a completely unique way: God, the “Wholly Other,” became visible in
the person of Jesus. Incarnation is “God’s ultimate method of communication,” says
Kraft (Communicating 4). “The most concise statement of the incarnation” (Morris, John

90) puts it this way: “And the Word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen
(&aaapE8a) his glory, the glory as of a father’s only son, full of grace and truth” (John

1:14, NRSV). Beaopai in the Gospel of John (as in the New Testament as a whole),

according to Leon Morris, means physical seeing and is not to be spiritualized (John 93).
Kraft dares to translate the verse: “The [God’s] message became a human being to live

l1

“The story of divine revelation is a story of progression up to Christ, but there is no progression beyond

Him“(Bruce, Hebrews 3). “God’s revelation through his Son is seen to be not only superior but final”
(Guthrie 61).
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among us” (Kraft, Communicating 3). It was visible and observable to those who came
into contact with Jesus (“Whoever has seen me has seen the Father” John 14:9; NRSV).
God’s message was there-in the midst of the people12(Luke 17:21)-whose first problem,
like in the Old Testament, was not so much comprehension of the message but the will to
accept it. No miracles would have convinced to faith those who chose not to believe
(Matt.12:38-40).
We are called to communicate effectively the good news. But doing this as well as

Jesus did would not guarantee that the gospel would be accepted. It does mean, however,
that the message must be clearly incarnate (modeled by the Christian community!) and
communicated in culturally relevant ways.
God, who by his very nature is ontologically different from us as humans, chose to
come “in human form” (Phil. 2:7; NRSV) into this world and, at the same time, retained
his “otherness.” Accordingly the church, as the Body of Christ (1 Cor.12), is to go into

the world as its Lord came into this world for the sake of the lost, being relevant without
losing its unique identity. The church is of a different and deeper reality, not of this world
(1 Pet. 2:11; 1 John 3:2; Eph. 2:6), but it has to incarnate God’s love, judgement and
mercy in the midst of this world (1 Cor. 14:8-9.23-25; Col. 45).

l2 “Jesus Chrisms bringt den Vater zur Sprache in dem, was er ist, woher er ist und lebt, wofiir er lebt und
stirbt” [The Father speaks through Jesus Christ, through what he is, from where came and why he must live
and die. ] (Schneider 14).
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R. L. Reymond, referring to Phil. 2:7-8, defines Incarnation in that the Son of God,
without ceasing to be God, “took into union with himself what he before that act did not
possess, a human nature” (Reymond 555). Robert Mulholland questions this ~tatement.’~
The usual grammar of these verses indicates that taking the form of a servant and
becoming in human likeness precedes the emptying. Paul is saying just the opposite of
what Reymond claims, namely that there is something of the essence of humanness in the
very being of God. l4 This makes the Incarnation even more significant. It’s not God
coming to us from outside, but God coming in Christ to manifest the kind of union we
have with him.15 Barth, interestingly, uses the word “togetherness” where he speaks
about God’s revelation of his concern for human beings, be it before Christ or in him:
“But did it not appear to escape us by quite a distance that the deity of the Ziving
God . . . found its meaning and its power only in the context of his history and of
his dialogue with man, and thus in his togetherness with man? . . . Who God is
and what he is in his deity he proves and reveals not in a vacuum as a divine
being-for-Himself, but precisely and authentically in the fact that he exists,
speaks, and acts as the partner of man, though of course as the absolutely
superior partner.” (45)

l3 In the following discussion I am indebted to Robert Mulholland’s position shared in a conversation on
February 1 1,1998 in Wilmore, KY.
l4 “It is when we look at Jesus Christ that we know decisively that God’s deity does not exclude, but
includes his humanity. ... How could God’s deity exclude his humanity, since it is God’s freedom for love
and thus his capacity to be not only in the heights but also in the depths, not only great but also small, not
only in and for Himself but also with another distinct from Him, and to offer Himself to him?’ (Barth 49).
l5 “Ourproblem is: to derive the knowledge of the humanity of God from the knowledge of his deity”
(Barth 38). Barth, speaking about “humanity of God,” reminds his listeners (it is a lecture delivered in
1956) how in earlier times the “otherness” of God was the only aspect seen by theologians in God: “What
expressions we used-in part taken over and in part newly invented!-above all, the famous “wholly other’’
breaking in upon us “perpendicularly from above,” the not less famous “infmite qualitative distinction”
between God and man.. .” (42).
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The Bible reveals we may know God because he wants us to. God has decided to
be involved in the lives of people, at a considerable risk of losing the respect that is due
to him fiom human beings. Today, however, we may need to be careful of making too
much of “togetherness,” because the danger of seeing God as a “buddy” is too acute.

Jesus: Earthly Language for Heavenly Realities
Another way to learn how God communicates in culturally relevant ways is to look
at the way Jesus spoke. There are two aspects to consider: (1) his parables; (2) how he
related to persons of extremely different cultural contexts.

Parables
Jesus is probably best known for his ability to speak about eternal values and truths
in everyday language that connected him with the people of his time and place. This is a
significant aspect of incarnation.
According to Hauerwas and Willimon, the entire Scripture is “a picture of who
God is” (Resident Aliens 85). Surely this is true of the parables. They are a picture of
who God is, or, rather, together they form mosaic which reveals God. Jesus used the
images and languages of his day and place to help people understand what God is like.

To speak about the eternal God, known fiom their history, but still not known well
enough, Jesus told stories where
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the poor homes and that little land are before our eyes. We see the baking of
bread and the patching of garments; we see even the emergency of a friend
borrowing a loaf at midnight for his sudden guests. . . . The whole gamut of
human life is sounded-farmers at the plough, fishermen at their nets, a wedding
procession moving through the dark with dancing torches, builders rearing
towers, kings marching to their wars, and a widow pleading her cause in the
persistence of despair before a heartless judge. (Buttrick xix)
The stories were from real life-known to people of his day directly or indirectly.
“Each similitude or story is a perfect picture of something that can be observed in the
world of our experience” @odd 9).
The simple language Jesus used does not mean that he was ever simplistic. When
clever thinkers of his day tried to catch him in word traps (Matt. 22: 15ff.; 22:23ff; John

8:2ff.), he proved to be very skillful in using language and knowledge that surpassed
everybody else’s (see also Mark 11:27ff.). But simple words and images from people’s
everyday lives are what distinguished his teaching the things of God. “With many such
parables he spoke the word to them, as they were able to hear it” (Mark 4:33; NRSV).
According to Buttrick, the parables were “the characteristic message of Jesus,” “His most
memorable message,” and “His most persuasive message” (xiii). An anthropologist
would say that, in speaking in parables, “Jesus was actually applying anthropology here
(i.e. contextualizing, incarnating, and inculturating the good news; in the truest sense of
the word tailoring his message to the culture of his audience without compromising it)”
(Luzbetak 9). This was incarnational communication.
The parables are a powerful example of how Jesus communicated in culturally
relevant terms. “Jesus would have failed of contact with his hearers had he been
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unwilling to speak to them in their own tongue and, to some extent, within the range of
prevalent ideas” puttrick xiv). Kraft recently stated what Jesus knew long ago: “People
learn, apparently, by analogies. But these analogies must be familiar enough to them fi-om
within their experience to make the point that the communicator is trying to make. . . .
[Jesus] used familiar forms such as parables and analogies from the life experience of his
receptors in order to maximize their ability to integrate the new information into their
frame of reference” (Communicating 22).
The content of Jesus’ message may be “wholly other” in the sense that Kingdom
dynamics are in deep contradiction to the nature of this world, corrupted by sin, where
loving one’s enemies, forgiving and being merciful, etc. makes no sense. The form of
Jesus’ message (images, parables) is rooted exactly where people are. It is “their“ life:
sowing and reaping, mustard seeds, yeast, building a house, shepherding, family
relations, getting beaten up on a dangerous road, etc.
Jesus taught about heavenly things in human images. It is true that not everythug
was understood immediately. But those who responded to the call to discipleship
increasingly learned to grasp the eternal truths as they followed Jesus.
The church today has to learn from Jesus how to communicate the eternal message
of the gospel, using culturally relevant words, images, and experiences to proclaim the
nature and call of God revealed in Jesus. Clear communication does not guarantee the
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acceptance of the message but improper and inadequate communication guarantees its
distortion.

Meeting Peode
Jesus’ conversations with different kinds of people reveal how he adjusted his
approach to provide the best bridge of communication to a particular person. Jesus was
not only good at telling stories where the characters and situations were close to his
listeners’ everyday life, he also spoke directly to people in the context of their
understanding and experience so they were able to respond.

The rich young: man: Matt. 19:15-22 par.
Jesus spoke with the “rich young man” in terms of fulfilling the law;

most

important religious duty to this man. He had learned from the teachers of Judaism that
obeying God was the way to inherit eternal life. Obviously, the man was somewhat
troubled in his heart. He was not sure of possessing the entrance ticket to the Kingdom of
Heaven. Consequently, he needed to learn what else ought to be done.

The man asked Jesus, “Teacher, what good deed must I do to have eternal life?”

(v. 16; NRSV). So Jesus told him about “good deeds.” He relates his answer to the
structure of thinking that is closest to this man. “If you wish to enter into life, keep the
commandments” (v. 17). When the man indicates he has observed the Law from his
youth, Jesus then tells him, “Go and sell your possessions. And then come and follow
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me.”’6 The answer Jesus gave was very much in the conceptual fimework of this man,
and yet Jesus’ message was not bound by this framework. Jesus knew this man’s “riches”
were his “treasure” of obedience to the Law. Jesus calls him fiom his dependence upon
the “riches” of his works righteousness to a life of radical abandonment to God. The total
surrender he required from the man, was calling him to far more than entering eternal life
by one or two heroic deeds. As L. Morris indicates, it did not mean “that getting into
heaven is a matter of rewards for meritorious acts. . . . He had made a god of his wealth,
and when faced with the challenge he could not forsake that god” (Matthew 492). In
reality, Jesus did not ask for one more deed. Jesus asked the man to become free of his
dependence upon works to follow him into eternal life.
The man left, not because he didn’t understand what Jesus wanted him to do but
because he did. He was unwilling to abandon his dependence upon works righteousness.
The Samaritan Woman: John 4:4-30.39-42
One cannot read the story in John 4 without being profoundly amazed how a
conversation can start with “Hey, give me a drink,” and end with the other asking, “Is this
not the Christ?y How do you do that!? Probably many Christians would like to get the
formula in order to bring their non-Christian fiiends to the realization that Jesus is the
Christ.

l6 Filson points out that “All six commandments quoted [in verses 18-19] deal with relations with other
people, rather than with worship or ceremonies; does this hint that the man’s problem is lack of
sensitiveness towards the needs and rights of others?’ (Filson 209).
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It is not very difficultto start a conversation with “Hey, give me a drink!” But
what if the other person is a “Samaritan,” or from a different race, nationality or religion?
Before even getting to the “simple” beginning of asking about a drink (or weather?) there
may be something more difficult that first needs to be overcome in us. By speaking with
a Samaritan woman in a public place, like the well, Jesus indicates unambiguously that
his heart is open to start a conversation with anyone.17Because his heart is open, he is
ready to pick up the closest topic in the situation in order to communicate with the

woman from the Samaritan village.
With every new word or sentence in this conversation Jesus causes the woman to
struggle with a new level of understanding her previously known concepts. He pushes the
woman’s boundaries of reasoning and comprehension.l8 The first simple request, “Give
me water,” makes the woman wonder about the deep conflict between Jews and
Samaritans, between men and women. It makes her curious. “What’s going on here?! A
Jewish man would not ask for water from a Samaritan ~ o r n a n ! ” ’ ~
The next response fiom Jesus is, “If you knew more, you would ask for more, and
God would provide it” (v. 10). Who would not be intrigued by this kind of challenge? She

” And it is not barely openness of heart to talk. “Note that Jesus is willing to share a drinking vessel with
the woman, a seriously polluting act by Pharisee standards” (MalinaRohrbauch 99).
l8 I do not agree with L. Morris, who sees that “a feature of this story is the way the woman persistently
attempts to avoid the issues Jesus raises” (John 225).
“Men were expected not to talk to strange women in the public. ... Her reply to Jesus emphasizes that
she is both female and native (a Samaritan),while Jesus is both male and an outsider. Such awareness of
gender and origin was quite typical of social interaction in antiquity” (MalinalRohrbauch98).
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is wondering about the same question: What’s going on here? She is ready to explore
more. So she asks: “Are you saying that you are something more or bigger than our
ancient authorities?” This is exactly what Jesus wants her to ponder. The level of the
conversation has risen fiom national prejudices to the issue of spiritual authorities. Jesus
does not get into comparing himself to Jacob (w.12-13), this would surely sidetrack the
direction of this discussion.20Instead, he speaks more about what the living water would
mean to her (v.13-14). At this point the woman is not ready to come along with the talk
about spiritual realities (v. 15). She is interested in some practical, real-life value of the
living water, like a pipeline to her house (or at least discover a running spring in the back
yard)?l
Maybe this is why Jesus does not continue with the spiritual image of the water but
comes right “down-to-earth” with his next suggestion: “Go bring your husband. Let’s talk
about it together” (v. 16). After all, it is time for the woman to realize that spiritual issues

are not arguments over the authority of the forefather Jacob or the most accurate site for
the sanctuary (v.2 1-23). The way a person lives and worships is a spiritual issue for Jesus.
It is very clear that the woman would rather keep the “religious talk” going than letting it
get too personal. When confronted by Jesus with her life situation (w.17-18), she
compliments Jesus for being a prophet, and confronts this unexpectedly met expert on

2o
21

“If he made the claim, he was automatically wrong” (Morris, John 232).
“In the ordinary usage of the time “living water” was water that flowed” (Morris, John 230).
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religious flairs with the hottest issue of dispute: who has been right in choosing the
place for the temple, Jews or Samaritans (w.19-20)? Which shrine is valid? Now Jesus is
ready to speak about true worship and salvation (w.22-24). Again, Jesus has raised the
level of conversation from the outward geographical aspects of worship to the true,
spiritual worship. The climax comes when the woman says: “I know about the Messiah,”
and Jesus answers: “I am the Messiah” (w.25-26).
Throughout the conversation, Jesus led the woman from where she was to a new
level of understanding.
Nicodemus: John 3 :1- 10
The conversation Jesus had with a woman in Samaria, was “with one who stood
for a class that was wholeheartedly despised by orthodox Judaism.” Here he is speaking
with Nicodemus-“an eminent representative of orthodox Judaism” (Morris, John 225).
The story is another fascinating illustration of the way Jesus communicates to
persons on their own terns. I cannot agree with Malinfiohrbaugh that Nicodemus
functions here “as a kind of foil who offers Jesus the opportunity for an explanatory
monologue” (81). I believe that the way Jesus speaks with this man is special and meets
Nicodemus where he is in a unique way. This is powerfully illustrated by the vocabulary
Jesus used. We don’t know of anybody else Jesus challenged with the metaphor of the
new birth. Also, we hear Jesus teaching about the kingdom of God in this gospel only
when he speaks with Nicodemus (John 3:3.5)!
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As a Pharisee, a ruler of the Jews, and a teacher of Israel, Nicodemus was at the

forefront of the holiness movement of Jesus’ day. He was clearly serious about his reason
to come to Jesus, whatever this might have been. Nicodemus seems to genuinely respect
Jesus as one who is fiom God. We don’t know what he intended to ask Jesus. His
introduction suggests he was interested in what constituted true representation of God.

Jesus’ abrupt introduction of the new birth (or birth fiom above22),is similar to
what happens when two scholars get t0gether.2~They don’t need long introductions into
the subject matter. They are thoroughly immersed in the issue and can start the discussion
right where it matters to them. Jesus challenges Nicodemus to be born again. The word
was not at all unfamiliar to this man. The shock was not to ask an old man to be born
again but that this was a term used by Jews to describe what a Gentile had to do to
become a Jew!24Nicodemus obviously needed this shock. So his answer-How can a man
enter a womb for a second time!?-was neither rhetorical or ridiculing: “I was born into
this covenant!”

22 avo0~vcan mean both, and “both senses are true, and in the Johannine manner our author probably
intends that we understand both” (Morris, John 188).
23 This is also quite close to what Morris says: “He has come as one teacher to another to discuss matters of
mutual interest” (John 187).
24 “R.Jose (um 150) sagte: Ein Proselyt, der zum Judentum ubergetreten ist, gleicht einem (eben) geborenen
Kinde ... Auch halakhisch ist die Regel: “Der Proselyt gleicht einem eben geborenen Kinde”” [Rabbi Jose
(about 150) said: A proselyte who has converted into Judaism, is like a newly born child ... Halacha has a
rule: “A proselyte is like a newly born child.” ] (StrackBillerbeck 2 : 423).
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To make Nicodemus think, Jesus addressed him in his term~,2~
but with a twist:
turning familiar terms for Nicodemus upside down, and making him, the ultimate
“insider” an “outsider.” Entering the Kingdom is not a matter of doing right things.26
Entering the Kingdom is not by the accident of birth, but becoming a new being by what
God’s Spirit does (3:6). It is letting God decide. The “wind blows where it chooses”
(John 3:8; NRSV). So the Spirit of God works according to God’s will and plan that
cannot be reduced to a formula by which one can make one’s entrance into the Kingdom.
Jesus communicated in ways which were relevant to and for the culture and
understanding of his time. The parables he told related to his listener’s everyday lives.
His personal conversations with various persons were marked by a unique, personal
approach to that particular individual. Jesus used language that matched people’s
comprehension, at the same time always being challenging.

There is a considerable amount of ambiguity in this passage for today’s reader. But cf. Morris:
“Nicodemus was a Pharisee. He was used to this way of speaking, and the allusion would be natural to
him” (John 193).
26 L.Morris: “In its own way this chapter does away with “works of the law” every bit as thoroughly as
anything in Paul” (John 186).
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Paul: All Things to A11 People2’
1 Cor. 9:19-23
This passage is crucial to this study because it provides the strongest scriptural
foundation for culturally relevant communication of the gospel. If God used “an
incarnational method” in proclaiming the Kingdom to the Jews through his Son, Paul
chose a similar incarnational method to preach the gospel to all kinds of people.

1 Cor. 9: 19-23 carries the basic apostolic principle “modeled by Paul-who
communicated everywhere the one gospel of ‘Jesus Christ and him crucified,’ but
communicated this gospel by being ‘all things to all people that I might by all means save
some”’ (Hunter, Church 66). The passage could be titled “The flexibility of Paul for the
sake of the gospel.”
When C.K.Barrett Iectured about the controversies of Paul at Asbury Theological
Seminary (April 23,1998), I asked him how he would define the limits of Paul’s
tolerance. He said: “Christ alone for salvation. This is the core of Paul’s theology.” The
question of tolerance in proclaiming Christ is valid when we observe the struggle the
Early Church had regarding conditions for accepting those from different cultural and
religious backgrounds into the Christian church (Acts 15). Paul was tolerant in

’’

I handle the apostle Paul here because it is the presentation of his theology, whereas most of these issues
related to the Early Church will be dealt under the chapter on Literature Review, where the experience of
the Early Church will be discussed.
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welcoming the Gentiles into the church on non-Jewish terms. Tolerance requires
flexibility, and this is what Paul describes in 1 Cor. 9: 19-23.

In verse 19, Paul expresses the principle of his missionary activity: to win as many
people as possible for Christ, whatever sacrifice it may take from him. In the following
verses (20-22a), he specifically points out a whole spectrum of people as they were
“categorized” culturally/religiously in his time. The end of the pericope (22b-23)
underlines again the crucial importance of becoming whatever it takes to win people for
Christ. The compelling, underlying reason for this is the salvation of all people. It is the
nature of the gospel of Jesus: “For the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and
to give his life a ransom for many” (Mark10:44; NRSV).

The passage needs to be understood in the context of argumentation where paradox

and contradiction are used rhetorically to make a point.
Flexibility, as positive as the word may seem at first glance (indicating a certain
freedom from anybody and anything), is, in real life, such a difficult mode of being that
Paul adds quickly the word “slave:” “I

fiee, ... I make myself a slave” (v.19).

Flexibility within the mission of winning “as many as possible,” may require taking the
form of a slave in denying your own rights because of the other. The real Lord and
Master in this case, however, is not the other person but Jesus Christ.
“TObecome a Jew” (v.20) for the sake of winning the Jews to Christ is strange
because Paul

a Jew-there was nothing to become here! It is strange until we grasp
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with Barrett: “He could become a Jew only if, having been a Jew, he had ceased to be one
and become something else” (21 1). In 1 Cor. 9:20, Paul is not speaking about “allegiance

determined simply by racial descent” (Barrett 21 1).
There are several examples in Acts that indicate what it meant for Paul to
“become” a Jew for the Jews. In Lystra, Paul circumcised Timothy ”because of the Jews
who were in those places” (163). If “he” in Acts 18:18, refers to Paul-and not to Aquilathen we see Paul at Cenchreae having his hair cut because of the Nazirite vow (cf.
Num.6:l-21). Acts 21 :23-26, reveal Paul following the advice of his fellow Christians in
Jerusalem to again undertake the Nazirite vow-to prove to the Jews that he “observes and
guards the Law” (v.24).
These instances were about fulfilling the Mosaic Law, even though Paul, as a
follower of Jesus, was not under this law any more. Considering how fiercely Paul fought
against trusting the Law for salvation instead of Christ (especially in the letter to
Galatians: “If you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of no benefit to you”
Gal.5:2; NRSV), one is justified to ask how the different utterances of Paul can be
brought together with integrity. I believe that Grosheide comes quite close to the answer
when he says, “Paul is fiee fiom the ceremonial law through the work of Christ but he
does not consider it a sin to observe the law, provided this was not done to acquire
righteousness” (2 12). Another statement from Grosheide points to the complications of
following this position in the practical life: “Paul remained inwardly fiee,
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accommodating himself only to special circumstances” (212). Even though this may be
true about Paul, the motto is prone to be misunderstood and misused by Christians. The
temptation is to “feel” oneself “inwardly free,” although, in reality, an “outward”
accommodation to the world may have already taken over the whole person.
That Paul was a Jew to the Jews is also evident in the simple fact that while
travelling in the Roman empire to preach Christ, he started with the Jews. Acts gives
examples of how Paul addressed the Jews with the gospel in terns that show how the
God of Israel was acting in and through Jesus. Paul first puts the gospel in the context of
the history of Israel. “The God of this people Israel chose our ancestors and made the
people great during their stay in the land of Egypt, and with uplifted arm he led them out
of it” (Acts 13:17; NRSV). This was necessary for the Jews to make sense of his
message. Once the relevant context had been established, Paul moves to the climax in
verse 23 : “Of this man’sposterity God has brought to Israel a Savior, Jesus, as he
promised.”
The second group, “those under the law” (1 Cor. 9:20b) may again refer
synonymously to Jews, or to Gentiles who have come under the law, like God-fearers and
proselytes (Witherington, Conflict 212). Paul uses the phrase G I T ~v b ~ o u11 times (in
eight verses) in his letters (Rom. 6:14-15; in the present passage, and all other cases in
Gal.). It is difficult to prove that the phrase refers exclusively to the Jews (certainly not
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Gal.4:21). Rather, the point in these cases is trusting the law for God’s righteousness, be
it a Jew, proselyte, God-fearer or whoever.
When Paul points to those “under the law” separately from the Jews, it may be
simply a parallelism, but it is more probable that a certain gradation has been meant.
Mulholland has pointed ouP8that more conservative Jews in the first century would not
have included God-fearers with those “under the law,” whereas more liberal Jews would.
So it is not impossible that Paul intends to differentiate and speaks both of Jews (9:20a)

and Jewish proselytes (9:20b). There is reason to believe that “those under the law” also
include God-fearers.
Having stated clearly that he is not under the law (namely, dependent upon
obedience to the law of Moses for righteousness; v.20), Paul quickly adds that he is not
without law. There is something deeper for Paul than rules and regulations fkom Moses:
being bound to Christ, in whom the law of Moses has been fulfilled (Rom. 3:3 1; 8:4).
Verse 21: I have not found evidence that 6vop.o~might refer to God-fearers.
Scholars consistently show that the word is used for Gentiles.*’ This supports the

Personal conversation in W h o r e , Nov.30, 1998.
‘%vopos, ou m:a nonJew who lives completely without reference to the Jewish Law - ‘Gentile,
heathen, pagan.’ T O ~ dLv6pois
S
5s b o p o s ..haK E P ~ C ~ TOGS
W
Irv6pous ‘for the sake of the Gentiles I
live like a Gentile ...in order to win Gentiles’ 1 Cor 9:21.” (Louw/Nida). “avopos, ou lawless. 2. w. ref. to
the Mosaic law, used of Gentiles” (Bauer). “avopos, “having no law.” ... The emphasis may be a. on the
objective fact that the law is not present ..., or b. (the regular use) on the subjective attitude “not paying
heed to law” .-. In Judaism 6 avopos or oi duopot is a common term for the Gentiles. ... The avopoi to
whom Paul adjust himself in 1 Cor. 9:21, are distinguished as such from those who are h b v6pov by the
fact that they do not actually know the Law and are not aware that they are bound by it. (Cf. also Luke
22:37; Acts 2:23: here for the Gentiles)” (W. Gutbrod IV : 1086-87).
28

29
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conclusion that “those under the law” in the previous verse are probably proselytes and
God-fearers.
The paradox of whether Paul is under the law or not, or under which law, is a
complicated one. It suffices to say that “Paul can adopt his varying attitude-to the Jews as
a Jew, to the Gentiles as a Gentile-because he recognizes not a smaller but a greater debt
to God than legalism implies” (Bmett 2 14).
In 9:22, there is a shift in Paul’s argument. He speaks about “winning the weak.”
Who are the weak? This may be the key to understanding 1 Cor. 9:19-23,30

First, it seems almost natural to assume that Paul speaks of the “weak” in 9:22 just
as he does in 8:7-12. Scholars tend to interpret daecwjs in 9:22 as one weak in faith, who
“considers externals of the greatest irnp~rtance,”~’
which is the meaning in the previous
chapter.
In fact the passages may very well deal with completely different matters. In 1
Corinthians the words for “weak” very clearly have entirely different meanings. In 1 Cor.

4:10, Paul speaks in an ironic mood (or maybe not, referring to a deeper truth?) about
himself as “weak,” although he openly does not identify himself with those who had
“weak consciousness” in 8:ll-13; (cf. also Rom. 15:l). 1 Cor. 1:27 and 2:3 speak about
weakness again in a different sense, the former referring to those lacking any prestige in
In the following treatment I am very much indebted to the guiding questions and insights from
Dr.Mulholland. Personal mentorhg at the Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, KY; December 1998.
3’ Bauer 230. Grosheide maintains that by saying that he has become weak in order to win the weak, Paul
does “what the stronger brethren at Corinth refused to do” (Grosheide 213).
30
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the eyes of this world, the latter speaking about Paul’s feelings while visiting the
Corinthians. The word “weak” in one form or another can be found forty times in Pauline
letters. The meanings vary significantly according to the context. These few examples
suffice to show it is not reasonable to assume Paul uses the terms for “weak” in only one
way.
One Pauline usage is especially interesting. In Rom. 5:6 Paul clearly speaks of
weak as those not yet Christians. The issue at stake in 1 Cor. 9:19-23 is, “by all means
~ave
some” (v.22). It is compelling, therefore, to see the different “Categories” of people

in this passage as those who have not accepted Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. It

does not seem probable to see Paul struggling to save some from unbelief and to save
others from something like a not-yet-mature-belief in Jesus.32

If we are not required to interpret the “weak” in 9:22 as Christians with weak
consciences (chapter S), we are also no longer required to see in this passage four
different categories of people (“the Jews,” “those under the law,” “those outside the law,”
and “the weak”). Another structure reveals itself. The first two groups are in the (Jewish)
law-based context. The Jews born under the law, and proselytes and God-fearers who
place themselves under the law. Those outside the law (Gvopos lawless) are the Gentiles.
In this way all humanity is included. The total group is then summarized in verse 22: “To

32 Barrett suggests that Paul is giving to the concept “weak” here a new meaning and speaks about winning
the weak ‘%om an inadequate to an adequate understanding of Christianity” (215). I cannot agree, because
Paul is about to save people, that is a significantly more crucial concept than growth in Christian faith.
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the weak I became weak.” There is no one who would be “strong” in their relationship
with God (Rom. 5:6). Even those related to the Law given by God are not in a prefened
situation (Rom. 3:9ff.). Everyone is equally lost to God (Rom 3:23). Paul, then, repeats
his mission: “I have become all things to all people, that I might by all means save
some.” Paul’s concern is the salvation of all humanity in its weakness.

This passage presents a principle of Paul’s that could be expressed only in this
paradoxical way because, in practice, every single case was somewhat different. Paul
knew the individual cases he had in mind and the principle guiding him in them, but we
have to be satisfied with a principle that is too complex to be put in any other form but
paradox.
Paul’s primary focus is: “I have become all things to all people, that I might by all
means save some. I do it all for the sake of the gospel, so that I may share in its
blessings” (1 Cor. 9:22b-23; NRSV). Witherington summarizes Paul’s flexibility:
He accommodates his style of living, not his theological or ethical principles. ...
Furthermore, his accommodating behavior has clear limits. He does not say that
he became an idolater to idolaters or an adulterer to adulterers. But in matters
that he did not see as ethically or theologically essential or implied by the
gospel, Paul believed in flexibility. (Conflict 21 1 and 213)

I find it difficult, however, to put Paul’s words “all things to all people” under the
category of “Paul’s demagogic rhetoric” as Witherington does (Conflict 214). Obviously
they are not to be taken literally. Paul is implying a deep theological conviction about
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denying himself for the sake of communicating the saving grace to all by whatever it
requires from him to be more effective for that purpose.33
Paul’s missionary principle does not compromise the gospel for the sake of
communication. Cultural relevance must not do away with the scandal of the gospel. It
must not speak to please the itching ears of this world (2 Tim. 4:3). It must not leave
aside part of God’s truth in order to find more favorable acceptance by those who want to
choose for themselves what kind of God and requirements they would prefer. Paul knows
that “Jews demand signs and Greeks desire wisdom,” but he is still determined to
“proclaim Christ crucified” even though this message is “a stumbling block to Jews and
foolishness to Gentiles” (1 Cor. 1:22-23;NRSV). Paul’s paradoxical tension between the
scandal of the gospel and personal sacrifice in adapting oneself for the purpose of
communicatingit must guide today’s churches’ proclamation if they are to remain true to
the scriptural nature of their mission.

The Church and the Incarnation
Why can we expect the church to be and speak the message of God’s Kingdom in

the manner of Jesus? Because this is the church’s nature. “No matter how the church be
defined in detail, any basic statement must begin by relating it to Christ and

33 Lang says that what Paul writes in 1 Cor. 9:19 is his mission principle like a title over the next verses:
‘‘Der V. 19 beschreibt zunachst iiberschriftartig den missionarischen Grundsarz des Paulus” (italics mine)
[(‘Verse 19 describes first as a title the missionprinciple of Paul.”] (119).
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understanding it as a presentation of his being and work” (Thielicke 3 : 208). From the
beginning, the church proclaimed: “There is salvation in no one else, for there is no other
name under heaven given among mortals by which we must be saved” (Acts 4:12;
NRSV).

Different church traditions have at times interpreted the church as an incarnation of
Jesus34or a certain development of it. From all we know of church history, we often find
it difficult to understand how the church can be the adequate representation of Jesus
Christ. Instead of identifying the church with Christ, Roman Catholic understanding
today speaks rather of an analogy between ecclesiology and Christology: the visible
church serves the Spirit of Christ similarly as the bodily nature served the divine Logos
(Doring 2 : 1070).
One has to discern the meaning and purpose of the church from its relation to
Christ, even if it is not possible to identify the church with Christ.

A sign points beyond itself to the thing signified. . . . We must not equate the
thing with the sign in its weakness. Only by this distinction can the thing
signified be, in a certain sense, present by way of the sign. This is how the
church relates to the kingdom of God. The church must distinguish itself from
the future fellowship of men and women in the kingdom of God in order that it

~

~~~

--

The dogma of incarnation became increasingly important to the ecclesiology of the Roman Catholic,
Anglican and Orthodox churches in the middle of the 19* century. From time to time these traditions spoke
of the church as “Ausweitung der Inkamation” (Williams 2 : 676). In the Orthodox theology, “Inkamation
setzt sich fort und wird ausgedehnt, indem der Gottmensch Christus die an ihn Glaubenden mit sich und
untereinander vereint zu einem mystischen Leib, d.h. zur Kirche, die somit einen gottmenschlichen
Organismus darstellt” [Incarnation continues and will be extended through the fact that the God-man
(divine-human?) Christ unites with himself and with one another those who believe in him, into one
mystical body, i.e. the church, which accordingly represents a divine-human organism. ] (Fahlbusch 2 :
678).
34
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may be seen to be a sign of the kingdom by which its saving future is already
present for people in their own day. (Pannenberg 32)
Thielicke points to the same distinction: “Christ is not the church but the one who
calls and seeks and woos it for faith and discipleship. The Holy Spirit is not the church
but the presence of Christ which is mediated by the Word and gives soul to his body” (3 :
210).
We never understand the essence and meaning of the church if we lose the
connection between the community of believers as the body with its head (1 Cor.
12: 12.27; Eph. 4:15; Col. 1:18). All the New Testament statements about the nature of
the church rest on the reference to the identity of Jesus: he is the author (Heb. 12:10) and
foundation (1 Cor. 3:ll) of the church. Through the Holy Spirit he is present in the
church as his body and makes his people members of this body (Rom. 12:4ff.; 1 Cor.
6115; 12:12-14; Eph. 1:23).
Christ’s Church has been called to be what Christ has been in this world, because
“God’s method of using human beings to reach other human beings is also an
incarnational method” (Kraft, Communicating 8). The church is in a living and growing
relationship with Christ. What could be a better image than “body” to lift up this
dimension of growth toward maturity (Eph. 4: 15; Col. 1:10; 2 Pet. 3 :18)? “This
fundamental relation constitutes the church-the relation between the transcendent Word
and the empirical historical reality in which faith in this Word arises and living people
respond audibly and visibly to it” (Thielicke 3 : 205). This gives priority to the church
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being a full representation of Christ. There has to be a community of believers who can
be seen and believed to be what Christ is, before anything this community says
(preaches) can be taken seriously and responded to in faith. The Christian mission is not
just a matter of communication. It is a matter of witness that not only has to be
understandable but, more importantly, believable in the sense that the community
incarnates its proclamation. Since not only what Jesus spoke but his whole being was
God’s message, all the human aspects of the incarnation must be taken seriously
(Schneider 14). We must, therefore, take the church and its entire being seriously as
means of communication.
It is amazing how little attention general introductions to theology give to mission
and evangelism while speaking about the church. It is as if the next generation of the
Christian church comes somehow all by itself, much like the grass next spring. Scripture
is abundantly clear that mission and evangelism belong to the very nature of the church.
If the church is to represent Christ in this world, it is not only a matter of correctly
distributing sacraments and preaching the Word according to pure doctrine3’ to those who
happen to already be in the church. Representing Christ must inevitably mean a strong

35 “Grundlegend Air

den lutherischen Kirchenbegriff ist die definitionsartige Bestimmung in CA VII: ‘Est
autem ecclesia congregatio sanctonun (Versammlung aller Gliiubigen), in qua evangelium pure docetur et
recte administrantur sacramenta”’ [Basic to Lutheran ecclesiology is the thesis that the church is “the
assembly of all believers among whom Gospel is preached in its purity and the holy sacraments are
administered according to the Gospel.”] (Kiihn 2 : 1075). “Faithful preaching of the Word and the right
administration of the sacraments are marks of the Church” both for Luther and Calvin (Davies,
“Ecclesiology” 102).
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emphasis on making him known to those estranged from God. This call concludes the
Gospels of Matthew (28:19), Mark (16: 15; even if this verse is an amalgam of other
gospel texts, it would even more reflect the understanding of the early church that this
commission belongs to the essentials!), and Luke (24:47). The same commission to go
and make Christ known to everyone opens Acts (1 :S), and shaped the life of the early
church. Being a witness to Christ as Lord was not a secondary agenda that could be
pursued when there were enough resources or when the church was established strongly
enough to call together a missions committee or hire a half-time minister of evangelism.
The early church started preaching in Jerusalem immediately and soon continued to other
areas according to the word of the Lord.
A story from Germany tells about the statue of Christ who’s hands were broken off
in a World War I1 bombing. The people in the parish to whom the sculpture belonged,
discussed its restoration but, eventually, understood that it was they-the people, the
church-who had to be the hands for Christ in this world, to fulfill his task. To be the
hands (i.e., activity) of Christ, requires from us far more than we imagine to be possible
for us to accomplish, the challenge reaches deeper. Paul writes to the Philippians: “Let
the same mind36be in you that was in Christ Jesus” (Phi1.25; NRSV; cf. Rom. 12:2).

36 @POVE~TE is second person, plural, present, active, imperative. Every one of these grammatical terms is
worth underlining, to emphasize how strong is the call for the church to carry the mind of Christ just as
much as to be the Body of Christ! The meaning of “mind” is not barely a certain kind of thinking, it refers
to the whole being. (Cf. Bauer: “ ~ p o ~ ~ o ” ) .
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This is where the transformation of the Christian community starts that eventually
enables the world to see Christ when it looks at the church.
As a church, we are sent to be what Christ was in this world. We are not to redeem
the world, but our call is to the ministry of reconciliation (2 Cor. 5 :18). Say Hauenvas
and Willimon,
The world needs the church, not to help the world run more smoothly or to make
the world a better and safer place for Christians to live. Rather, the world needs
the church because, without the church, the world does not know who it is. The
only way for the world to know that it is being redeemed is for the church to
point to the Redeemer by being a redeemed people. (Resident Aliens 94)

To be and to point are the two crucial verbs if the church is to incarnate Christ in
this world.
It is of no value for the church to point to Christ if the “pointing” is not
understandably communicated. Also, even the most attractive call for the world to tunz
toward Christ (for example, creative electronic advertising), would be meaningless
without the visible community of Christians who are dedicated followers of Christ in the
world.

In 1 Cor. 12, Paul describes the church as a living organism, a body. The
description of the church clearly continues throughout the 13th chapter, where Paul
describes the love that characterizesthe life of the “body.” The description extends into
chapter 14, where Paul gives attention to the need for the church to be understandable to
the unchurched. He calls for Christian worship that results in non-Christians “bowing
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down before God and worshiping him,declaring, ‘God is really among you”’ (1 Cor.
14:25; NRSV). This cannot happen when what is proclaimed in and by the church, is not

understandable; when the church doesn’t communicate in culturally relevant ways. “If the
bugle gives an indistinct sound, who will get ready for battle?’ (1 Cor. 14:8;NRSV). The
church’s proclamation and witness may not necessarily be reasonable in the eyes of this
world, but it must be culturally relevant if it is to give witness.
The church is also to be a heavenly body of people. According to Eph. 2:6, we
already are participants in the heavenly realms with Christ. We are called to live as
Kingdom citizens for the sake of the lost in ways that best communicate God’s call to a
redeemed relationship with Him. This was and is the incredibly difficult task of the
church. The church has to live with the constant tension between the call to be
transformed toward Christ-likeness and, at the same time, be comprehensible to the world
in which it lives.
This tension presents a challenge. There is often a very thin line between
presenting the gospel in culturally relevant terms and accommodating it to the standards
of this world. The Body of Christ, which is called to incarnate the Redeemer, has to learn
to live out and maintain this tension that Pope Pius XI1 described in his 1945 Christmas

Message: “As Christ was in the midst of men, so too his Church, in which he continues to
live, is placed in the midst of the peoples. As Christ assumed a real human nature so too
the Church takes to herself the fullness of all that is genuinely human wherever and
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however she finds it and transforms it into a source of supernatural energy” (Luzbetak

69). If it is proper to say that Jesus came as God’s Word incarnate-as God’s nature and
purpose communicated in humanly understandable form, while not losing anything of its
unique “content,”-the same could and should be said about the church.
It is noteworthy that God’s people have always struggled with the temptation to
conform to the structures of this world. When the Israelites wanted to have a king, they
wanted it “so that we also may be like other nations” (1 Sam. 8:20; NRSV). When the
disciples argued which of them was the greatest, Jesus corrected them by saying that this
kind of argument belongs to the thinking pattern of this world and not to the Kingdom

(Luke 22:24-27). When the early church, in some instances, honored those who were
visibly wealthy and didn’t care for the poor, they were acting according to the patterns of
this world and needed to be admonished (Jas. 2:l-6). Sometimes today’s church, in order
to make its voice audible, conforms to the patterns of this world in order to be more
acceptable by the society. This is where the tension of being Kingdom people by nature,
and living the witness incarnationally in the midst of our particular comunity, needs to
be spelled out. God has called his Church to be constantly conformed toward the image
of Christ and incarnate that image in the world for its salvation.
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Conclusion
God is a speaking God. He has been speaking to people throughout history in
various ways (Heb. 1:1). The problem has never been God’s silence, even though at
times, due to human hardness, God’s word seemed to be rare (1 Sam.3:l). The basic
problem has been an unwillingness to be obedient to the Word of God (Mic. 6:8).
Ultimately, God has chosen to communicate by becoming one of us in his Son
(John 1:14). In Jesus the Word became flesh, God’s message in human form. People
could look at him and see God (John 14:9-10). Even though many did not recognize God
in Jesus (John 1:1l), God had chosen a way to communicate that was compelling,
comprehensible, and culturally relevant (Matt. 7:28-29).

“I am not of this world,” said Jesus, and so his church is not of this world (John
17:16; 1 John 4:4-6). But the church has been called to witness God’s great works in
Jesus Christ to the world (Matt. 28:20; Acts 1:s)’ so that the world might come to the
knowledge of God and be saved (1 Tim. 2:3-4). To proclaim the message of salvation and
reconciliation truthfully and effectively, the church has to live as the Body of Christ in
this world (1 Cor. 12:27; John 17:23), and find ways to communicate it passionately and

in culturally relevant ways as Paul modeled so well (1 Cor. 9: 19-23; Acts).
Pastors of local churches today should follow Jesus and Paul in their efforts to
communicate in culturally relevant ways through their churches to the unchurched
community. It means taking the partner seriouslv (Jesus paid full attention to the
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Samaritan woman; Paul was willing to become “as” one of them whom he tried to

“win”). This involves sincere interest in the other person. One who follows God’s
incarnational method will not see the unchurched merely as a means to increase the
church’s membership figures.
The example God has given to us also encourages creativity. Jesus did not repeat
one kind of pattern in communicationg that God’s kingdom is at hand. A pastor and a
local church have to consider fresh and innovative ways to connect with those outside the
church. Sometimes something very simple may be new and engender interest. A few
years ago we combined a Mother’s Day worship service in my AGAPE church with a
“cake party.” It meant that fathers and children were invited to come to church with a
cake that they had made-not made by mom this time! Obviously, it was mothers then,
who got the first taste of what their family had prepared. This event brought many
families to church and was certainly a pleasant surprise especially for those who did not
know much of what is going on in our church! Perhaps this event serves as one simple
example of what means to speak “the language of the people” as Jesus did in using
parables.
In the way Jesus and Paul incarnated the gospel in culturally relevant terms, there
is also a strong call to sacrifice. Going in the footsteps of Jesus, Paul said: “I have made

myself a slave to all, so that I might win more of them.” A commitment to incarnate the
gospel for those outside of God’s kingdom will require sacrifices from the pastor as well
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as from the local church as a whole. The sacrifices may sometimes seem trivial. When
people in a church in Sweden complained that the non-Christians didn’t know how to
behave in the church and the members had to clean up their mess afterwards, they
revealed the need for a certain sacrifice, a need for the mentality of a servant. Perhaps
some other churches in Scandinaviawould need to sacrifice their tradition of singing a
liturgical “OurFather” with an old melody that is so impossibly complicated that even
those who have known it for years are not able to participate in it properly. The fact is
that “cultural relevancy” is not merely a trendy term in today’s Christianity. What we
learn from the biblical models challenges us today to be ready for sacrifices. And some of
them may be hard.
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CHAPTER 3
PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Cultural relevancy is a relatively modern term, but its reality is an integral part of
God’s communication with humanity. This is one reason why it is difficult for us today to
understand the Bible. Its story, messages, and perspective is presented in a culturally and
historically different context. We produce modem translations with the hope of making
the ancient text more comprehensible for a modem reader but it is not possible to convey
the whole story. We need to comprehend God’s word and action in its cultural context.
God has always been “culturally relevant” in his communication with people.
The Early Church followed God’s example in the history of Israel and, especially,
in the person of Jesus Christ. Following God’s example was far from easy. The difficulty
lay in the fact that the ministry of the church was culturally conditioned. Because of their
background Jewish Christians knew what was expected from a non-Jew who desired to
become part of God’s people. They knew that the content of faith was never without a
certain form, and faith and form influence one another. What were the appropriate human

forms for the new things God had done in Jesus? Were the old Jewish forms to be
retained? Were new forms to be developed? These questions caused heavy disputes in
New Testament times and the following centuries.
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The literature of cultural anthrouolonv helps discern the cultural elements in the
life and mission of the Christian church. Books and articles dealing with church and
culture have flourished in the past decade.
The church seems to have always had difficulty making a distinction between the
cultural and religious elements of her faith. This is understandable, because the line is
often indistinct. Culture and faith are so intertwined that they are hard to take apart. In
common thinking, cultural anthropology has to do with cultures and customs that belong
to a foreign, distant, or different community. This in itself reveals that people are
normally unaware of their own culture and see no reason to look at their own lifestyle and
worldview anthropologically. The fact is, we are all “interest objects” for cultural
anthropology. Churches that are unconscious of the differences between their own
religious culture and that of the surrounding community, cease to communicate the
gospel effectively. Language as part of culture belongs to the area of anthropological
research, but in this case it is proper to speak of language as representative of cultural
expression as a whole.
This brings us to church growth literature which analyzes the factors directly and
indirectly influencing the mission and evangelistic development of the congregation. One

of these factors is the ability of the church to worship and communicate in culturally
relevant terms.
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But how does a church becomes culturally relevant? Church leadership literature
indicates that normally any group with a specific value system and worldview tends to
grow inwards and to develop special characteristics that become more and more foreign
to outsiders. There are many examples of churches whose own members say, “We have a
warm and friendly church, just like a family.” But they have immense barriers in the
perceptions of those not belonging to that family-barriers which make the ‘‘warm church”
very unattractive.
This project asks how a pastor leads an inwardly oriented church to become a
church that effectively communicates the good news of Jesus Christ to the community of
non-Christians among whom they live and worship. what kind of leadership qualities
does this pursuit for change toward cultural relevancy require?

Early Christian Experience
In an unpublished paper “Eschatology and Restoring the Kingdom to Israel,”
Mulholland discusses the struggle the Early Church had regarding the conditions for nonJews (Samaritans, proselytes, God-fearers, Gentiles) to become members of the Christian
community.
It takes a careful reading of Acts to see how God, with his direct intervention,
widened the narrow horizon of the first Christians in Jerusalem in regard to those outside
the classical Jewish heritage. Catchpole summarizes the first chapters in Acts: “We have
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a picture of a community whose outlook was essentially Jerusalem-centered, whose
theology was Torah-centered, whose worship was Temple-centered, and which saw (with
some justice) no incompatibility between all of that and commitment to Jesus” (279).
Not until Acts 8, do we find the Jewish believers beginning to move out of
Jerusalem to Judea and Samaria according to the commandment of Jesus in Acts 1:8.

This is not an implementation of strategic mission plans, however, but the result of severe
persecution. After Philip worked in Samaria with great success, the leaders in Jerusalem
sent Peter and John to check on what was happening (Acts 8:14). What Peter and John
experienced obviously transformed their outlook. On the way to Samaria there is no
mention of evangelizing (8:14-15), but as they returned to Jerusalem they evangelized
many Samaritan villages (8:25).
If Samaritans can become followers of Jesus, what about proselytes? God directed
Philip to preach the gospel to the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8:26ff.). “Now God is including
proselytes into the mix, and, on top of that, a person who is permanently ritually unholy
(a eunuch). God is pushing the boundaries of what any normal Israelite would consider
membership in Israel” (Mulholland 17).
Luke devotes much attention to the events relating to Cornelius’ household (Acts
lo). The detailed introduction to the actual events in Cornelius’ home (preaching and

baptism of the Holy Spirit) seems to indicate the need for explanation (and the
explanation was needed: Acts 11:1-1S!). Peter was not just being careless and inattentive
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to appropriate Jewish behavior when he went to Cornelius’ home. God himself prepared
the whole event thoroughly (Acts 10: 1-20). Those coming with Peter from Jerusalem
were shocked seeing that God was doing exactly the same thing with the Gentiles (this is
how they perceived Cornelius’ household, even though technically they were “Godfearers”) as he had done with the “proper” Jews! (Mulholland 18).
What exactly has God in mind? Where is the boundary? God “used to work” with

his elected people, Israel. The issue of how the Gentiles should be allowed (allowed!?)
into the Christian church, culminated in the Jerusalem council (Acts 15). Many read this
chapter today believing this meeting became crucial in opening the door to the Gentiles.
What really happened was that, according to the decision of the elders in Jerusalem (Acts
15:19-21), the Gentiles did not have to become proselytes (circumcised) to become
members of the Christian church (as new Israel), they only had to become God-fearers
(Mulholland 19). The Jewish believers were still thinking in Jewish terms which, while
natural, indicates the religious-cultural barriers that were present.
Paul and Barnabas’ mission in Lystra (Acts 14), is the fxst direct proclamation to
Gentiles in a Gentile framework of thinking (14: 15-19). There is no mention of Jews nor
synagogue in Lystra. One might call this Paul’s “‘first experiment’’ in proclaiming the
gospel to Gentiles as Gentiles. He speaks about God as creator and provider, a central
idea about God in Jewish thinking, but he seemingly does this in a kind of naturalistic
theology, to meet Gentiles according to their worldview.
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Another example of witness to Gentiles as Gentiles is Paul’s presentation before
the Areopagus of Athens (Acts 17:22-34). This is an especially interesting case because it
presents intriguing insights into the limits of culturally relevant communication of the
gospel. Does the fact that “Christ crucified” (the major theme for Paul, so strongly
emphasized in the beginning of the first letter to Corinthians, 1117-25;2:l-5)is not
mentioned on this occasion, indicate the accommodation of the gospel to the worldview

of the audience? It is true that Paul preaches resurrection (Acts 17:32). But this was no
special offense because “resurrected gods” were well known to the Roman world.
One of the key resources in learning how the first Christians dealt with critical
questions emerging from their encounter with their world is the book Evanaelism in the
Early Church by Michael Green. He shows by a number of examples how flexible the
early Christians were in approaching both Jews and Gentiles. They presented the gospel

in terms that made the connection in communication happen. The Christians of the first
centuries “put Gentile clothes on [the good news] without compromising its content”
(Green xv). Green makes it very clear that it was not simply an unreflective, casual way
of going around with the gospel. There were many hard obstacles to overcome in their
society. Making way for the good news about Jesus Christ was to break through various
culmal, ethical, social, intellectual and religious barriers that could easily harm the heart
of their message. “Their message proclaimed a crucified criminal, and nothing could have
been less calculated than that to win them converts. To the Greeks such a story showed
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how ridiculous the new faith was; to the Romans how weak and ineffective it was; while
the Jews could not bring themselves to stomach it at all” (Green 32). It seems fair to say
that while early Christians were ready to use the cultural forrns available to spread the
gospel (Green calls the historical and cultural assets “Pathways for Evangelismyy13ff.),
the content of the message was in hopeless contradiction to everything people in the first
century could accept. In the end the “success” of their evangelism was not the result of
putting all the emphasis on cultural forms, or by using some “right tricks.” The good
news of Jesus spread because the Christians allowed the Holy Spirit to be fiee and active
through their testimony. After all, “Christianity presented ideas that demanded a choice,
not tolerance” (MacMullen 17). There was plenty of room for tolerance in the first
century Roman society. Belief was a private matter (Green 39), the radical demand of
Christians to exclusive worship of the one and only God who had revealed himself in the
crucified Jesus, did not look just narrow-minded as did the religion of the Jews (Green
40), it was downright repulsive.

Today’s popular impression of Christians in the first centuries is of people
constantly “going out” to tell anybody about Jesus whatever the cost. This image
probably needs to be tempered by a more calm and objective view of facts, that
simultaneously would make it harder to explain the incredible growth of the Christian
church before the Constantine era. MacMullen writes: “During most of the period I speak

of, from around A.D. 100 to 3 12, Christians as such avoided attention. . . . They avoided
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on religious grounds also those occasions when their neighbors gathered for a good time,
in private or community celebrations” (35). Obviously the growth of the Christian church
is not to be explained by an “outgoing” attitude of the Christians and this is not to be the
central guiding principle today. But Christians were part of the society. MacMullen
highlights this in the following paragraph:
And there is the outburst by an Apologist [Tertullian], ‘We live together with
you in this world, including the forum, including the meatmarket, baths, shops,
workrooms, inns, fairs, and the rest of commercial intercourse, and we sail along
with you and serve in the army and are active in agriculture and trade.’ What he
describes finds confirmation in a third-century text: Christians ‘have won riches
and renown among pagans . . . they are absorbed in business and wealth and
friendships with pagans’. (40)
The key to the growth of the Christian church was clearly the power of the gospel
that became visible in various ways (healings, exorcisms, martyrdom, etc.) rather than
mere cultural socializing (MacMullen 36ff.).

Christianity in Culture

Realization of One’s Own Culture
Christianity always exists in a culture. There have been times when cultural
aspects of Christianity were not discussed as cultural awects. The apostle Paul didn’t put
a subtitle “About cultural issues” before discussing the matters of covering the head or
length of the hair (1 Cor. 11:4-16). There have been other times when the cultwe of the
church has been assumed as the norm and all other viewpoints as deviations from it.
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Today, if the church wants to find a hearing in its society, it has to realize that
“culture matters.” As Hauenvas and Willimon underline it, “. . . we believe it is time for
the church to recognize that it is in a missionary situation in the very culture it helped to
create” (“Why Resident Aliens Struck a Cord” 421). But Western culture, sometimes still
called “Christian,” has moved a long way from its Christian roots and is no longer
influenced significantly by Christian values. As a result, the strongly prevailing secular
culture has had a major impact on the church. Unfortunately the more conservative wing

of the church has reacted by strengthening its internal culture against the world rather
than turning the culture of the world into bridges for the communication of the gospel.
The less conservative wing of the church has tended to accommodate the gospel to the
prevailing values of the culture so as to avoid the “scandal” of the gospel.
One of the characteristics of worldview, according to David Burnett, is “that the
ideas and values which it embraces always seem logical and obvious to the people of the
particular culture” (15 ) . People are much more likely to become sensitive to worldview or
culture when they are about to travel to the other side of the globe. The question seems
much less obvious when it has to do with people living in the neighborhood-even when
they have recently anived from the “other side of the globe.” The same question does not
usually occur at all when Americans consider approaching other Americans or, in some
other place, other nationals. Stewart and Bennett state: “Cultural self-awareness is not
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always easy, since culture is internalized as patterns of thinking and behaving that are
believed to be ‘natural’-simply the way things are” (Stewart and Bennett x).
In recent times a growing number of works help people ask and answer the
questions: “What is my culture? How would I be described culturally?”
Fortunately, some churches do not take the answers to these questions for granted.
Asking the question about one’s own culture soon takes one a step further to question:
what is the culture of the community in which our church is located? In many instances
the order of these questions may be the other way round: the question about the cultural
patterns or sociological characteristics of the community has made a church ponder its

own cultural features.
What is the motivation for these questions about the culture of the community?
Why do churches ask these questions? Why should they?
The church is called to a constant tension that is like a dangerous walk on a thin
rope. On one side is a lack of sensitivity toward the cultural characteristics of both the
church and the non-churched community. On the other, an adaptation of Christianity to
the cultural forms of this world, by which the scandal of the gospel is diluted.

Estrangement of the Church from the “World at its Door”
Rick Warren has worked diligently in the mission of the Saddleback Community
Church to make the perspective of the unchurched clear. He says: “Many unchurched
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people told me that they felt like the church was a clique. When they didn’t know the
‘inside’ terminology, songs, or rituals, they felt foolish and felt the members were
watching them with judgement. The greatest emotion the unchurched feel when they visit
a service is fear” (Warren 192). It is a natural part of group psychology to become closed
to “outsiders.” This is what Warren states: “Too often we let cultural differences between
believers and unbelievers become barriers to getting the message out” (195). This
tendency is contrary to the very nature of the Christian church. George also addresses the
issue of outsiders who face the problem of “getting in” to the church (Prepare Your
Church For The Future). It is very difficult for newcomers to become “insiders” in many
churches because of the barriers that exist around those who constitute the core group of
the congregation. Individual and group psychology create these barriers, and it takes
conscious effort to overcome them. If a church wants to evangelize the community at its
doors, there is no escape from dealing effectively with this issue.

Contextualization of the Mission
Gospel and culture are always in some kind of relationship. The term that helps to
understand the dynamics of this relationship, and develop it in a way that is true to the
biblical message about incarnation, is contextualization. In the article,
“Contextualization: The theory, the Gap, the Challenge,” Darrell Whiteman explores the
significance of contextualization mostly in the situation of foreign missions. However,
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the principles he presents make the value of understanding this concept very clear in the
context of local churches reaching out to their surrounding comrnunities. One has to
grasp that our task is to present “Christianity in such a way that it meets people’s deepest
needs and penetrates their worldview, thus allowing them to follow Christ and remain

within their own culture,” writes Whiteman (2). I believe that today’s Christians in
Western countries assume too easily that they are infonned well enough of their
neighbor’s worldview. More often it may not be so. The concept of contextualization
challenges us to inquire into the issues of worldview and culture.
Whiteman helps us to understand the contextualization of the gospel more deeply
when he points out that “Good contextualization offends, but only for the right reasons,
not the wrong ones” (3). The “right reasons’’ is the gospel exposing people’s “sinfulness
and the tendency toward evil, oppressive structures and behavior patterns within their
culture” (3). There is an offence, however, that Christians are not excused for. “When
Christianity is not contextualized or is contextualized poorly, then people are culturally
offended” (3). It seems to me that Whiteman effectively exposes in these lines the
problem of many Christians who are afraid to offend their non-Christian neighbors by
taking a clear stand against sinful thinking and behaviors, but do not bother to understand
their culture.
The Church and Cultures by L. J. Luzbetak is one of the most helpful guides for a
church which intends to communicate the authentic gospel while truly respecting the
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particular culture in which the people live. This book is about “tailoring of the Good
News to the context of local churches” (Luzbetak 9). Luzbetak has a deep insight into the
nature of contextualizhg Christian mission. “Mission normally presupposes, besides the
Holy Spirit, a human partner,” he says (8). This book must not be neglected by anyone
who sincerely wants to be God’s partner for making Christ known to the lost. It points to
Jesus as the supreme model for culturally sensitive proclamation of the good news. He
“employed in a most masterful manner what were purely human techniques. . . . Jesus
was actually applying anthropology here (Le., contextualizing, incarnating, and
inculturating the Good News; in the truest sense of the word tailoring his message to the
culture of his audience without compromising it)” (Luzbetak 9). With regard to
anthropology and mission Luzbetak adds, “Anthropology inquires into the basic
questions about who human beings are, how they came to be what they are, how they
behave and why they behave as they do. . . . Because the mission of the church is to
human beings, and because anthropology is the systematic study of such beings, a basic
knowledge of this science is a must for anyone engaged in mission” (23).
Luzbetak brings different models for mission together and puts them into
perspective. “The countless mission models of the two-thousand year history of mission
action, despite their differences, might be placed into one of the three major categories
depending on whether the dominant traits of the model reveal (1) an ethnocentric, (2) an
accommodational, or (3) a contextual orientation” (64). He explains what they mean.
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“Ethnocentrism is the tendency ... to regard the ways and values of one’s o m
society as the normal, right, proper, and certainly the best way of thinking, feeling,
speaking, and doing things” (Luzbetak 65).
Accommodational orientation recognizes “neutral” and “naturally good” aspects in
the culture of non-Christians. “Accommodation insists that, inasmuch as such nonChristian elements can and indeed do exist, the universal Church and the sending
churches may, and indeed should, allow local churches to incorporate such elements as
part and parcel of the local Christian community’s behavior” (Luzbetak 67). Sometimes
this attitude in mission (widely used by the Catholic church) has been criticized as
“whitewashed paganism.” Luzbetak himself is probably more correct when he sees
accommodation as a mission strategy that is “too much in the hands of outsiders, making
mission consist mainly in transplanting rather than sowing” (68).
“A truly Christian community will be a deeply contextualized community,” says
Luzbetak (68). He understands contextual (incarnational,inculturational) orientation “as
the various processes by which a local church integrates the gospel message (the “text”)
with its local culture (the “context”)” (69). In this model the main agents of incarnating
the gospel are the local Christian communities (Luzbetak 70).
“Formerly, when speaking of accommodation, one generally had so-called mission
countries in mind; today, when speaking of contextualization as we are, every local
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church throughout the world is meant, including the local churches of the West”
(Luzbetak 71).

Reading the Culture
Churches need to be involved in “reading the culture”-othenvise the Christian
message will not be adequately translated into the church’s local indigenous culture.
Luzbetak differentiates culture into three levels:

(1) the surface level offorms-the symbols as such apart from their meaning, the
“shape” of the cultural norms;
(2) the middle level offunctions-the meanings of symbols, the logic,
purposefulness, and other relationships underlying and connecting the forms;
(3) the deepest level of culture-namely the psychology of a society, the basic
assumptions, values, and drives, that is, the starting-points in reasoning, reacting,
and motivating. (74)

As cultural translation of the gospel is necessary in every situation (cf Luzbetak
80-8 l), churches who want to be effective in doing it have to study these different levels.

Churches in Western civilization today must give attention to the local cultural
context as well as to the general (perhaps world-wide) cultural trends that have impact on
people globally and locally at the same time.
One global feature is postmodernism. Postmodemism may be the prevailing
worldview of most people in Western society today. The disbelief in absolutes (except
the absolute relativism, which means that all values are relative), pluralism (every
meaning is valid), lack of cohesiveness (things in this world don’t need to be part of a
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greater whole), “group individualism” (identity of an individual related to the group he or
she belongs to) are some of the characteristics of the postmodern worldview (Veith,
Postmodern Times).
Postmodern Times provides a brief history that illustrates the development of
thought that culminates in postmodernism. Deconstruction of language is presented as “a
hermeneutics of suspicion” where a text is approached not to find out what it objectively
means but to unmask what it is hiding (Veith 54). This is already a major step toward a
life without an objective truth. “Truth is not an issue. The issue is power” (Veith 57).
When there is no universal truth then doubt is not a means to reach the truth but becomes

an end by itself.
Not only language will be deconstructed. The human being meets the same fate.
“Whereas modernism sought human control over nature, postmodernism exalts nature at
the expense of human beings” (Veith 74). In fact, for Veith the problem is even deeper:
Postmodernism encourages selfishness without individuality; subjectivity
without identity; license without freedom. For all of its talk about culture,
postmodernism lacks culture, since the traditions and beliefs and moral values
that define culture are all disabled. Postmodernism stresses tolerance, pluralism,
and multiculturalism, but in its dismissal of all beliefs, it trivializes all cultures
and tolerates none. (86)

By this critical approach, Veith provides understanding of the postmodern mindset.
He is right in warning Christians to not become just another subculture of people bound
together by their own group mentality. But he also welcomes postmodernism as a special
opportunity for the Christian message. The Christian church can connect with
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postmodemist people through telling stories (as Jesus did), emphasizing practical
applications of the good news, and paying attention to relationships rather than
argumentation for the truth (Veith 226).
Christians have to learn to know the dangers and opportunities of postmodemism,
and to respond with open minds and serious care. “Churches are right to seek ways to
communicate with and appeal to contemporary society. They must remember, however,
that while they need to reach out to postmoderns, they dare not leave them where they
found them” (Veith 227).
Pluralism as an attention-demanding issue is at the heart of Newbigin’s The Gospel
in a Pluralist Society. Calvin Miller also has pluralism in mind when he writes:
“Universalism is the ravenous new foe of the truly evangelistic church. To call the
society ‘pagan,’ as C. S. Lewis said, is ‘too generous’. The wordpagan assumes at least a
belief in a false god” (Marketdace 29). Our day, says Miller, is only secular-not pagan;
he adds, “The worst feature of this secularity is that, while it endorses religions, it also
endorses equal respect for all viewpoints’, (Marketplace 30). This is a very difficult part
of today’s reality, and churches have to face the issue with a willingness to take it
seriously. After all, we can learn from early church history that this is not an entirely new
situation. Christian exclusiveness must be spelled out with love and intellect in the
prevailing worldview of religious pluralism.
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In American Cultural Patterns, Stewart and Bennett give good insight into who
Americans are anthropologically. They provide valuable concepts for thinking in ways
that will enable individuals and groups to see who they are culturally-something most
people usually don’t do. One value of this book-among several others-lies in its
differentiation of Western cultures. Very often Westerners are seen as “one nation,” at
least one type of people with a Western mindset. This is how Americans often perceive
themselves. The differences between Western Europeans and Americans are not
infrequently quite subtle, more difficult to notice and even more dificult to pinpoint in
writing. Although the main purpose of the book is to facilitate communication between
Americans working abroad and the indigenous culture, it helps anybody in America who
seriously begins asking who are we as a people. The book also raises further questions
about the paradigms of cultural patterns of different people in the same society or
country.

In One Nation After All, Alan Wolfe more specifically identifies the moral values
characteristic to middle-class Americans. He has studied certain values that matter to
people who represent the middle class in various parts of the United States:
Massachusetts, Georgia, Oklahoma and California. The issues are summarized in the
subtitle of the book: “What middle-class Americans really think about God, country,
family, racism, welfare, immigration, homosexuality, work, the Right, the Left, and each
other.” A book like this by a sociologist like Alan Wolfe should not leave American
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Christians, who want to reach their neighbors with God’s message, indifferent. It is
significantly more difficult to find good resources about similar issues in Scandinavian
countries and in Estonia. On the basis of his research, Wolfe claims that “religion has
once again become a public issue in America” (44).This cannot be said about the
European countries where pastors were interviewed for this study. Exactly how public or
how private a matter Americans want religion to be, seems not to be clear to themselves.
The message of the One Nation After All seems to be contrary to Postmodem Times
discussed above in at least one significant aspect. According to Veith, the prevailing
postmodern worldview says, there are no universal moral standards. One Nation After All
proves Americans are not indifferent to moral values. Churches need to be aware of this.
Habits of the Heart by Bellah and others deals with American cultural patterns
differently. Rather than pointing to the historical roots that Americans share and where
they can find clues to understanding what they are today, Habits of the Heart mostly
presents case studies. The concept of this rather complicated book is actually quite
simple: it delineates the components of the rnindset of an “average” American and
illustrates these in the lives of representative people. Americans’ individualism is
presented in great detail, both in their personal as well as public lives. Many of these
concrete examples are challenging material for Christians who wonder what the nonChristians around them are really like.
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Amusing Ourselves to Death by Neil Postman is a massive critique on the
pervasive entertainment culture that surrounds us in the West. His critique extends to the
Christian church. According to Postman, the Christian church is trying to communicate
the message about the eternal truth to a generation who is not so much interested whether
the truth is eternal or not unless it is entertaining. The church has to meet the challenge of

this prevailing orientation of the Western civilization on entertainment. Many of those
raised on TV are willing to pay attention only to what is like TV. Some churches,
therefore, try to offer in their worship what is as similar to TV as possible. Here, the
television, as I understand it, represents not so much a specific means of communication
as a phenomenon governed by entertainment principles-a point made very clear by
Postman.
The chapters that deal with what happens in education (esp. “Teaching as an
Amusing Activity”) when television sets the format and criteria for learning is equally
instructional for the church. The church often succumbs to the temptation of asking:
“What parts of the Christian message are entertaining?” “What can be presented in the
most exciting ways?-Just as the educators in Postman’s example asked: ”What is
television good for?, not, What is education good for?” (153). The emphasis shifted from
the purpose of education to the question of how to make education more exciting by
using what works in the television culture. The churches may fall into the similar pattern
of thinking and focus primarily in looking for ways to make worship more entertaining.
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Marva Dawn, in Reaching; Out Without Dumbing Down, picks up where Postman
left off and provides solid constructive critique on turning the crucial questions about
worship upside down. Rather than asking, how can we turn worship into a TV-show so
that postmodern unchurched persons would hardly notice a difference between their daily
“cable” diet and what is going on in the church, Dawn offers better questions. “Instead of
the culture-death of our television society, can the Church be a place of meaningful
talking, attentive listening, and profound thinking?” (13). These are the issues she is
exploring with powerful logic and seriousness throughout her book. Reaching Out
Without Dumbing Down is an essential book to challenge any leader who has decided to
present the gospel in the format of contemporary culture: it reminds of the dangers of
diluting the good news in the world one intends to reach.

Hope: Building: Culturallv Relevant Bridges
Church between Gospel and Culture, ed. by Hunsberger and Van Gelder, is a book
about serious and meaningful bridge-building between the Church and the world at its
door. The key to the book-and to the theme of the present study as well-is brought out
astutely in the introduction: “If there is too little identification with the culture, the church
becomes a subcultural ghetto. If it assumes too much of the culture’s perspectives and
values, it domesticates and tames the gospel” (xvi). Various authors discuss different
aspects of the tension where, on the one hand, the church must maintain the authenticity
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of the gospel, and, on the other hand, be indigenous to its surrounding culture. In regard
to issues like pragmatism, benevolence, and success, the church acts very much like the
larger culture, Hunsberger says (5). These intriguing insights should stir the thinking of
churches about their identity in mission. Do these three dynamics of mission function
more to serve the self-assurance and self-confidence of the congregation than they serve
the world in which they live (Hunsberger and Van Gelder 5)?

In the chapter, “The Culture of Modernity as a Missionary Challenge,” She&
writes: ”Missionary encounter with modern culture requires that we hold together

basileia (the reign of God), as the content and goal, and incarnation, as the essential
strategy” (Hunsberger and Van Gelder 75).The problem, as stated by him, is: “Far fiom
knowing the culture, the churches speak largely to their own segment within it” (77).The
incarnational example of Jesus is once more lifted up: “Jesus modeled for us what it
means to be in missionary encounter with one’s culture. He was the outsider who became
the insider without surrendering his outsider status” (77).Jesus, Son of God, who was
“not of this world,” (John 8:23) became one of us (Phil. 2:7).
In the chapter, “Mission in the Emerging Postmodem Condition,” Van Gelder
writes about postmodernism: “It should be noted that the use of the prefix

apoints to

the fact that we are not fully clear about the direction in which this cultural shift is
moving or what its future shape will be” (Hunsberger and Van Gelder 114). At the same
time, it is not possible to speak about a homogeneous culture, as if everything would be
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clear as soon as we are able to define postmodernism correctly. Van Gelder rightly
indicates: ‘While globalization makes us aware that we are part of one world, it also
introduces us to a diverse world of alternative cultural traditions” (Hunsberger and Van
Gelder 29).
The church that wants to become culturally relevant, has to become conscious of
the culture of the people they want to reach. Burnett, in Clash of Worlds, makes one
realize that everyone has a worldview and helps to recognize what it is. As Burnett
himself says, worldview is most often taken for granted, it is natural to you-until you
need to explain or justify yours to others. Christians who make a serious effort to
communicate the gospel effectively to those who are strangers to the biblical worldview,
have to learn to know both their own as well as the others’ fundamental understandings
about life. Western Christians assume too often that other people around them share what
they think is a typical Western understanding of things. Burnett makes it clear that a
primal worldview, for instance, is not necessarily represented only in some far-away
jungle but is an integral part of some people and cultures with whom we live in the same
society. People may be very much part of Western society and embrace the secular
worldview, they may have left behind sacrifices to tribal gods and fear of the attack of
evil spirits, but their way of being and socializing may still be strongly shaped by the
primal worldview, not the secular one.
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Haddon Robinson calls the preacher to know the “currents swirling across his
time,” but points out that the eternal truth of the Bible must be presented at a grassroots
level. He says, “The profound issues of the Bible and the ethical, philosophical questions
of our times assume different shapes in rural villages, middle-class communities, or in the
ghettos of crowded cities” (Robinson 78).
Preachers have not only to exegete the Scripture, they also have the task of
“exegeting the culture” of that audience (Hiebert 109). The same goes for the mission of
the church generally. “Exegeting the culture” conveys an important truth. It could be a
key to the reason why some clergy preach as they do. They perceive their audience to be
church people who are “churched” through and through. In this case, preachers have
exegeted (with no effort and probably without being conscious of it) their audience, and
this is where they stop. When there is no goal to reach those not “enough churched” to
make sense of what is being presented in the sanctuary, then the issue of exegeting the
outside community is not raised at all.
This is where the main question of this project addresses the present situation of
churches. What happens when pastors, preachers and other leaders ask: what is the
society around us really like? It is true that in many ways church people are immersed in
the present culture (sometimes, perhaps, too much!), so that from outside it is difficult to
make a distinction between Christians and non-Christians. But the difference becomes
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noticeable immediately as soon as a non-Christian or truly unchurched person comes into
the church or listens to Christians speaking elsewhere.
Christian practice and related literature show convincingly that churches which
seriously intend to make the connection with non-Christians to reach them with the
gospel have to observe the trends in the society generally and in their own community in
particular.

It is possible to take significant steps toward understanding the culture of those we
want to reach with the gospel. Charles Kraft encourages us:
One of the amazing things about human beings is that we can become bicultural. We can, by entering into the lives of other people, become just as real
in that context as we are in our normal context. It takes more work, it takes a lot
of learning, a lot of modifying. However, when we find our efforts paying off to
the extent that people remark, ’you are just like one of us,’ we begin to realize
that it is very much worth it. (Communicating 25)

Self-Differentiation
Peter Steinke in his book How Your Church Familv Works uses the term selfdifferentiation3’ to illuminate the relationships inside the church family. This is such a
helpful concept that it may well serve as a guideline of balance for a church seeking to be
related to and different from the culture at the same time. Steinke writes: “Selfdifferentiation is

37

He takes it over from Murray Bowen, who introduced it in Familv Therapy in Clinical Practice.
Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson, 1985.
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defining yourself and staying in touch with others
being responsible for yourself and responsive to others
maintaining your integrity and well-being without intruding on that of others
allowing the enhancement of the other’s integrity and well-being without
feeling abandoned, inferior, or less of a self
having an “I” and entering a relationship with another “I” without losing your
self or diminishing the self of the other” (How Your Church 11).
The concept of self-differentiation is admittedly limited in its ability to offer
solutions to all the cultural issues of church mission. It does, however, point to a healthy
understanding of how to remain yourself as a church and simultaneously continue
developing for the benefit of others. After all, the church is to be different from this
world. As Dyrness says, “The gospel provides values which transcend those of our
culture and move us a level further” (22). The Church is to be different with a purpose.

As a church we cannot be what we are called to be for the eternal benefit of those who
don’t have assurance of salvation, if all we can offer is a copy of the same culture. While
the language of communication must be comprehensible to the non-churched culture, the
content must be different.
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Church Growth
Church growth literature reveals that churches taking seriously the Great
Commission have usually taken seriously, and responded accordingly to, the culture of
the unchurched. This literature reveals anthropological principles and theories in practice.
Practice in this area is usually quite varied, but even diverse experiences seem always to
direct us toward conscious building of culturally relevant bridges from the church into the
society.

There are Problems in Understanding the Mission of the Church
Win Am,a consultant to churches, . . . surveyed members of nearly a thousand
churches asking the question, ‘Why does the church exist?’ The results? Of the
church members surveyed, 89 percent said, ‘The church’s purpose is to take care
of my family’s and my needs.’ . . . Only 1 1 percent said, ‘The purpose of the
church is to win the world for Jesus Christ.’ Then, the pastors of the same
churches were asked why the church exists. Amazingly, the results were exactly
opposite. Of the pastors surveyed, 90 percent said the purpose of the church was
to win the world and 10 percent said it was to care for the needs of the members.
(Warren 82)

If this is true-and I assume it is-then the fact that such a majority of church
members see the meaning of the church being to serve their needs rather than being in
mission, gives a solid foundation to this project: to learn from pastors who have changed
this mentality of maintenance and to share the findings with leaders who see the need to
do the same.
The results of this kind of research understandably depend on the way questions
are asked. In 1984, Wagner discussed a nationwide survey of 5,000 pastors from various
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denominations taken by Larry Richards some years earlier. The results of this research
showed that “less than half of the pastors gave high priority to “planning and
implementing church growth’’ (Wagner 44).
At first glance it may seem that these two kinds of data speak about different
things. Surely the wording is different (Win Arn spoke about “the purpose of the church
as being to win the world for Christ,” whereas L.Richards studied “planning church
growth”), but both touch the same area of church life: mission. Both studies indicate a
serious problem of understanding the church’s primary call to be in mission.
The truth behind this seeming contradiction about pastors’ attitudes may be that the
vocabulary used may carry more weight than we realize. There may be pastors for whom
“evangelism” is one of the top priorities, but speaking about “church growth” makes
them uncomfortable. There are others who are willing to die to make everything “seekersensitive’’ in their ministry, but remain cool when others use different words for reaching
out.
The case for the need of cultural relevancy in communicating the gospel for the
purpose of growing the church is most strongly stated by Warren in The Purpose Driven
Church. The importance of speaking the language of the culture, psychology and
sociology of the people who constitute the mission target is presented with extreme
conviction. Practically, Warren’s message is: if you do it right you cannot miss making
your church grow by leaps and bounds. “Doing it right” is knowing what the people you
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want to reach are like, and consistently approaching them in their terms. While the
church’s mission cannot be reduced to mixing the right recipe, churches have an
important lesson to learn from Warren.
Says Warren, “The problem I have found with an “inside-out” approach38is that by
the time the church planter has “discipled” his core, they have often lost contact with the
community and are actually afraid of interacting with the unchurched. It’s easy to get
what Wagner calls “koinonitis”-developing such a close-knit fellowship that newcomers
are afraid or unable to break into it” (13 8).
Charles Kraft, in Communicating the Gospel God’s Way speaks about the
interesting tension between “frame of reference” and “beyond stereotype,” or
unexpectancy. According to Kraft, “When God seeks to communicate He moves into the
receptor’s frame of reference” (10). The “frame of reference” designates “the
combination of things such as culture, language, space, time, etc., that make up the matrix

within which the receptor operates” (Communicating 10). This doesn’t mean, however,
that God communicates in ways one can expect. Predictability is not a very effective
feature of communication. “If within a given frame of reference the information
communicated is predictable, the impact of the communication is low. If, however,

A paragraph earlier Warren explains what he means by this: “Notice that I suggest you grow the church
from the outside in, rather than from the inside out. Start with your community, not your core!” (138).
38
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within that frame of reference the information communicated is unpredictable, the impact

of the communication will be high” (Communicating 12).
It seems to be a sad fact with many churches that they are exactly contrary to these

two principles. They operate in a frame of reference that is totally different from what
would make sense to a person for whom everything significant is outside the Christian
church. More often than not they also are trapped by stereotypes, so on the occasion
when non-Christians happen to come to church (maybe for funeral or wedding), they
meet exactly the kind of “holy phrases,” that they expected!

Seeker Sensitive Worshiu
In Starting a Seeker Sensitive Service, Dobson tells how his church (Calvary
Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan) started a special worship for seekers, “Saturday
Night.” Dobson begins his story by first discussing what he calls “being trapped in [an]
evangelical subculture”: “We have our own heroes, books, media, music, language,
educational institutions, and taboos” (Dobson 14). He maintains that “we must
understand the larger culture and use its language to communicate Christ” (Dobson 15).
A number of evangelical churches, in their attempt to use the “language” of
today’s secular culture to communicate Christ, have introduced rock music into their
worship. The result has been encouraging in many churches (although data may be
lacking for cases where it didn’t work so well). Although a seeker sensitive worship
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service seems to be an effective means in reaching out, it remains only one of the many
ways to speak culturally relevant language. Dobson uses a variety of means in reaching
out in a culturally relevant way (1 9). Because the “Saturday Night” service is most
visible, the book has been dedicated to the story of that event.
Seeker-sensitive services may, in many cases, fall into the category of
entertainment. However, the bridge to the unchurched will be built in the area of life
usually filled with some kind of entertainment. While many non-Christians would not

find a “regular” or “traditional” service meeting their entertainment needs, the so-called
“seeker-sensitive” service offers some excitement that could be labeled “Christian” and,

from some viewpoints, even “missionary” or “evangelistic.” The contact between the
church and the community will be created because many non-Christians are willing to let
themselves be entertained by Christians (provided it will be exciting and a quality thing at
the same time) and the church sees the event as their “reach-out” ministry. Those
unchurched for whatever reason (non-Christians or nominal Christians, those who don’t
care to come back to church after their parents didn’t or couldn’t take them any more,
those who used to think more or less correctly that church is a dull and boring place) may
find through these services that it is alright to give the church a second chance to catch
their attention.
Dobson correctly indicates that just having a program designed for the unchurched
is not enough. “Many laypeople and their pastors are self-limiting in their association
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with the unchurched” (Dobson 87). Many Christians are &aid of interacting socially
with the unchurched. This is the clearest sign that instead of actively looking for a way to
make a connection, to build a bridge of relationship toward those who don’t know Christ
yet, many do not even have an intention to reach out.
Dobson, with his committee, identified in the starting phase key words for steps
toward a seeker sensitive worship service (with target audience ages of twenty to forty):
informal (blue jeans or similar dress for all participants-preacher, ushers, musicians);
contemporary (Christian and non-Christian rock music); no pressure (no public
invitations or altar calls; nobody had to identify themselves or sign anythmg); relevant
(topics discussed in the service); casual (program that is not intense); and visually
appealing (26).
By “relevant topics” Dobson means the issues that the unchurched people would
like to ask. He gives the first six topics they selected: Why is the church full of
hypocrites? Would Jesus be a TV evangelist? Is God a democrat? Is religion for wimps?
Would Jesus wear a Rolex? Sex? (27).
At first (during the first year) most of the four to six hundred attending the
“Saturday Nights” were still Christians who wanted to check out the latest trend in
Christianity. It took several years before they could speak in terms of success in reaching
the non-Christians for Christ.
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Cultural Relevancy in Practice
“Cultural relevance may be the most important, the most controversial, and the
most difficult of an apostolic congregation’s features to introduce into the life of a
traditional congregation” (Hunter, Church 56). In Church for the Unchurched, Hunter
calls it also “the largest and most widespread barrier” (59).
Various churches have practiced different ways of becoming culturally relevant.
Each church has to think the issue through and work out ways of communication that
make the connection with the particular people in their particular place. Once someone
starts copying someone else, the “cultural approach” cannot be truly indigenous any
more. Warren tells how he approached the issue at Saddleback:
One of the major barriers to church growth is ‘people blindness’-being unaware of
social and cultural differences between people . . . I use the word culture to refer to
the lifestyle and mind-set of those who live around your church. The business
world uses the term psychographics, which is just a fancy way of referring to
people’s values, interests, hurts, and fears. (165)
Hunter further explores what he calls apostolic churches. Among several other
things he lifts up their commitment to cultural relevancy for communication of the
gospel: “Like the early apostles and their communities, these churches adapt to the
language and the culture of their target population to communicate meaningfblly the
meaning of the ancient message” (24). Hunter’s research shows this is one of the key
features of growing churches.
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Dobson points out that to reach the target audience in terms that make good sense
culturally, one aspect to consider is advertising. He lists concrete steps his church took to
reach their audience through advertising. It included billboards; radio time on the “light
rock” station; ads in the daily newspaper movie page highlighting the topic of the coming
night; other ads in the general sections (like “On The Town” column) in the weekly
paper; 15-second ad in the local cable TV channel; and posters, programs, and handouts
(Dobson 78-79). Advertising is no minor issue. JSrafi says, “It is easy to assume that
people know we exist and that they are convinced of our relevance” (Communicating 20).
It is more meaningful to tell them and do it so that they see and hear, as Dobson’s
concrete steps in advertising suggest and model. Warren illustrates another form of
advertising:
At Saddleback, the primary program we use to impact the community is an
annual series of community-wideevents. We call these our “bridge events’’
because they are designed to build a bridge between our church and community.
They are usually quite large, in order to capture the attention of the entire
community. . . . Some of our bridge events are overtly evangelistic while others
we consider “pre-evangelism”-they simply make the unchurched in our
community aware of our church. (142)
According to Warren, the church that wants to grow has to define the target
community and then reach out to the people in that area. He recommends defining the
target community in four ways: geographically, demographically, culturally, and
spiritually.
Estimate a fifteen- to twenty-minute drive in each direction from your church
and mark those as borders of your primary ministry area. This is your
“evangelistic fishing pond.” . . . Second, people choose churches today primarily
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on the basis of relationships and programs, not location. ... Another way to map
your ministry target area is to draw a circle around your church representing five
miles. (Warren 161-62)
There is an interesting tension in the evangelistic ministry of churches. One church
cannot reach everyone; it takes many different kinds of churches to reach different
people. To improve outreach it is good to identify a specific target audience. At the same
time, however, a church can never stop there and disregard “other kinds” of people by
saying, “You are different from ow target audience. We don’t see you as our clients. Try
to find another church.” Warren gives much attention to the question of target audience.
It is not enough to specialize in targeting the “unchurched”; one has to ask, what kind of
unchurched? Naturally they are not alike!

Weaknesses, Problems and Dangers
Culturally relevant mission has its dangers, as discussed above (indicated by
Luzbetak; Hunsberger; Dawn; see pages 62ff.). Calvin Miller has a friendly comment on
the new trends, which simultaneously gives a hint of their possible weaknesses: “Robert
Schuller, Bill Hybels, and many other megachurch leaders of our day have encouraged
churches to again try to build services that are user friendly. The church is encouraged to
become relevant so that the religious consumer will buy into it. Like airline attendants,
smiling countenances are there to gild the relational appeal of these churches”
(Marketplace 24). When Miller speaks about preaching in culturally relevant ways to the
secular society, he calls attention to what may happen to the gospel. One of these dangers
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is “that in trying to find a congenial way to speak to baby boomers, we must not water
down the gospel” (Markeblace 42).

As an illustration of what can happen in attempting to speak the gospel in secular
language, Miller mentions the YMCA that was “once formed to weld evangelism to a
needy culture. They invited the lost world of that day to come and play basketball and
hear about Jesus. A hundred years later, YMCAs function as community centers where
one only plays basketball” (Marketplace 45). But must it be either-or? Why not
c
J evangelism? Both the Early Church experience as well as the interviews
basketball p

with the pastors in the present study reveal that for the gospel to become relevant it needs
to be made explicit not only in the worship or on the church premises but in the social
involvement of the Church in its world.
Resident Aliens by Hauerwas and Willimon at first seems to be out of place in a
study on how to reach out to the unchurched community. The emphasis of Resident
Aliens is on how to survive as a Christian church while being like a colony of resident
aliens in this hostile world (“an enclave of faith in an unbelieving world”-141). Even
with this emphasis the book has enormous importance as the strongest critique of today’s
church and compels us to ask uncomfortable questions about the true nature of the
church. According to Hauerwas and Willirnon, we live “in a time of tame churches, toned
down preachers, and accommodationist prophets” (Resident Aliens 148). The church

cannot raise the question of cultural relevancy in regard to its means of communication
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unless it clearly understands its nature as being “counter-cultural” to the order of this
world.

Principles of Effective Communication
There is no book as valuable on effective communication as Communicating the
GosDel God’s Wav by Charles Kraft. His insights, ideas, and principles are of such
importance for churches to bear in mind that they deserve extensive citation. One has to
ask what cultural relevance really means. How does one fmd forms for communication
that are relevant to the given situation? Kraft says that in the end, it is the receptor who
decides how well we have done in our communication.
We have to ask the question: ‘If the Christian message is inherently relevant,
why are so many people perceiving it to be irrelevant?’ I believe the reason lies
in the fact that relevance is constructed by the receptors in communicational
situations. Relevance is as relevance is perceived. Again, as in all areas of
communication, the final verdict is up to the receptor. (Communicating 27)
Communication and relevance doesn’t just happen. “There are disturbing instances
where we think the Holy Spirit ought to make it relevant to people and he doesn’t seem
to. Yet it seems that when I do my job better, the Holy Spirit usually does his job better.
The variable in this whole situation is not the Holy Spirit but me” (communlcatmg 28).
Christian mission is not merely spreading the news or giving information. Christian
communication is a matter of gaining commitment to Jesus Christ. “The ultimate impact
of effective communication . . . is to bring the receptors to identify with him [Le.,
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communicator] and to commit themselves to his cause. . . . Jesus did this and we follow
him because of it. Now we are to do it and to bring others to follow us as we follow
Christ (1 Cor. 11:1)’’ (Communicating 32). Kraft has an interesting way to summarize

Rom. 10:14-17: “Faith results from understanding and responding to the message
effectively communicated” (Communicating 33). He points out the importance of the
attitude of the receptor toward the communicator for understanding the message (34-35).
This communicational insight has enormous significance for churches trying to reach

their unchurched neighborhood or other target community. What is of primary
importance, according to this understanding, is not to spread clear information about the
gospel, but to build the relationship that creates trust and raises the level of positive
attitude toward the church. Many churches do that intentionally. In cases of
misunderstanding the message, those with a positive attitude tend to interpret the unclear
part more favorably.
One thing that churches who seriously intend to reach out have to remember is that
the receptors are selective in regard to what they want or what they allow themselves to
be exposed to. “In our everyday lives we are constantly selecting those things that we
want to be exposed to and those things that we do not want to be exposed to”
( C o m ~ c a t i n g38). The practical question to the churches is, why should their target
audience choose to listen to them or, in the words of Kraft, decide to expose themselves
to the message of the church?
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Because of the perceptual selection process in receptors’ minds, whether the
message perceived is really in harmony with what the communicator intended needs to be
checked (Communicating 39). The receptor may hear a distorted form of the message or
only part of it, so that the receptor receives a message not sent by the communicator.
Preconceptions play a major role here. Preconceived ideas impact the message received.
When the pastor of a Lutheran church in Oklahoma was asked what the unchurched in
the community might think of their church, he said, “They probably think we are
Catholics.” The pastor was aware of the widespread preconceptions in the state where
Lutherans are a small minority. Churches should ask, “What is the perception of our
message and of ourselves as churches in the minds of our community?”

Leadership
“The Church Growth Movement has identified strong pastoral leadership as a key
ingredient in the growth of the congregation” (Ogden 172). “All church growth experts
agree that the primary catalyst for growth in a local church is a strong pastor who will be
the leader” (Galloway 88). This recognition is repeated by many authors. The Christian
Church needs quality leaders. The issue of leadership in the church is very broad and
needs to be addressed from many different angles.
A number of books on leadership have provided helpful guidance in this study.
Most of these valuable resources deal with leadership issues from a general point of view.
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Pastors who have realized their call to leadership need to use every opportunity to
improve their leadership skills.

An excellent book that could be called “The Philosophy of Christian Leadership”
is The EmDowered Leader by Calvin Miller. It speaks about the Christian leader as a
servant who is empowered by the Holy Spirit. The book also illuminates some of the
specific aspects of leadership that make changes happen (for instance, Miller calls
decision making a “key to leadership,” and takes a whole chapter to explore it) ,but fxst

of all it is about the “making of a spiritual leader.”
The main issue of this project is leadership that enables a change of cultural
paradigms for the sake of the communication of the gospel. This kind of leadership has
qualitative features that are general in the sense that it takes a “good” leader to engender

this kind of change. Accordingly, there are many characteristics of a good leader.
Therefore it is important to consider the literature that deals with Christian leadership
generally. However, the particular kind of leadership that relates to this study needs to be
explored more deeply.
For general purposes, The Effective Executive, by Drucker is a valuable book
about leadership. It helps leaders know that they do not need to do more and more, or to
work harder and harder. Rather, they need to work more effectively and use the human
resources in the church much more effectively. Not everywhere in the book can
“organization” be exchanged for “church,” but focusing on contribution (i.e. results)
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leads the executive to “lift his eyes from the inside of efforts, works and relationships, to
the outside; that is, to the results of the organization” (Drucker 70). This statement could
refer to the church’s call to fulfill the purpose of the church: namely to live and give
testimony to those who are still outside the church. Galloway adds to the list of general
Christian leadership qualities in his book, 20120 Vision. He refers to the high
responsibility of Christian leaders to bring change; he says, ‘‘Nothing happens unless the
leaders of a church plan for it to happen” (Galloway 2 1). If leaders are able to recognize
God’s planning first and then to act in harmony with the Holy Spirit, this sentence is
really true and right.
Leadership for change has to take into account the psychological factors that
normally come with it. Biehl says: “A change can make sense logically, but still lead to
anxiety in the psychological dimension. Everyone needs a niche, and when the niche
starts to change after we’ve become comfortable in it, it causes stress and insecurities. So
before introducing change, we have to consider the psychological dimension” (Maxwell,
Leader Within You 52). Chapter I points to various significant aspects of influence that a
leader who is guiding a process of change should bear in mind (1- 17).
The kind of leadership that is able to bring about a change in the mentality of the
people involves several aspects: Vision, relationship with the team, planning and
communication. First, it is a leadership of vision. “People never grow or go beyond their
vision,” says Galloway (13). Maxwell says the same: “What you see is what you can be”
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(Leader Within You 140). He also states the general truth about visionary leaders: “All
great leaders possess two things: one, they know where they are going, and two, they are
able to persuade others to follow” (141). No change will take place in the people if they
don’t see their leader seeing and knowing with certainty where these changes are going to
take them and the ultimate reason of pursuing them. However, it does not start with the

future. “The first duty of a leader is to define reality,” says Miller, and combines it
immediately with vision: “The church today hungers for visionary leaders whose dreams
are tempered with a genuine understanding of the way things really are” (The
EmDowered Leader 63).
Secondly, it is a leadership of teamwork. Leaders have to cast the vision to the core
group with whom they are working, so that their closest coworkers own the shared vision.
“Without ownership, changes will be short-term” (Maxwell, Leader Within You 71).
One very significant aspect is that leaders have to be ready to cope with the
anxieties of their people that emerge with change. “Wise leaders allow followers to give
input and be a part of the process of change,” says Maxwell
u -

56).

Leaders should personally enable people around them to become “part of the process of
change;” it must not come from a second-hand source (57).
Thirdly, the leadership for change is one of planning and strategy. One example of
good planning is found in Starting a Seeker Sensitive Service by Dobson. He began
preparations for starting seeker sensitive worship (which was to be culturally very
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different fiom what the church was accustomed to) by studying the history of that church
(Dobson 67). It was discovered there was a solid history of innovations in that church.
Dobson underscored that history when he presented the idea of the “Saturday Night” to
the leadership of the church (Dobson 68). Miller would comment at this point, “Let your
past guide your future. Let your future instruct your present” (The Empowered Leader
3 1).

Fourth, effective leadership is a leadership of communication. Many point to what
Galloway summarizes in the following statement: “People are not going to listen to a
preacher no matter how well he knows the Bible unless he becomes a skilled and
effective communicator” (15). Miller says, ‘Vision plus communication is the winning
profile of leadership” (The Emuowered Leader 67). Much of Kraft’s communication
theories developed earlier would need to be repeated here. If, as Christians and churches,
we have to follow the example of God as communicator, the same could be said about
leaders who have to enable their churches to understand where they need to go and why.
One cannot simply change the mentality of the congregation. One can have a vision for
culturally and contextually relevant mission and communicate it effectively-with results.
“Visions verbalized in words of faith release the creative powers of God to work through
our lives, to bring into existence that which was not” (Galloway 40).
One book that specifically deals with the leadership of change in a local church is
Turnaround Strategies for the Small Church by Ron Crandall. The churches he examined
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are those with “under 200 members and/or 100 at worship, which have shown a
remarkable turnaround in the last two to five years, including: A new sense of hope and
empowerment, a new vision for mission, a new readiness to reach out to the community,
a new effectiveness in evangelism, and new growth in membershipkhurch
school/worship attendance” (Crandall 10).
Crandall summarizes Howard Snyder’s keys that help build a viable renewal
strategy in local churches. These specific suggestions which enable a leader to bring
about a change in a local church are relevant to this project. The recommendations
include: “Don’t attack entrenched institutional patterns . . . Seek to pastor all the people .

. . . Build a balance of worship, community, and witness . . . Help the congregation
discover its own identity” (Crandall 19).
Through his research Crandall has identified twelve turnaround strategies that are
needed for a significant change in small churches. Because they focus on the most
significant results of his study and are at the same time pertinent to present research, they
are listed fully here:
1. Enhance congregational confidence and hope for the future.
2. Stimulate concern for unreached persons in the community.
3. Engage in proactive and effective pastoral leadership.
4. Encourage an open, loving atmosphere in the congregation.
5 . Clarify your own personal vision and be an example.
6 . Help develop a clear, shared, congregational vision.
7 . Work and pray for spiritual renewal among the members.
8. Provide high quality preaching and inspirational worship.
9. Lead the effort to reach new people and grow.
10. Emphasize and practice prayer.
11. Develop new programs, especially for children and youth.

12. Plan to take risks and take them. (Crandall22)
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These “tumaround strategies” may need only minor modification to be useful for a
pastor who has to change the mentality of the congregation in order to become culturally
relevant in mission.
Cultural relevancy of the outreach of a local church is a very complex issue.
Therefore, one should give attention to the literatures that relate to the various aspects of
leading a local church into active and intentional bridge-building to their surrounding
community. Here, the Early Church’s experience has been considered, to provide
historical perspective. Cultural studies of the Christian Church have illuminated the
dynamics related to the relationships between a local church and their target community.
Also, the literature has indicated that global changes in culture may significantly affect

the local situation. Church growth studies illuminate questions of outreach and mission of
a local church. Literature about church leadership provides valuable guidelines for
helping a church to change in order to become a church that builds bridges to their
unchurched community.

Conclusion
A pastor who wants to implement in practical ministry the principles made evident
by the literature reviewed above, should consider especially the following implications:
The early Christians actively participated in the life of the community, at the same
time exhibiting in their life-style a power that enabled them to live their everyday life by
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faith. How can Christians today be empowered by their common worship to reveal
viable, practical faith in their everyday lives outside the worship premises: in meeting
their neighbors or coworkers in the workplace?
Realization of one’s own culture is necessary to bridge the gap between the church
and the community. Pastors as leaders have to question how they communicate
awareness and sensitivity of cultural issues to their church. The congregation has to see
their pastor modeling the “exegesis of the culture” in order to leam what it means in the
ministry of the church.

Church mowth experts indicate that to make a church grow, the church has, among
other things, to be culturally relevant to those it wants to reach. This literature includes
numerous examples of how different kinds of churches have overcome what Hunter
called “the largest and most widespread barrier” @e., culture) (Church 59). Rick Warren
at Saddleback realized the need of the church to be healed from “people blindness,” in
order to see what the community around them was really like. A pastor of a local church
should become immersed into the wealth of experiences made available by the church
growth literature, with the purpose to learn, not copy.
There is no effective leadership without the study of leadership. Every pastor
should accept the fact that he or she is a leader and assume the responsibility to develop
as one. Pastors who are serious about leading their churches to a culturally relevant
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mission should consider whether they are first modeling the change in their own lives by
becoming more competent leaders through study and prayer.
The literature review has revealed that building culturally relevant bridges for the
gospel fiom the local church to the world at its door is a complex issue. It combines
various aspects of how the church practices their worship as well as how the church
members interact with the unchurched community in their everyday life. Cultural studies
as well as leadership training need to be incorporated into effective bridge-building.
Pastors who have caught the vision to change their churches’ mentality fiom
inward to outward focus need to deal with the multiple challenges of opening their church
members’ hearts and minds to the people estranged fiom the church. This includes
developing their awareness of being God’s people as the body of Christ, of their call and
commission to contextualize the gospel in their community, as well as realization of what
the people are like that the Christians are sent out to reach with the gospel.
Pastors are also challenged to work with their leaders, helping them to learn from
the example set forth by Jesus, and from the example God has given to all of us by
showing how he has led other churches. These lessons have to be processed and
discussed, surrounded by prayer, so that the leaders together grow stronger in helping
their churches build culturally relevant bridges for the gospel.
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Problem and Purpose
This study addresses the problem that the subculture of the church has often become hard
to understand by the unchurched. This hinders the communication of the gospel to nonChristians. Many churches have followed the natural tendency of unintentionally building
cultural barriers between themselves and the surrounding community. Too often churches
do not make sufficient efforts to communicate the gospel in ways and forms that are
relevant and comprehensible to the culture in which their unchurched neighbors live. As a
result, the estrangement of the church grows and the great commission (Matt. 28: 18-20)
and the great commandment (Mark 12:28-3 1) remain unfulfilled.
The purpose of this research is to discover the activities and strategies of
leadership needed to bring about transition in such churches so they reach out with the
gospel in forms that are indigenous to the culture of their target community.

Research Questions
Introductory questions:
What revealed the need to change the church?
What changes were initiated to bring about the transition to cultural relevancy?
The main research question:
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What kind of leadership is required to help a maintenance-orientedchurch
become a church that intentionally builds bridges to the surrounding communityto
incarnate the gospel in culturally relevant terms?
Analyzing the answers pastors gave illuminates the characteristics of church
leadership that are most helpful in making the transfer. This project studies the process of
change that had already taken place in the subject churches. In most cases it was difficult
to determine an exact starting point for the changes and, since the changes were still
underway, it was not possible to study a completed process. Pastors who have been
instruments of change, confmed that a definite change toward cultural relevancy in the
ministry has taken place in their church, and described the process. Because of the nature
of these changes it is not possible to determine their final outcome. The most that can be

said about these churches is that they are now in a process of change and,hopefully, will
continue.

Population
The population of this research consists of churches where the leader(s) answered
affirmatively the following question:

Is the following true about your church?

+ your church has previously been mostly inwardly directed (i.e. the main emphasis of
the ministry was serving the needs of the church members)
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3 through conscious steps it has become more intentional in reaching out to nonchurched community members

+ you have been part of the leadership that has tried to help the congregation become
more culturally sensitive to those outside the church who live within your local
ministry area.

In other words, the pastors were told: If you had reason to ask, What should we do
as a church to communicate the gospel to the Deople in our communitv in terms that are
commehensible to them, you belong to the population of this research.

Variables
One constant in this study is the pastor’s affirmation that their leadership has
resulted in change toward cultural relevancy (as stated in the questionnaire). All the
churches in this project have this development in common. All of them started from a
point of stagnation and reached a stage where active and intentional reaching out to the
non-Christians was a natural part of the church’s life. The dependent variable of change

from an inward to outward focus has been studied by exploring the independent variable
of the kind of leadership that made this change happen. No variables have been
manipulated. The project describes and evaluates what has taken place.
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Instrumentation
The questionnaire for pastors (Questionnaire 1; see Appendix A) was the main tool
of this study. Because of the qualitative nature of the project pastors/leaders were asked
to describe the process of leading change. Pastors were interviewed in the following
ways: some sent written answers, others were interviewed by telephone or in person. The
standardized questions have provided answers that can be analyzed and compared. In
addition to the standard questions, personal conversations brought out further details and
principles these leaders highlighted. This data enabled a description of the process by
which the change took place.
The questions in the questionnaire were developed from the goal that directed this
research. In addition, guidance was received from literature, on-site visits to cutting-edge
churches, and listening to people who either have experienced or who have been part of
this kind of church. The preliminary questionnaire was shared with pastors of these kinds

of churches who were asked: “Would this kind of questionnaire enable you to recount in
key phrases the story of change in your church?’ There were also several pre-checks of
the questionnaire with professors. Their answers helped to modify the questionnaire until
there was a significantly solid consensus that this instrument would provide the necessary
data for this research.
After completing the interviews the shortcomings of this questionnaire have
become apparent. For instance, some terms and words were understood so differently that
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the comments of the pastors are not comparable. Also, some of the questions/answers did
not really add significantly to the main purpose of this study. Nevertheless, these
weaknesses are of secondary importance and do not have a bearing on the results of the
study.
Questionnaire 2 (see Appendix B) was developed for interviewing lay people in
the three churches where case studies were conducted. Most of the questions in
Questionnaire 2 were designed in parallel to Questionnaire 1 (the first number of the
questions in Questionnaire 2 is related to the questions with the same first number in
Questionnaire 1) in order to learn the views of the lay people to the same issues first
probed with their pastors.

Data Collection
The criteria for a common denominator was first defined for interviewing church
leaders who have gone through a somewhat similar processes of change: (1) the church
had previously been mostly inwardly directed, (2) through conscious steps it had become
more intentional in reaching out to non-churched community members, and (3) the
interviewee had been part of the leadership that tried to help the congregation become
more culturally sensitive to those outside the church who lived within its local ministry
area. Several hundred people received letters, asking them to recommend churches they
knew met these criteria. About forty of them responded and, eventually, fifty-two
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churches emerged that, in the view of the respondents, had gone through the cultural
transition under the present leadership. These fifty-two were from the United States. In
the later phase of the project, Bishop Hans Viixby from Helsinki, Finland, recommended
churches with similar dynamics in the Northern Europe United Methodist Conference.
Lastly, personal contacts in Estonia were used to identify those types of churches in
Estonia.
In order to establish contact with the pastors of the American churches, in the fall

of 1998, phone calls were made to the pastors. I introduced myself and my research,
indicated who had recommended their church, and asked whether they would be willing
to answer questions that would help me understand the story of change in their church.
After the telephone conversation, the questionnaire (Questionnaire 1) was mailed to
them. In some cases it had already been agreed by telephone whether the person preferred
to answer in writing (filling out the questionnaire and mailing it back) or orally, by a
telephone interview. In either case, usually it was necessary to call the pastors personally
once more in order to remind them to return the questionnaire or to find their preferred
time for the telephone interview.
The telephone interviews enabled me to ask clarifying questions immediately. In
cases where written responses to the questionnaire were unclear, the interviewee was
called and asked to clarifj these instances. Respondents were also called back, when they
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returned the questionnaire with question marks that indicated that something in the
questions had not been understood.
Eventually) contact was established with thuty-two pastors in the United States
who agreed to respond to the questions. Out of those, twenty-six actually responded.
Following Bishop VSixby’s recommendation in Northern Europe area, two pastors
in Finland and four in Sweden (all United Methodist) were contacted. The two in Finland
and three in Sweden responded. In summer 1999, I visited these five pastors. All of them
were able to communicate in English, so the same questionnaire was used as with the
American pastors. In cases where they had difficulties with the language, I simply
explained the issue in the questionnaire in other words.
In Estonia, I identified the churches for my research through my personal network
of fkiends. Estonia is a predominantly Lutheran country. The Baptists are another
denomination with strong influence in the society. Methodists are a very small minority.
Six churches met the criteria for this study: one Methodist, three Baptist and two
Lutheran. For the Estonian pastors, Questionnaire 1 was translated into Estonian (in order
to maintain the integrity of the research, it was a literal translation; cf. Appendix G).
Their answers were also translated into English. (Cf. Appendix D: “Answers to
Questionnaire 1 (pastors from the European churches)”; tables 2.2 and 2.3).
This process has ensured correct data that is comparable between the various
churches who’s stories are analyzed.
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Case Studies
Out of the twenty-six churches in the United States three were chosen for case
studies. In this research “case studies” means churches which were visited to meet people
and ask questionnaire-related questions from various persons. The purpose was to
provide a wider horizon of understanding and more varied viewpoints to the changes that
had taken place in their churches. Whereas the main questionnaires (Questionnaire 1)
provided answers about changes from the pastors only, the case studies provided
feedback and responses to these changes fiom other leaders and lay members.
It was decided to look more closely at churches representing denominations that
are known in my home country, Estonia. This is why the case studies concentrated on a
Lutheran (Tulsa, OK), a Baptist (Tulsa, OK) and a Methodist (Lubbock, TX) church.
These three represented not only different denominations but also three different
prevailing worship styles: liturgical (Fellowship Lutheran Church), mainline (Parkview
Baptist) and contemporary (Aldersgate United Methodist).

Data Analysis
This project is a qualitative research project which focuses on descriptive analysis
of the collected data. It aims to draw generalized conclusions from specific situations that
are presented by the pastors who have led the process of change in the church and, in the
instances of the case studies, also by the lay people.
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After completing about ten interviews it was possible to differentiate more clearly
between the questions in the questionnaire. The answers indicated more clearly than I
first realized, that some of the items serve simply as an orientation to understand the story

of the particular church better (like questions about the membership in the past, number
of pastors who served the congregation throughout the years etc.), but did not really

influence the conclusions to be drawn from the data.
Other items in the questionnaire were interpreted by the various pastors very
differently (for instance, the “pastoral staff’ was defined by the pastors very diversely)
and, accordingly, could not provide data for adequate comparison. Questions about
“defining the target community” also belong here. After receiving from a number of
pastors affirmative answers to the questions “Did you define your target community

geographically/demographically/culturally?”,it became clear that in most cases they
simply meant studying the community in these terms, in other words, describing the
community, rather than selecting a certain geographical/demographical/culturalgroup to
be the target of evangelization for the church.
Thus, even as answers to many questions were received, the process of
interviewing and working with the questionnaires led to the selection of a limited number
of items on which to concentrate. The crucial issues the interviews revealed were (1)
what made the church aware of the unchurched community, (2) what was done within the
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church to prepare the congregation for culturally relevant mission, and (3) what happened
during the course of changes.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDIES
Aldersgate United Methodist Church

Introduction
Aldersgate United Methodist Church was established in Lubbock, Texas in 1985.
Lubbock is presently a city with approximately 200,000 citizens. When the Lubbock City
Board of Missions purchased the land years before the church was planted, it was
expected that the city would grow to the south. Instead, the city grew southwest and as a
result, Aldersgate is located on the very edge of the city.

I was in Lubbock for a week in February 1999. I worshipped with the
congregation, visited a Sunday school class, met a number of people in their homes as
well as in the church and other places. I was able to participate in the staff meeting and
share the Wednesday night meal that is a primary social gathering of the congregation.

The Story
The present pastor, Mike Schafer, came to Lubbock in June 1988. At that time, the
congregation did not have their own church and met in the gym of a neighboring school.
Aldersgate moved into their own church in December 1989. An extension was added to
the first building in the fall of 1998, and soon a new sanctuary will be built because of the
continuing growth of the congregation. After moving into their new church in 1989 the
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congregation soon added a second service. The early service was contemporary, the
second blended (“traditional” in the view of some people, because it included elements
like the singing of the doxology). The intention was to meet the different needs of
difTerent people. As it turned out, going to two different services created tension between
the “two congregations.” “The others” (those going to the different service) were not as
spiritual or not paying serious enough attention to what was to be held dear in the church
tradition. The result was an unhealthy relationship between the church members. This is
why today, while having again two services (after a period of having just one),
Aldersgate keeps them identical. The lesson they learned was that one cannot have one
healthy congregation with people worshipping in different ways.
The major change in the life of Aldersgate came in the beginning of 1995. This
marked a strong new movement of change toward becoming a culturally relevant church
to the unchurched. The changes did not start with a plan and strategy. Rather, they started
by God giving a vision to Pastor Mike, and were the culmination of a long process. He
responded by preaching a two-month series of messages from Ephesians on what God
wants his church family to look like. In the words of the pastor, it became “a kind of
catalyst to the changes.” The process began with an opening message first to the whole
congregation. Only after that did he begin to share his vision more intensely with the
leaders in the church. The heart of the vision was to reach the unchurched, rather than just
to grow comfortably by transfer growth.
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In order to communicate this vision, Mike presented to the leadership statistics
about the characteristics of the unchurched in America today and how some other
churches are reaching them. The leadership was, basically, the administrative council
with approximately 20 people who represented ministry areas of the church, the staffparish relations committee, the trustees and the staff. Mike admits that he did not do a
very good job preparing these people systematically for changes. It was often just
bringing some information or statistics to these people and asking: “What might we want
to do about it? How could we in our church respond to these issues?’ Throughout this
process the vision gradually grew clearer.
A major breakthrough for Pastor Schafer was a book, The Purpose Driven Church

by Rick Warren, that a church member brought to him. Interviews with the people of
Aldersgate revealed this book had become very instrumental for the understanding of
church mission to many at Aldersgate.
The leaders did not oppose the vision shared by the pastor, but they often stood at a
distance watching to see if this was going to work. Debbie Haney, who is on the staff
now, admitted that in the early stages of the transition the leadership did not really
become actively involved and essentially let Pastor Schafer “alone.”
In the early years a serious conflict developed with some people who felt that a
traditional service was the only proper one and that by introducing so many changes
Pastor Schafer was ruining the church. The issues of contention were choir versus
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worship band in the worship, hymnals versus new songs with words projected to the
screen, and whether or not to have The Lord’s Prayer and Doxology. On these issues it
was not possible to hear “the other side,” because most of those who were in strong
opposition left the church in 1996 and 1997. Listening to the stories, however, revealed
these items of argument were issues used as tangible aspects in the conflict. On a deeper
level, it was mostly a struggle between attitudes. While no one has proved it is not
possible to reach the unchurched while having a choir doing part of the music (provided
it is done well), it is very obvious that the kind of demographic segment Aldersgate is
trying to reach and is reaching, prefers the band music. These are mostly young families
with children and, for the most part, middle and lower-middle working class. Most people
interviewed answered my question about whom Aldersgate tries to reach by saying,
“Everybody, but especially non-Christians and people who have been out of church for a
long time.” The interviews led me to believe that the choice of music in worship is a
significant factor in selecting people who are being reached. Thus “target audience” may
be defined to a considerable extent by the music style even though not stated explicitly.
What was changed? Everytlung listed in the questionnaire (announcements in the
worship, dress-code, information in the lobby, the behavior of greeters, music, Bible
studies, follow-up with the first-time visitors, sermons) plus the design of the sign in the
front, advertising in the newspaper, radio and TV, even the ambience of the building was
designed to be more welcoming.
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The most drastic changes have taken place in “worship style.” The changes
include: doing away with what was perceived as “churchy” elements like altar, candles
and pulpit (there is still the cross back in the middle of the front stage); preaching without
notes; doing away with the choir and replacing it with the praise band (keyboard, dnuns,
guitars); using Powerpoint for having the words of the songs and Scripture text on a
screen. The screen is also used to project the announcements of the church before the
beginning of the service. The dress-code was changed to very casual (including also how
the pastor is dressed). The intention has been to create a very relaxed, welcoming, and
fkiendly atmosphere. Most of the people interviewed confirmed that this was one of the
main reasons they joined Aldersgate.
Much attention has been paid to making visitors welcome. When new persons
come to church, they are usually greeted by several people. The sermons are intentionally
simple, emphasize stories (this is in line with the pastor’s principle to communicate
through images throughout the whole worship experience), and are applicable. Vicki,
who joined the church only a few months ago, shared that what had been most important
to her was that she could go home after church and apply what the pastor said! To be
understood by unchurched people is obviously a great concern to Pastor Schafer. He
evaluates the vocabulary he uses in messages, and also explains the meaning of the
communion elements every time they are served. Some people in the church desire
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stronger spiritual food; yet they accept the situation as it is because they understand that
simplicity in messages is important to communicate to those not used to going to church.
It has been the intention to have one theme woven through the whole service.
Hymnals are not used because the hymnal does not contain many of the newer songs.
One of the older members asked, “How do the unchurched people know which songs are
new and which are not?” In other words, she did not quite understand why is it not alright
also to sing older songs. When I put her insight together with the worship leader’s
priority to be comprehensible with the music in worship, I wondered whether there is not
a middle way by using multiple resources for music, including some selections from
older traditions. Amy, the worship coordinator, told me that they still do sing some older
songs, but they put them in a new form and style. Also, she said attention is paid to the
words of the songs, so expressions from older Christian music not comprehensible to an
unchurched person today would be replaced.
There was no ambiguity in what had taken place or that issues related to the
worship were the most significant changes in the congregation. Things listed under the
question “What has changed?” in the questionnaire covered most of these items. Also,
there was no hesitancy in expressing the reason for changing the worship: everybody
knew that it was done in order to reach out to the unchurched. When asked to evaluate on
the one to five scale how effective the changes have been in relation to their purpose, half
gave four the other half five.
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Why the change in worship was so crucial came out very clearly in the interview
with Amy. She told me in most cases the worship is the very first contact the unchurched
people have with the church. They don’t start with a small group or Sunday school class.
They first come to the worship. This is their first impression. In Amy’s words: “They just
go to church to see what it is like and then they may or may not ever come back.”
One of the fundamental things that Mike Schafer had learned from Warren’s book
was to create the mindset that Warren calls a “climate of change.” All my conversations
within the church established this to be an accomplished purpose. The underlying
principle is that everything growing must also be changing. This principle is shared with
the new members in the membership class, so they get the message early on, and then
they learn continually how the principle is put into practice in everyday church life.
Pastor Mike, as well as other people on the staff’ admitted that the temptation to settle
down and become entrenched in the present way of doing things is very real, even in a
church like Aldersgate that is not very old. It takes effort to maintain a permanent
openness for new changes.
Over and over again, I heard from people (the pastor as well as laity) how they
couldn’t have expected so much opposition even to what they considered the smallest of
changes. They couldn’t stop being surprised how every small change will upset some
people.
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When asked what might prepare people for change, so conflict and struggIe could
be reduced, respondents pointed to the need for united leadership in planning and
communicating well the reasons for change. But even so, one has to be strong enough in
the vision to stay on course, because if one is going to change the church for even the
holiest of reasons, there is no way to avoid misunderstanding and conflict. Debbie was
quite emotional: “Why do we hear so little about how difficult it is to implement
changes! Sometimes it is like coming from a war-zone!”
Presently, there are several additional changes underway. Pastor Mike indicated
they want to move to an even more visual experience in worship. He intends to use more
visual aids in the sermons, and also to do considerably more with the projection system.
The plan is to add more drama to worship. In other areas changes are needed in children’s
work. Right now three more Sunday school classes have to be added and people have to
be ready to relocate, to shift rooms.
Membership and attendance statistics indicate growth following a temporary
decline. The serious conflict that developed after Aldersgate decided to move toward
cultural relevancy in order to reach the unchurched ended with many people leaving the
church. In 1993 the membership was 416 persons, with the average attendance only 258.
Presently (winter 1999) the membership is 360, and the average attendance in fall 1998
was 330. During the ten years of Mike Schafer’s pastoring this church, the attendance has
more than tripled.
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Interviews
Debbie Haney, presently the only other full-time staff person (director of spiritual
growth), set up interviews with people in the church who had either been members of the
church long enough to having seen changes, or who had become members recently
because of what the church has become. Fourteen people were interviewed representing
younger and older generations, people who had been part of the leadership, and those
who had not, staff and lay members. In most cases notes were taken during the interview
and, at the end of the interview, they filled out the questionnaire (Questionnaire 2; see
Appendix B). In some cases only the interview or only the questionnaire was possible.
The purpose was to understand how they had experienced changes in their church, how
they personally dealt with those changes, how the vision of the church was
communicated to them and how they evaluated the leadership.

Features
After interviewing fourteen persons in this congregation, certain features began to
emerge. These people knew what their vision was: to reach the unchurched. They all
knew that this congregation is in constant change and never doubted what these changes
were for (they always knew the mission statement of their church). They realized well
that the changes in the past were made in order to reach out more effectively, and they
also knew they have to expect changes continually in the future. The interviewees
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reported they need “to constantly educate and remind [themlselves what [their] vision is”
(by).
One of the questions asked of everyone was, “What has changed and what has
been the biggest change?’ Most mentioned items related to the worship. It was interesting
to note that although the changes in worship were clearly most obvious, several persons
said that the biggest change had been “not visible”: “expanded focus on mission and
prayer,” “our hearts,” “focus on mission,” “conditioning of the congregation to be ready
for people to come in who are different” were listed. The changes in attitudes and
mentalities came out strongly in the conversations.
One primary feature (probably also the greatest hope for the future at Aldersgate)
is what they call TEAM Aldersgate (TEAM meaning “Together Everyone
Accomplishing Ministry”). Aldersgate has twelve ministry areas (Children’s Ministry,
Outreach Ministry, Worship Ministry, etc.) that are known as teams and they have
worked hard under the leadership of Debbie Haney to encourage every member to be
involved in one of those ministry areas. As a result, this January 220 persons had signed
up to be involved in the year 1999-this in a church with a present membership of 360! A
significant aspect is that people who are not yet members have been encouraged to be
part of those teams. This incredibly high lay involvement in the ministry is one of the

most significant features of Aldersgate. As Debbie herself said, this way the chances of
losing members out of the back door have been drastically reduced. This high percentage
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of active involvement expresses itself also in the attendance: in January there were
practically as many people in worship services as there were members.
This church is not satisfied where they are. It has truly become a feature of
Aldersgate to expect to move on, and while moving, also to be ready to change. In the
questionnaire, even when the efficiency of the previous changes were marked with the
highest rating, it was added: “But there are many more steps to be taken.” While saying
“We seem to draw younger families in our area,” it was immediately added: “But we
hope to expand” (Kay Lynn).

Evaluation of Leadership
Understandably, the people who agreed to share their perspective on the changes at
Aldersgate, were not highly critical of their pastor. So when asked to describe Pastor
Mike, they were very positive. There was a genuine respect for him as a spiritual person
and as a leader who leads his congregation strongly but with patience and gentleness at

the same time. In the words of Steven: “a spiritual giant walking softly, hiding behind a
boyish grin.”
Other comments: “Mike is a facilitator, rather than making things to happen he
allows them to happen.” Another comment put this into perspective: “He has grown in
that he doesn’t ‘do it all’ anymore.” It appears that “to allow things happen” is a personal
development in Pastor Schafer as a leader. This is why another person could say, “He
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leads the church by empowering the staff and members.” This feature of his leadership
was emphasized repeatedly. Other qualities people appreciated about him were: he is
“praying,” “passionate,” “honest,” and “real.”
The various descriptions that people used for the pastor’s ways of dealing with the
resistance could be drawn together under the following concepts: strong and solid in what
he had come to know as God’s vision, loving and patient with those who disagreed,
explaining and communicating the reasons for change-but going on “never looking
back.”

GosDel and Culture
When asked whether he was struggling with the potential danger of
accommodating the gospel to the culture Mike’s answer was an emphatic, “Yes.” It was

an important issue for him. In the interview he said: “I am constantly evaluating and
asking myself: Are we selling out? Are we really making disciples here?’ These concerns
have resulted in a strong emphasis on discipleship in Sunday school classes and other
programs that seek to help Christians grow.
It is difficult to judge from the perspective of a one-week visitor whether
accommodation of the gospel to culture has taken place. The strong impression from the
conversations, however, is that for the people of Aldersgate the priority is truly what their
mission statement claims: to know Christ and make him known. They are not obsessed

with just doing some things differently in their worship compared to other churches. Most
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of them seem to know the reason. And when the members unmistakably know what the
vision of their church is, and when the pastor keeps being aware of the temptations of the
culture taking over the gospel, there are good chances that the church can grow and reach
out as Jesus means them to.

It would require a separate study to assess the effectiveness of the attempts to reach
out to the unchurched by making the worship more contemporary. To evaluate the
effectiveness of the “contemporary” or “seeker service” in relation to the non-Christians
corning to Christ, one would need to interview thoroughly those giving their lives to
Jesus and becoming members of the church during the time when the church has tried to
reach them through making the worship more contemporary. My hypothesis is that
changing the worship style reveals the attitude change that has taken place in the church
people already and this may easily be the main reason the unchurched person feels
welcome in the church.
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Parkview Baptist Church

Introduction
Parkview Baptist Church is located in a busy suburban area of southeastern Tulsa,
Oklahoma. It is in an established community with middle-class, single-family residents
and apartment houses. Most of the housing is thirty years old. A couple of decades ago it
would have been described as upper-middle class. Not so any more. The upper-middle
class lives farther to the south.
The pastor, Dr. T. David Willets, and four lay persons at Parkview were
interviewed: Pam, Wendy, Bill, and Mike. Pam has worked as one of the secretaries at
Parkview for about thirty years. Wendy is a leader in youth work and a long-time
member-over twenty years. Bill joined the church three years ago and is on the LongRange Planning Committee. Mike, who is the music leader, came to Parkview just a year
ago.
The church began as the Forty First Street Baptist Mission and was sponsored by
the Memorial Baptist Church. Officially the church was established and the first chapel
built in 1962. The present sanctuary was dedicated in 1975. Over the years various
additions to these facilities have been completed (education building, family life center,
etc.).
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The present minister was called as pastor in 1984. Prior to his tenure, the
congregation was led for eighteen years by one pastor. The attendance at that time was
150 to 160.
Parkview has grown significantly in the past years. Presently the membership is
about 1300 compared to 700 ten years ago. Weekly worship attendance averages about
625, compared to 275 ten years ago. The membership is predominantly white middle
class and upper-middle class nuclear families who come from the approximately four
square-mile-area (defined by major streets) close to the church. For a number of years the
population growth has remained stagnant, although the demographics are changing. Part
of this change is due to the new ethnic groups in this area: Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians.
Parkview Church has responded to this change with the establishment of a multi-ethnic
ministry. In addition to Sunday morning worship and Sunday School, this ministry
provides referral services for employment, housing, medical support, immigration, and
education. Among other things, the church’s Multi-Ethnic Center also offers
opportunities to study conversational English. It has citizenship courses and drivers’
education classes taught in Spanish.
Another demographic change is the increase of singles in the four-square-mile
“target area” upon which Parkview has decided to focus. The church emphasis has
always been on the family. Now the church’s Long-Range Planning Committee works to
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establish a strong singles’ ministry. This is part of the upcoming changes in the
congregational life.

Features
Under the leadership of the new pastor, a Long-Range Planning Committee was
created in 1985. The committee adopted a Statement of Mission and Purpose. Recently
the present Long-Range Planning Committee considered the need to renew the mission
statement. The church was ready and willing to make alterations. However, after careful
analysis they decided that the mission statement is as valid today as it was fourteen years
ago. It reads:
We are the body of Christ and He is our head. As a local church of baptized
believers, we seek to do his will on earth as expressed through the following
mission statement:
- To declare the gospel of redemption to all people.
- To provide the opportunity for believers to mature in Christ.
- To minister to the needs of people in our community.
- To offer the benefits of Christian fellowship through our church. (Statement of
Mission and Purpose of the Parkview Baptist Church)
In principle, Parkview wants to reach everybody with the gospel of Jesus Christ,
but clearly defines their target area geographically as mentioned above. “The four-squaremile area is not pagan territory,” Dr. Willets remarks. This is part of the problem of
evangelization: almost all in the area have some religious &iliation and most often
considers themselves as “church persons.” Parkview has done door-to-door visitation
trying to create contacts with people that would result in seeing them in the church. The
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active involvement of small groups of two or three persons visiting homes, speaking with
residents, and providing information packages about the Parkview is just amazing.
Those I spoke with confirmed that the pastor encourages strong personal
interaction with the unchurched community. As Pam told me, for one month there is socalled FRAN emphasis annually. FRAN stands for friends, relatives, associates and
neighbors. Church members are especially encouraged to reach out with the gospel in a
non-threatening way.
How can a church be relevant to the needs of the people in today’s society? “By
being biblical,” says pastor Willets. He is convinced that what the world most needs is
true biblical Christianity. “In our own way we feel that we are relevant by being faithful
to what God has called us to do.”
Changes or lack of changes in the church are important points in this study. There
were not many dynamic changes at Parkview. The church seems to be in harmony with
the pastor’s intention to avoid a n w g that might cause conflict or that might be
perceived as a drastic change. Accordingly, the changes in the ministry of this church
seem to slowly evolve. Bill, a retired businessman who presently serves on Parkview’s
Long-Range Planning Committee, related that in the three years he has been a member
there have not been any significant changes in the church. Adding more space (building
the gym and adding seventeen new classrooms) could be considered the biggest change
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in this period. As Wendy looked back on the last ten years, she discerned a strong shift
about five years ago toward both local and foreign missions.
Strong and sudden changes are being avoided. As Bill said, the ministry needs to
be balanced; there should be equal energy spent on church members as is spent on the
outreach to the unchurched. “The heart of this church is to reach the unchurched,” he
said, “but they do it in ministering to their members.” Care of the members as the
foundation for reaching out seemed to be the most underlined feature that emerged from
conversations with the people at Parkview.
The interviews revealed what some of the lay persons felt were recent changes.
These included a heart for missions (what one called “healthy giving”) as well as specific
new programs (Neighbor to Neighbor and FRAN), and an outreach to the youth. When
asked about the biggest changes in their church, people listed different kinds of growth:
fkiendliness, membership numbers, and increased space for church facilities. Seemingly,
because of the slow evolution of these changes at Parkview, it was hard to detect
difficulties that people experienced as a result of changes. Only one person viewed the
change as a “difficulty,” noting the rapid membership growth had made it more difficult
to know everyone on a personal basis.
There seemed to be no serious resistance to the changes. Even the pastor left
unanswered the questionnaire item: “What problems came up?’ It may be that the
transition in this church has really been so slow and careful that it has not caused strong
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reactions. Pastor Willets stated that “the old guard leadership” eventually either joined
the vision of the church or left quietly.
More changes are expected soon. The Long-Range Planning Committee has found
that 44 percent of the people in the target area are singles. Presently, the church is
predominantly a family church. The committee decided there is a need for a strong
emphasis on adult singles’ ministry in order to meet the challenges of the changing
demographics.
To meet the needs of this changing emphasis Parkview expects a space and
parking area problem. This change also creates a need for a new full-time minister. The
whole process is still in a preliminary phase, and is being discussed within the leadership
but not actively communicated to the membership as a whole.
Music didn’t seem to be an issue in this church. This was surprising because in
most churches that were surveyed, music was usually a controversial item. Like other
areas of the church’s life at Parkview, the music is being presented in a balanced way.
According to Mike, the music director, it has to be scriptural and represent the variety of
musical tastes represented in the congregation. No one particular style is promoted; the
worship music ranges from classics to gospel.
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Leadership
One fundamental difference between Rev. Willets’ leadership and that of his
predecessor became immediately obvious. The previous pastor stated from the pulpit that
his aim was not to build a big church but a quality small community church. His vision

was to take care of his own. As a result, the church leaders, while interviewing pastor
Willets for this position, said they would be happy if there were just three new members
the next year. The way Pastor Willets shared this revealed his position in these matters.
He said he respects with gratitude the warm and caring attitude of the church that the
previous pastor was able to build up. At the same time, he sees the strong fellowship of
the members not as a sole goal of the church but as a solid and necessary foundation for
outreach. He is emphatically unhappy w
ith the idea of only three people joining his
church in a year. Because his vision is broader, the church has experienced significant
growth under his leadership. However, building up the members is not something that
can be taken lightly. “This church is probably the most caring church I have ever been
in,” said Pastor Willets, and he added immediately, “which you have to have for church
to grow.”
It seems there is a good balance of responsibilities between the leader and
congregation. Pastor Willets is being perceived as a strong leader who knows what he
does and where he goes-strong almost to the edge of being authoritarian. However, in
contrast to his forerunner, he respects the leaders in his church by giving freedom and
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responsibility to the committees rather than trying to have the last word in every
committee meeting. In fact, Pam called the kind of leadership pastor Willets exercises,
“leadership through committee^.^'
The balance will be created because the pastor knows very well that he will go
nowhere until the congregation owns the vision. So, Pastor Willets preaches the mission
statement to the congregation every year. It is the same mission statement, but it will be
biblically expounded again and freshly applied. This insures the church as a whole knows
what they are about. Already the work on the mission statement has been a long-term
process (two years) that has included the whole congregation. It is obvious that the lay
people do not perceive this church as something the pastor runs. Wendy pointed this out
as one of the most remarkable differences between the present and previous pastor (she
has been member here for twenty-three years). Previously the pastor practically ran the
church, today committees are not dependant on the pastor and can bear full responsibility.
Church members are motivated and empowered to be actively involved in mission. The
key leaders are being selected by the pastor himself, but they will be appointed by a
congregational vote.
Although no one reported any specific protest to the pastor-led changes, every one
interviewed knew how the pastor dealt with resistance. The church changes have been
carefully designed to avoid conflict. The pastor’s leadership in dealing with resistance
was described as being attentive and patient, willing to explain everything over and over
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again. “He has a good feel for the emotional conduct of the people,” said Bill. The style
of Pastor Willet’s leadership is being described as “caring,” “servant-leader,”
“comfortable with himself,” and “sharing: . . . he can share leadershp responsibilities.”
Objective assessment of the leadership quality, however, is not possible. On the
one hand, nobody voices a critical note about their pastor to a stranger-an unknown
student doing research. On the other hand, the limitations of the time frame available for
studying this church precluded a comprehensivepicture. Even though I was
geographically close to the church (living in the same neighborhood), I had difficulties in
building anything more than a relationship of formal politeness with the pastor. This
church is strongly biblical, focused on building up the community of believers as the
body of Christ, doing mission because of the biblical imperative and, in their general
ministry and worship style, a middle-of-the-road church.
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Fellowship Lutheran Church
The location of Fellowship Lutheran Church is practically identical to Parkview
Baptist in Tulsa; the distance between them is less than a mile. The immediate
surrounding area has the same characteristics: a busy suburb with an established middleclass community. The mission of Fellowship Lutheran, however, is not geographically
defined like Parkview Baptist. Rather, Fellowship Lutheran is more directed to people
with certain intellectual characteristics: appreciation for liturgy, tradition, and education.
The congregation is made up of highly educated, professional people and most often they
have a Lutheran background. However, the main appeal is not just having more liturgies
or education. The emphasis is on quality. The congregation of Fellowship Lutheran
notices and appreciates quality.
Fellowship Lutheran was founded in 1974, and was served by one pastor until the
present pastor, Jim Fish, arrived there in 1992. The membership was 300 ten years ago.
In the last five years the membership has grown from 500 to almost 1,000-with the
attendance presently around 375 (compared to 150 in 1988). Pastor Fish described h s
church as well educated, liturgical in terms of worship, and theologically centered around
the Word and Sacrament.
Two members of Fellowship Lutheran were interviewed in addition to the pastor.
Vicki is the music director. Gordon serves as member of the church council, volunteers as
financial secretary, and acts as an assistant regularly in worship.
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While a great quantity of information about the church was not gathered, certain
characteristics very clearly mark this church. One is the determination to be the kind of
church that does not depend on fads. Secondly, it is liturgical, trying to offer people and
God what is best in liturgical tradition in worship. Thirdly, it is a church that lifts up
education (Pastor Fish: “Don’t offend non-Christians by thinking they are stupid”). And
last but not least-it is a church with a strong leader with a remarkable personality.

Features
Fellowship Lutheran decided to be different from other churches in the Tulsa
community. They know that Tulsa is “overchurched” and that many of the churches
surrounding them are fundamentalistic and/or charismatic. “Lutheran theology is very
different, and we choose to highlight our differences,” said Pastor Fish.
Their mission statement is: “The mission of the Fellowship Lutheran Church is ...
Redeemed by God’s grace, called by Jesus Christ, and empowered by the Holy Spirit; We
joyfully live and proclaim the gospel!”
The emphasis of Fellowship Lutheran is on quality. “If you want to have company,
be ready for company,” said Pastor Fish. He explained why everything in the worship
needs to be improved: lights, bread, wine-everybng related to the worship. He said it
was actually not difficult to change worship, because “it wasn’t changed, it was
improved.”
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Pastor Fish shared that some conflict was caused by the change in the style of
worship. “Are we going to have Oklahoma cowboy service or a Lutheran one?, was his
question to his members. The argument went on for three to four years, but eventually
they decided to be liturgically Lutheran. Most people of Fellowship Lutheran now appear
to have accepted the fact that they have this clearly defined feature.
When discussing changes at Fellowship Lutheran, Pastor Fish pointed out what
most churches in this study have experienced: changes in the infrastructure are usually
unavoidable. As in many other churches, Fellowship Lutheran reduced the number of
people in the administrative council from twelve to six. Whatever the worship style, the
structure of the church that wants to be focused on mission has to be streamlined. The
primary task of this council became visioning and long-range planning. Jim Fish is
convinced that in the leadership there have to be people whose first call is to discern

God’s vision for their church.
For both of the other people interviewed, Vicki and Gordon, the biggest change
has been moving into the new sanctuary. This is not surprising as the move took place
only recently (1 997), and the new facility is truly a remarkable piece of sacred

architecture.
The church members seem not to perceive changes as strongly as the pastorsomething that seems to be the case both with Parkview Baptist as well as Fellowship
Lutheran. Both Vicki and Gordon evaluated the effectiveness of changes with a 3 on the
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scale of 1-5. While trying to comprehend the conflict between their low score and my
perception of this church as one that is truly reaching out to the unchurched with
significant results, I came to believe that “3” reflects the kind of critical intellectualism
that is present in this church.
Vicki commented on an important issue, “We are struggling as to how we retain

our Lutheran style and identity and appeal to the unchurched.” The pastor does not seem
to hesitate at this point. He believes that in order to reach out, they have to be the best
Lutheran church possible. Others wonder whether, in order to reach the unchurched, it is
enough to avoid compromising themselves. Gordon said he thinks there has been only a
minimal attempt to make a connection to those without a Christian background. The
Discovery Class explains the Lutheran liturgy and the worship bulIetin has been designed

so it is easier for non-Lutherans to follow the liturgy. Gordon believes it might be good to
have another kind of worship service that does not have the classical Lutheran liturgy and
would connect better with people with no church background.
Reaching out to the unchurched is without doubt a high priority for the leaders of
this church. Pastor Fish is known as one whose heart is with the mission. But the mission
does not entail any drastic change. Several smaller things are part of the whole picture.
Classes are being offered both to high-school students and adults about how to share
one’s faith with other people, how to invite people to church, and how to tell them about
the gospel. Understanding that the church building is not just for members but for the
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public is being nurtured. Different groups from the community have their gatherings
there (for instance, senior citizens doing a program on taxation). For those who come to
Fellowship Lutheran, a tour of the church is being offered. Pastor Fish explains what they
do in the church and the meaning of things they see in the sanctuary. He sees this as an
opportunity to witness to the visitors. Fellowship Lutheran, as most other churches,
advertises on a road-sign, in the newspaper and elsewhere. When people come to the
worship service, they find the worship bulletin is readable, and they can follow it. Words
and expressions in the Scripture that are not easily understandable are explained. The
Holy Communion is explained. Pastor Fish said that even when he sees that every
participant is a member of the church, he still, as a matter of principle, explains what they
do, because this way he trains the church people in hospitality.
It is significant that both Vicki and Gordon independently raised the issue of
unchurched people being more reserved and needing to distance themselves from
strangers. Reaching out is a high priority, they said, but some people, “just want to be left
alone” (Vicki) and, “don’t want to show their emotions” (Gordon). I sensed that
Fellowship Lutheran tries to reach out to visitors while respecting people who are
outwardly less emotional and wish to keep their distance.
The church is growing. In 1998, Fellowship Lutheran had 118 new members. It is
significant that practically half of them (47 percent) did not come by transfer from
another church. These are people who may have heard of the gospel before, but it has
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been five, ten, or twenty years since they went to church. Gordon is somewhat skeptical,
noting that the church growth has simply been in proportion to the population growth in
the area.
The combination of wanting to be true to the historical legacy of the
denominational tradition and, at the same time, be intentional in reaching out to nonChristians is significant. In many cases churches with an historical and traditional
orientation are not very concerned about mission and evangelism. On the other hand,
churches active in reaching out, too often do not care about the past, history, or tradition.
They tend to be so fbture-oriented that the values of their tradition seem to stand in the
way of effective, culturally relevant evangelism.
In the pursuit of being culturally relevant, was there a tendency at this church to
accommodate the gospel to the culture? Pastor Fish answered with a big smile, “Oh yes!”
and then in a second he continued, “But we resisted.” One way to avoid this
accommodation has been preaching from the lectionary. For Pastor Fish this means the
sermons are not following whatever happens to be “in.’yIt means being faithful to the
Word of God as the Word is relevant to every age and situation. “I don’t preach what I
think is important, I preach the text in the lectionary for that day,” says pastor Fish.
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Leadershin
Pastor Fish faced the need to change the congregation’s view of his role in the
church. He felt that the congregation expected him to be the chaplain to the families. This
was not acceptable to him. He also emphatically stated that the concept of the church as
an entertainment center with the pastor as entertainer was not acceptable to him.The
church has to reach out and be in mission-both locally and internationally-and the pastor
is to lead this mission. The pastor’s primary and most effective method of communication
has been one-on-one conversation with the people.

To the question, “What would be the first three steps you would recommend to
start changing the church?” Pastor Fish answered: (1) require the pastor to read and think
(about missions, outreach, evangelism, and church growth), (2) educate the lay people;
and (3) develop a mission and vision statement.
Lay people are extremely significant in Fish’s understanding of leadership. Vicki,
the director of music ministries, confirmed this, “He encourages lay leadership and
involvement and wants new people to find their area of service.” Pastor Fish said all
significant changes have been led by lay people. “When members of the congregation
became angry,they were angry with the lay leaders!” This was a protection for the
pastor. Fellowship Lutheran understands the pastor is there first of all to provide spiritual
leadership, not to administer new methods and test better strategies. The risk of
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introducing necessary changes for more effective evangelistic ministry was taken by lay
leaders.
It is fully in harmony with Pastor Fish’s unique personality to counsel pastors
considering change: “DOnot apologize for what you are.” He has deep psychological
insight regarding human relationships. To the question, “How did you deal with noncooperative responses from the congregation?” Pastor Fish answered: “I gave them
something else to do that didn’t matter much.” Actually, to turn the congregation toward
outward focus, the leadership didn’t ask for permission from the congregation. “We just
did it,” said Pastor Fish. But wisely, the changes were explained to the congregation in
small settings, where people could ask their questions and get responses from their
leaders. Some small groups were temporary-they were specifically created in order to
communicate the need for changes.
Pastor Fish shared his development in understanding himself as a leader. “For
years I resisted the fact that I was a leader. Finally, later in my life, I came to accept it.”
When asked for an explanation of what made him eventually accept leadership, he said
the church could not grow and do its mission unless the pastor accepted the perspective
of a leader. When he came to Fellowship Lutheran, a layman came to him and said, “You
do know that you are in charge, don’t you?” This was his first lesson in leadership at
Fellowship Lutheran.
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To be a leader for Pastor Fish now means, first of all, to see something, to envision
it. He mentally pictures the details, Sunday School with 500 children, what the rooms and
parking lot look like, worship, and missions in South America. What could it be? How
can he describe all these things so that the other people can see them also? In short, two
things: picture it and describe it-this is the primary meaning of leadership for Jim Fish.
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CHAPTER 6
FINDINGS
Overview of the Churches in the Study
General Characteristics
Data was collected for this research fiom thirty-seven churches: twenty-six in the
United States, two in Finland, three in Sweden, and six in Estonia. In the United States,
thirteen states were represented fiom the following regions: South (Alabama, Georgia,
Mississippi, Kentucky, North Carolina, Oklahoma and Texas), Mid-West (Indiana, Iowa,

Missouri), North East (New Jersey, Pennsylvania) and West (Nevada).
In most of these churches the pastors were interviewed either by answering the
questionnaire in writing or speaking with them by telephone or in person. Case studies
were conducted in three churches (two in Tulsa, OK, and one in Lubbock, TX). The
pastors of these churches answered the exact same questions as all others, but, in
addition, through interviews they shared the fuller story of changes in their churches. A
significant difference in the case study churches was that a number of other people were
interviewed (both staff members and non-staQ to gather understanding of their
perspectives on changes that had taken place in their churches.
The thirty-seven churches represent the following denominations: Methodist (23),
Baptist (6),Non-denominational(3), Lutheran (4), and Christian Missionary Alliance (1).
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The churches in this study vary significantly from each other according to their
size. Five major groups emerge: fourteen churches with membership under three hundred
(the smallest was twenty-two), three churches between three hundred and five hundred,
eight churches between five hundred and one thousand, eight churches between one
thousand and three thousand, and four churches over three thousand (the largest is five
thousand and three hundred). All European churches in this study belong to the first
category except two Lutheran churches in Estonia which have a membership of one
thousand each but which presently have an average church attendance of only seventyfive and two hundred and ninety.
The large difference in the sizes of the churches is important. It indicates that the
dynamics of the transition from inward to outward focus of the ministry are shared
between churches of very different sizes. Accordingly, the issue here is not size but
mentality. For instance, it cannot be proved that large churches are more strongly focused
on mission than small ones-nor can the reverse be proved.
Because the dynamics of church growth are fundamentally different in America
than in Europe, the statistics about growth in the churches in the United States is studied
first, then in the European churches, and, finally, all the churches in the research as a
whole.
Almost all the American churches studied that decided to intentionally reach out in
culturally relevant ways are growing in attendance. Special attention was given to the
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dynamics of church attendance over the last ten-year period. Two churches have not
grown (one has experienced a decline of 2 1 percent, the other has remained practically
the same size with 1 percent growth), eleven churches have shown attendance growth of
33-90 percent, seven churches have grown 100-200 percent, four churches 200-400
percent, and in two churches the growth percentage has been 900 percent and 980 percent
respectively.
Six of the eleven churches in Europe fall into the second category where there is
growth up to 100 percent. Three have experienced decline (-20 percent , -2 1 percent and -

59 percent; the last is a church where the present pastor had been there only a year), one
shows attendance growth of 300 percent, and one that was re-established less than ten
years ago, had an attendance growth of 190 percent in five years.

Of the thirty-seven churches in the total study, five have declined or show no
growth, seventeen have grown 12-90 percent; seven grew 100-200 percent (one 190
percent in five years); five 200-400 percent, and two churches experienced 900 percent
growth or more.
All the churches in the present study claim to have become intentional in reaching
out with the gospel in culturally relevant ways. The findings tend to support the view that
the churches who have decided to change in order to communicate the gospel to the
unchurched community in terms they understand, do grow. At the same time, it is clearly
not possible to reduce the “secret of growth” in these churches only to their change
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toward cultural relevancy. Many other factors may have been involved that this study has
not brought out. A significant finding is that nine of the thirty-seven churches have an
average attendance virtually as high as their membership or even significantly higher (six
in America and three in Europe). This indicates a strong presence of non-members in the
worship, which shows that unchurched people are being reached.

The Results: Strategies and Activities Utilized in American Churches to
Change the Congregation to an Outward Focus
This research points to the overwhelming importance of God’s vision that catches
the heart of the pastor. The awareness of the need to change the congregation in order to
share the good news of Jesus Christ is primarily a matter of God’s own personal dealing

with the hearts of the leaders. Seeing the need for communicating the gospel in
understandable terns is primarily a spiritual matter. What was the practical application of
the vision received?

Activities and Strategies
The results provided by the questionnaires (including those answered by case study
pastors) illuminate the strategies and activities pastors and leaders employed to bring
about the necessary change. Here is what American churches of the present study did.
The data is presented in hierarchical order.
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Personal interaction with the community
The answers give a strong impression that both personal interaction with the
community as well as demographic andor sociological research are important for
churches which have decided to adopt culturally relevant methods of outreach. Question
2.2.b in the questionnaire3’ was “To learn the characteristics of the community where
your church is located, did you interact with the community?’ Twenty-three pastors
responded positively. Most of the pastors (22) encouraged personal interaction on the part
of their congregation as a way for them to learn to know the people they wanted to reach

and to develop a new approach toward non-Christians. It is clear, therefore, that personal
contacts of the church members with their unchurched neighbors are crucial to practically
all the churches in outreach.

A couple of churches in this study, by door-to-door visitation, conducted research
in order to learn to know people in their area. At least one of the pastors revealed that he
interpreted “interaction with the c o m m ~ t y yas’ this kind of aggressive evangelism. So,
when he said that his congregation did not “interact” with those outside the church, it
meant that they were not involved in door-to-door visitation because they perceived it as
an intrusive approach.

39

See Appendix A, Questionnaire 1.
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Demomaphic andor sociological research
A majority of the churches (22) conducted research for gathering

sociologicab’demographic data about their community. Often the data collected was
presented as material for brainstorming to the leadership group of the church. The
question that logically followed from this was, “Here is what our community looks like
demographically. What may be the best strategies for us to reach out to them with the
good news?”
Bible study
To the question “What made you feel it was essential to change the attitudes of this
church?” sixteen pastors testified that Bible study revealed the need.
Changes in worship
The frst three activities were things that revealed the need for a change in the
church. Next, leaders shared what aspects of the church life required a different approach.
Twelve pastors mentioned worship and things related to worship they wanted to
change (“Everything in worship: lights, bread, wine; otherwise it is bad hospitality. If you
want to have company, be ready for company”).
Attitude
Another predominant aspect that needed change was the attitude or mentality of
the congregation. At least ten pastors noted things directly related to the mentality of the
congregation. Expressions that were used included: “openness to outsiders,” “focus
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outward,” “heartbeat for the lost,” “attitudes,” and “I wanted outreach to be part of our

DNA.”
It is significant how the emphases upon worship and ‘‘outward” mentality balance
the dynamics of a congregation in a biblical way. Jesus himself summarized the most
important commandments as: “Love your God . . . love your neighbor” (Matt. 22:37-39
par.). True worship and genuine concern for those who are lost to God truly reflect the
primary emphases of Jesus!
Communication
Once the pastors were convinced of the need for changing certain aspects of their
churches, how did they communicate what they believed was important to do? They
began sharing their vision with their churches in a wide variety of ways.
The three predominant ways of communicating the vision for change to the
leadership were: (1) presentation to some form of group meeting (indicated directly or
indirectly eighteen times); (2) sermons or sermon series were mentioned fourteen times
(respondents specifically included sermons as a means to communicate not only to the
congregation as a whole but also to the leaders); (3) personal conversation with leaders
(explicitly highlighted nine times, although observations from the questionnaires
generally and personal conversations specifically made it obvious that the one-on-one
method was part of the process in most cases even thought not lifted up specifically).
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When asked which of these methods of communication seemed to be most
effective, the answer given most often (twelve times) was “all” or “a combination.” On
the basis of this data it is difficult to conclude which methods are “the best” or “the right
ones.”
The main method used for communicating the need for changes to the
congregation was quite predictably preaching (mentioned fifteen times). Secondly,
newsletters seemed to play quite a significant role (ten times). Next to newsletters came
teaching and educating in various circumstances (nine times). The most effective way of
communication to the congregation was again combination of various methods
(mentioned ten times). Preaching was lifted up separately or as “part of the package” nine
times.
Working on values and identity
Beyond communicating the need for changes what specific steps did pastors take
in order to implement changes in their churches? The answers were very diverse. It was
apparent, however, that values and leadership were among the top priorities most
commonly shared by pastors who implemented changes. In one way or another, working
on vision, values and mission statement was mentioned ten times. Pastors sometimes
used different words or expressions, but the main point was to create clarity about
identity: who are we as a church, what is God’s call specifically for us in this place, and
where is God leading us to go?
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Nurturing leadership
Another important issue surfaced by this study was nurturing leadership in the
church. The item of nurturing leadership had two aspects: one structural, the other
developmental. The structural aspect, mentioned seven times in the answers, included:
adding staff related to new developments in the church, and giving specific attention to
leadership personnel (purposefully changing leaders after certain periods of time,
bringing new people in; creating racially and socially diverse leadership).
The developmental aspect (mentioned six times), meant working with the
leadership as a group. The pastors who wanted to introduce serious changes in their
churches, almost always begin preparing their leaders first. As mentioned above, the
“work” with leaders most often focussed on the vision, values, and mission statement of
the church, including common study, sharing and discussion, and prayer. Many pastors
seem to agree with what one replied: “Get the key leaders and key influencers on board
early.”

Lessons Learned
After the pastors reported the steps they took to change their churches to become
culturally relevant in reaching out, they were asked what would they recommend others
do-and not to do (questions 3.2.3.a.-3.2.4.e.). This is another important way to leam
about strategies and activities of leadership in periods of change. Only a few pastors
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recommended exactly the things they had done themselves, although their suggestions for
others were related to what they themselves had done.
Prayer
The primary recommendation of these pastors was to start with prayer. Eleven
times it was emphasized, in some form, that it is crucial to take time with God in order to
discern the vision, to learn what God has in mind. These leaders understand that leading
their churches is not their personal enterprise. It is God who is the real leader and the
pastor cannot take their churches anywhere without first having the conviction that they
themselves are following the heavenly leadership.
Values and vision
Developing values and casting the vision to others in the church (usually first to
the leaders, and then to the whole congregation) immediately followed in importance
(mentioned in ten recommendations).
Developing; leaders
The next priority was identifying and developing leaders (seven times). In some
cases this meant calling together a special group for “dreaming” and visioning as was
suggested in two occasions.
Handling conflict
It seems that every congregation’s internal culture varies so much that when the
leaders inaugurate change, it is almost unpredictable what might go smoothly or what
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might cause difficulty. However, the study has revealed that most of the difficulties the
pastors has to deal with are related to worship. Eighteen times it was change in worship
and music style that created most conflict.
Conflict requires response from the leader. The ways pastors handled resistances to
change varied; but the findings indicated certain trends. Some pastors just kept
complimenting the church on how well they were doing. Others decided simply to ignore
the non-cooperative response. The majority emphasized love, willingness to listen, and
the importance of communication-explaining the necessary changes over and over again.
In most cases, however, the leader continued firmly in the direction they believed God
was leading them. This style of leadership best summarized in one response: “Listened,
loved, but kept going,” was certainly prevalent in most answers about dealing with
resistance.

The Results: Strategies and Activities Utilized in European Churches to
Change the Congregation into Outward Focus
Introduction to the Interviews Done in Europe
Churches that meet the criteria of this research in Finland, Sweden and Estonia
were studied in the summer and fall of 1999 (about seven to eight months after
completing the collection of the data from the churches in the United States). I chose
Estonia because it is my home country. Pastors in Finland and Sweden were interviewed
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because they form part of the United Methodist Church in the Northern Europe Central
Conference.
The interviews with the two pastors in Finland and three in Sweden were
conducted in English. As it was a foreign language to them, every effort was made to
explain all the key words and terms in the questionnaire and they confirmed their
understanding. When they did not, we took time to explain the term in its context. For six
Estonian pastors I translated the questionnaire into Estonian and we conversed in
Estonian. Their answers were translated into English and are included in Appendix D
together with the other answers fiom Europe.
Even though adequate communication took place, one must bear in mind that
while telling their stories the pastors fi-om Finland and Sweden who had to communicate
in a foreign language were limited in their expression. Also, phrases that have become
very much part of pastors’ language today in America (“target community,”
“maintenance church,” “the unchurched,” etc. ), are just other expressions in a foreign
language for their colleagues in Europe. Other words like “inner city” may refer to the
same geographical location but have a completely different meaning in Europe.
“Traditional” does not necessarily mean “boring, without vitality, something done
because it has always been done so,” as is the interpretation in many American churches.
Tradition in Europe often refers to something positive, things that have roots and have
proved to be important.
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Having said that, the conversations with the pastors in Northern Europe revealed
the issue of cultural relevancy in mission and leading change in the local church in order
to reach out with forms that communicate to non-Christians, is a very hot topic. Most of
the questions in the questionnaire seemed to be fully comprehensible to the pastors and
dealt with the issues where pastors have cultural struggles in their leadership of the
church.
It was especially surprising how "natural'' the pastors in Estonia seemed to find the
questions in the questionnaire. It was as if the answers were waiting for these questions. I
was concerned that since the questionnaire was worked out in the USA, the format and
the way issues were handled in the questionnaire might be perceived somewhat
awkwardly by an Estonian minister who represents a different culture. This concern
proved to be ungrounded.

Activities and Stratepies
Here is the list of what European leaders did in order to shift their churches from
inward to outward focus.

The activities that revealed the need for a change in the church were, certain events
and experiences that were discussed with the congregation, personal interaction both by
the pastor and the church members with the community, and literature related to issues of
cultural relevancy of the Christian ministry.
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Discussion of the situation with the congregation
Practically all of the pastors (ten of eleven) traced the beginning of the changes
back to some experience or events. In these God revealed the need for change. On one
occasion it was through a series of services with a guest pastor (“Suddenly people
realized in the church that if we want to survive something needs to happen.”) In another
case the pastor perceived the situation to be in need of change: “When I came I thought
that the church was unhappy because of the decrease [of membership] and lack of contact
with children.” The experience whereby God had revealed the need for change led to
conversations. Discussion about the situation in the congregation with the church
members stands very high in Europe: ten pastors said it was important to speak with the
members of their congregation in order to reach an understanding what the Lord has tried
to communicate to their church.
Personal interaction with the communitv
Seven pastors confirmed that interaction with the unchurched led their church to a
new situation. Personal contacts were helpful for people to learn to know their
community. In addition, two pastors confirmed that they interact with the community but
not in order to learn some characteristics or to evangelize: they naturally socialize with
non-Christians. No doubt personal interaction is an important factor in putting the church
on the path of mission.
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Literature
About half of the pastors ( 5 ) said reading literature related to issues of cultural
relevancy of the Christian ministry led them to make changes in ministry. One of the
pastors specifically mentioned a few authors he had read: “Peter Wagner, McGavran, and
other church growth literature.”
When asked what they wanted to change, pastors primarily mentioned worship,

and the attitude of the members.
Changes in worship
Five European pastors mentioned worship when they described what they wanted
to change. Several things were specifically mentioned: involvement of lay people in
worship, “getting closer to people” in the worship (meaning coming out of the pulpit, or
removing it altogether), music, “clients” of the church (meaning attracting the
unchurched to the worship). The pastor who wished Christians to become “a creative
living church” indicated that he had worship in mind too.
Attitude
The desire to change attitudes comes second to worship in the findings of this
project, whatever the culture. It seems equally important for the majority of the European
leaders in the present study to have their church members’ eyes open for those outside of
the church. Four European pastors mentioned this need directly, one indirectly.
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Christians need to understand that the faith is to be practiced daily and the church
should not be seen as a social club. Another attitude change required by pastors was the
desire to develop more contacts with those who do not come to church.
Communication
Changes need to be communicated both to the other leaders as well as to the whole
congregation. All European pastors communicated the ideas about change to their leaders
through various group meetings. Usually “groups” means administrative boards or church
councils. But other group settings were also mentioned, like the program “Growing by
Discipling” and seminars on specific topics. Personal conversation as a method of
communication was lifted up in five occasions.
Other means of communication to church leaders included written materials and
books, modeling by personal example, bringing examples from other churches, spending
time with leaders, newsletters and one response was, “used every means.” Usually the
pastors considered most helpful the means they themselves had used. A couple of times
“personal conversation” was once more underlined.

To communicate plans about changes to the congregation, the newsletter was the
primary method (mentioned six times). After the newsletter came sermons (five times)
and personal conversations (four times).
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Lessons Learned by European Pastors from these Strategies and Activities
Vision
First, European pastors underline the importance of vision. The answers could be
summarized as follows: “Have a vision, share the vision;” “have clarity in yourself and
make it clear to others;” “know what you want to achieve and involve others.”
Developing leaders
Leadership comes second. Ministry should not be done alone but in concert with
others. At the same time, the leader should not become dependent upon others. The
leader should develop leaders fiom within the congregation and dialog with them,
listening to them in formulating the vision for the church. European pastors share their
conviction that in all of this, leaders should persevere in what they believe God has called
them to do.
Handling conflict
Most European pastors experienced difficulties in changing their congregations.
There is no doubt that church people in America or in Europe resist changes in worshit,
above everyhng else. It is as if worship should continue as those who have been there
longest are accustomed.
Next to worship pastors mention mentality or mindset as the hardest thing to
change. It is interesting to notice that on at least one occasion the mindset of the younger
people was a matter of difficulty (throughout this research I heard of these kinds of
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problems in relation to the older generation). Most often the difficulties arise from the
differences of generational worldviews.
In responding to resistance some pastors were passive ((‘I left them to stay with
their own convictions;” “ignored them”), others responded with more initiative (“I spoke

with them and let them get used to it”). Acceptance of the different views, kindness and
repeated explanation are the key actions that characterized, in most cases, the response of
pastors to those who did not come along or were openly against changes. At the same
time, holding persistently to what is truly important for the church is underlined (,,I didn’t
let them influence the whole congregation;” “I say clearly what I think and explain why it
is important”).

Answering the Main Research Question
The main research question of the present work is, What kind of leadership does it
take to help a maintenance-oriented church become a church that intentionally builds
bridges to the surrounding community to incarnate the gospel in culturally relevant
terms?
This research reveals such leadership is primarily characterized by four key
elements: vision, sharing the vision with the team, working on values, and
communication. Now, after completing the study, none of these keys seems surprising.

On the contrary, they seem natural. They look even more natural after realizing that there
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is virtually no difference among these priorities between American and European pastors.

This unanimity among pastors from different continents emphasizes the importance and
value of these key elements of effective leadership. It is true that some of the European
pastors have read literature that is familiar to their American colleagues (not so much the
other way around). But they have grown up and been shaped by completely different
circumstances. They have been exposed to thoroughly different influences of their own
society, worldviews, and in their particular churches. When pastors from such different
contexts confirm that the primary values of effective leadership for change coincide, then
there has to be something that truly has universal, cross-cultural significance. The present
study validates this.
It is obvious that the essence of effective leadership is not just knowing that vision,
values and communication are important. It is a matter of understanding the dynamics of
these factors and putting them into practice that makes a difference. What do the key
elements vision, sharing the vision with the team, working. on values and communication
mean?
Vision
The components here are God, the leader, and the vision. In fact, it begins with the
leader and God. If the leader is ready to share the heart of God, God will give the vision.
This vision enables leaders to see in their heart what God wants to do and where they are
in the picture. Leaders may get a spark for the vision through some event, book, or
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conversation. The catalyst isn’t as important as spending time with God so that what God
has in mind becomes part of the leader. As long as leaders think that they have a good
idea, it is just an idea. But when leaders know that God has grown a vision in them, it is a
different matter. The conviction of God’s purposes reaches deep into the hearts of leaders
and they are ready to establish a “sky-scraper” because they know that its foundation
goes very deep. For a vision to grow strong, leaders have to take time with God, search
their hearts and minds and insure they want to do what God wants to do. Those called to
reach out to those who are lost to God, will have hearts that ache for them just as God’s
heart is aching. Such leaders will see the lost with different eyes. They will see
themselves and their church with different eyes. This is what I have learned from the
thirty-seven pastors I have been privileged to listen to. There is no effective spiritual
leadership unless the leader has been immersed into the nature of God and the plans he
has in mind.
Sharing the vision with the team

The components here are God, the leaders, the leaders’ vision, and the leaders
around them. Leaders need a team. A team is a group of people in the church who share
the leadership with the leader. Whether it is a formal group like a church council or an
informal group, is not essential. Leaders may need to identify new leaders. This team, and
other leaders in the church, need to hear of the vision. They need time to pray and think
about it, and they certainly need an opportunity to discuss it. Usually even an opportunity
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to argue against it! Leaders have to be ready to present their vision through a variety of
ways. They need patience and creativity. They need respect for those who oppose them.
They need to be firm and flexible.
This is one of the mysteries in the realization of the vision. There is no magic
formula that always gives the leader a correct answer in the tension between their
understanding of the vision and views of their leadership group. On the one hand, leaders
have to be sure in what they believe God wants them to do. On the other hand, they have
to listen to the team with whom they share the vision. God has something to tell the
leaders through the leadership team, too.
One of the things that virtually all the pastors interviewed note is that leaders have
to be independent but not alone. Nobody can decide for leaders where and in which
matters they have to hold confidently to what they know with spiritual certainty is part of
God’s vision. Leaders need to be independent. But independence must be balanced with
flexibility, humility and willingness to listen to what God is revealing about his plans
through other members of the team. God needs individual leaders. But only a team will
win.

Sharing the vision with a team results in the vision growing even stronger and
clearer. Also, it is not an individual’s vision any more, it is a shared-common-vision.
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Working on values
The next crucial step is to clarifjr the values of the congregation. Before moving

from where they are to where they want to be, leaders have to be able to identify the
values of the congregation.People without clarified identity are not able to accomplish

anything significant. They will truly move only when they know who they are and why
they do what they do.
Some pastors speak here about core values and mission statements. Others use a
different language but clearly point out that every church wanting to fulfdl the Great
Commission of Matt. 28:20, has to know who they are and what is important to them as
God’s people in that particular congregation. I have studied churches that have bridged

the cultural gap between the congregation and the surrounding society. They have done it
because they have seen the unsaved people as so valuable to God that they have taken the
trouble of moving out of their comfort zone in order to create a connection with the
unchurched.
On the basis of this study I would recommend that leaders start working with their
leadership team on the values of their church. Sometimes people raise their eyebrows in
surprise and wonder if this is not obvious. This is exactly the point: too many people in
churches think that what is important is obvious. It is not. It requires a statement, and a
statement requires thinking. A leadership team is a good place to brainstorm and, as a
result, to formulate what is of crucial importance to the particular church (its core values).
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A leadership team can also be a catalyst for achieving the goals expressed in the mission

statement. How do our church’s vision, core values, and mission fit together? This is a
question to be asked by the leadership team. This is a question to work on with the
leadership team.
Communication
The Apostle Paul asked: “How can they hear without someone preaching to
them?’ (Rom. 10:14; NIV). Unfortunately, just as some people in the church think that
the values and purposes of the church should be obvious, so some pastors think that what
they plan to do is obvious to their church members. Most pastors in this study point out
the need to pay full attention to communication in the church. I would like to repeat a
comment brought out earlier: “Don’t expect people to read your mind-you have to
communicate clearly!”
Leaders cannot expect people to come with them if they don’t tell the people where
they are going. There is something in the nature of human beings that resists being taken
by somebody else to the unknown. Changes need a reason and these reasons need to be
communicated and explained. “Where?’ ‘‘Why?’’ “How?’-these questions in the minds
of the congregation seek answers from the leader. If leaders have a vision, let the people

enjoy it and participate in it! If leaders have worked on the core values, acquaint the
people with them and help them to make these values their own! If leaders have
developed a mission statement, let them share it with the people, listen to them and
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include their input in the document! When leaders are about to introduce changes in order
to reach out to non-Christians, their congregation needs to know that the leaders are not
just doing things differently “for a change,” but leading the people to a different situation
where the church is able more effectively to fulfill its divine call.
Leaders should not assume anything in the process of communication. They must
take the trouble of using every reasonable means of communication and explain what is
to come over and over. It does not mean having doubts about the intelligence of the
congregation. It means the leaders must have enough doubt about their ability to
communicate that they constantly work to improve their skills and add variety.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study has been a valuable learning experience. It has provided contact with
pastors who lead thousands and those who shepherd just a few. My research has enabled
me to listen to leaders and their stories in widely diverse circumstances in various
countries. I hope what I have learned from the pastors in this study will be useful for
others. Pastors shared experiences and histories which enriched my own understanding
and insight of what it means to work with God’s people in order to make Christ manifest
to those who have not experienced the miracle of the Day of Pentecost:
And how is it that we hear, each of us, in our own native language? Parthians,
Medes, Elamites, and residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus
and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the parts of Libya belonging to
Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabsin our own languages we hear them speaking about God’s deeds of power.” All
were amazed and perplexed, saying to one another, “What does this mean?”
(Acts 218-12;NRSV)

Change
Strategies in America
The strategies and activities for change in American churches included the
following items. Becoming aware of the need: (1) Personal interaction with the
community, (2) demographic andor sociological research, and (3) Bible study raised the
awareness of the need to change the focus of the church in order to minister in culturally
relevant ways. Responding to the need: (1) changes in worship, (2) attitude change, (3)
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effective communication, (4) working on values and identity, and (5) nurturing leadership
were activities employed to engender change.
Becoming aware of the need
Personal interaction with the communitv. The majority of the pastors encouraged
their church members be in personal interaction with the non-Christians in their everyday
lives. In some large churches in the United States it is possible to limit one’s social and
free time activities to groups that consist primarily of Christians. The pastors in this study
found it essential that Christians not limit their socializing to other Christians. This
principle is biblical. Even the early Christians did not have much choice. They did not
live in a society where the majority claimed to be Christians as in many areas in America.
The Jews among whom the Christian movement started, limited their everyday
relationships to other Jews and tried to avoid Gentiles. The example of Jesus shows that
in order to create a connection, one has to cross the human borders between people (cf.
Luke 15:l-2).
DemomaDhic and/or sociolo&al research. Americans seem to be giving much
attention to research among the people of different communities. Learning from these
kinds of studies may help Christians to evaluate more effectively whether their present

forms and strategies to reach out to people in their community are really building bridges.
These studies widen the horizon of Christians to “other kinds” of people who are also
living “next door” to their churches but are perhaps “unknownYYbecause the Christians do
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not have personal relationships with them. There is obviously no example of sociological
research for us in the New Testament, but it is in harmony with what Jesus did by taking
seriously the individual and group differences of the people to whom he ministered (and
what Paul realized when he described how he tried to connect with various kinds of
people; see 1 Cor. 9: 19-23).
Bible study. The previous two items show how Bible study can help Christians to
find biblical models for contextualized mission to their own communities. Many churches
were led to changes because the study of the Bible illuminated God’s principles to them
and gave guidance to put these principles into practice.
It is openness to God that opens the eyes of his people to their unchurched
neighbors. When the Holy Spirit moves pastors and lay people, they catch a vision to
reach out to the lost. People are led to speak with their non-Christian neighbors, as well
as listen to them. They often also take additional steps to get statistical data that describe
more specifically the culture in which people live.
Responding. to the need
Changes in worship. Worship and things related to worship seemed to be the top
priority for the pastors who intended to renew their churches. They realized that mission
begins when the church becomes truly a worshipping community. People who worship
“in the spirit and truth” will be exposed to God’s transforming power. An important part
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of this transformation is heart for the lost and willingness to adapt new forms for
communicating the gospel effectively.
Attitude change. Second came a change of outlook or attitude. Words and
expressions for a new kind of attitude toward non-Christians vary, but in one way or
another they indicate the need for active openness. Pastors noted that their church
members too often resented doing something differently because of “them” (meaning
non-Christians). This was how people in the church frequently interpreted attempts to
evangelize in ways that would have been more comprehensible for non-Christians. That
kind of “us and them-mentality” needs to be replaced by a loving and inviting attitude
that is a characteristic of God.
Effective communication. Changes in the life of the church must be properly
communicated. Pastors have found that special meetings, sermons and personal
conversations with the key people are the most effective means. There is no magic
formula. Rather, some kind of combination gives usually best results. Pastors tend to
believe in the power of their sermons, but realize they should not rely solely on this
means of communication.
Values and identitv. The lesson from pastors who have changed their churches is to
pay attention to values and identity (vision and mission statement). The church that does
not know why God has called it in that particular place and to whom it is being sent, will
not fulfill its mission effectively. Too many Christians think that the meaning of their
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presence as a church in the community is self-evident. Pastors in this study have learned
that the core values of the congregation need to be worked out together on a scriptural
basis.
Nurturing leadership. The development of leadership follows closely in importance
the issue of working on the values of the church and the mission statement. The pastor is
not the only leader in a congregation. Other leaders need an opportunity to emerge and be
empowered by encouragement and training.
In summary, to be a good leader for change requires both flexibility and
convictions. The course is almost by definition one of surprises, some of which may be
good, others not. Whether things go smoothly or not depends largely on the particular
situation of a particular church; no special issues seem to prevail here. The leading causes
of difficulties are music and worship styles, as well as fixed attitudes. To be a leader in
change takes love and patience to handle resistance, to listen to those who have
difficulties with changes, and a conviction to pursue the vision of God.
All three case studies basically confirmed the value of the activities and strategies

lifted up by the surveys and interviewees.The churches in Lubbock, Texas, and Tulsa,
Oklahoma, were able to become outward focussed churches because there was vision to
lead them and strategies that enabled this vision to become reality. Each of these
churches worked on their identity. They developed core values that motivated them to
inquire into the culture of their unchurched neighbors and to contextualizetheir minsitry
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in order to incarnate the gospel in terms that belonged to the frame of reference of their
target community.

Change Strategies in EuroDe
The strategies and activities for change in European churches included the
following. Becoming aware of the need: (1) discussion of the situation with the
congregation, (2) personal interaction with the community, and (3) study of the literature
related to the issues of culturally relevant evangelism. Responding to the need: (1)
changes in worship were necessary, as well as (2) changes in the mentality and attitude of
the church members, (3) effective means of communication, (4) casting the vision, and

(5) empowering their leaders were important.
Becoming aware of the need
Discussion of the situation with the congregation. The European churches seem to
emphasize their collegial approach in discerning the need for change in their
congregations. Pastors have told me that they (personally as well as churches) had
various experiences that in some way were signs from God giving impulse for a move
toward a different kind of evangelism. These experiences led to a sharing within the
congregation. Christians as a fellowship can probe together where the Lord is leading
them. It reminds us of various events in Acts where the congregation realized that God
was doing something new among them and they were challenged to discuss it and listen
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to each other and reach the conclusion “It has seemed good to the Holy Spirit and us” (cf.
Acts 11~1-18;15).
Personal interaction with the communitv. Northern European churches live in a
significantly more secularized society than Americans. Also, there are usually no large
Christian fellowships that tempt people to meet all their social needs among the church
members. It means that European Christians necessarily interact with non-Christians
(who are often not atheists, but rather agnostics) in their everyday life on various levels.
But this does not mean that Christians cannot hold to an “inward mentality” while
socializing with their unchurched community members. The pastors in this study have
encouraged their church members to develop an active, open and honest attitude toward
the non-Christians and this opened their eyes to the cultural characteristics of those they
wanted to reach with the gospel.
Study of the literature. It is interesting to notice that some books studied by
European pastors that helped them to better realize the need to build culturally relevant
bridges to their communities were written by Americans. Literature produced in a
different cultural context may prove to be most helpful in order to become sensitive to the
issues of cultural relevancy. In any case, confrontation with the church growth and
cultural issues in mission handled by the experts and scholars is productive for a
contextualized mission.
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Responding to the need
Changes in worshin When the pastors realized the need for their churches to
change, they were unanimous in believing that worship has to change before anything
else will. There is nothing like worship when it comes to renewing God’s people to
receive fiesh vision for God’s work. Pastors who want to reach out with the good news of
Jesus Christ need to do everything possible so their congregations experience the living
God in their services. This is where the Christian people get a new mindset.
Attitude change. A new mindset is inevitable for building meaningful bridges of
communication in terms that belong to the frame of reference of non-Christians. On the
one hand, Christians need the kind of thinking that asks what makes a true connection
with those who do not understand the cultural language of the church. On the other hand,
their mentality expresses itself in their interaction with the unchurched. People outside
the church are often skeptical and quickly label the attempts to share the good news with
them as proselytism simply to increase church membership. They have to experience an
pattitude of sincerity when meeting witnessing Christians.
Effective communication. In order to help their people to grow the pastors pay
attention to how they communicate the vision to the leaders as well as to the whole
congregation. Methods vary significantly. When possible, the present church structures
should be used (like administrative boards or committees, also congregational small
groups) as a format for communicating new ideas. Special seminars can be held. But one
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should not forget the power of personal conversation as a means of communicating vision
to the people in the church. Pastors should know their people to discern the best ways for
communication. They need to be flexible in creating new approaches, at the same time
not despising present forms.
Values and identitv. Most of the European pastors also lift up the importance of
having a vision and sharing it clearly and convincingly. Many people in churches are
doing what they are used to. Perhaps much of it is good and even necessary. But the fact
that too often the same people don’t know why they are doing what they are doing,
weakens the effect of creating a contact with the non-Christians in order to share the good
news with power and conviction. To fulfill the Great Commission, the Christians need to
pray and discern what is the essence of their call where they minister.
Nurturing: 1eadershiD. The present and potential leaders need development and
encouragement. The church is able to benefit from changes when the leadership grows
spiritually strong. Pastors need to realize that God has invested incredible riches in the
people that belong to their churches. They have a responsibility with God’s help to notice
the potential in their people and develop their skills with teaching, sharing, providing
literature and learning opportunities.
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Case Studies

The case studies revealed how specific churches built culturally relevant bridges to
their surrounding communities and how the laypersons in those churches experienced the
strategies and activities by which the leadership inaugurated the changes needed to build
those bridges.
Becoming aware of the need
Personal interaction with the community. The churches in the case studies were
strongly encouraged by their leadership to build personal contacts with the people among
whom they lived. Parkview, for instance, had a special programs that included door-todoor visitation in the area where the church is located. The members tried to create
contacts with people that would result in seeing them in the church. They spoke with the
residents, and provided information packages about their church.
The experience of these churches confirms that the unchurched need to meet
Christians personally. No relevant bridges from the church to the community will be built
solely by impersonal ads.
DemograDhic and/or sociological data. The case study churches did not report
having done demographic or sociological research, but they all paid attention to the
information that characterized the community they wanted to reach with the gospel. They
knew what their community was like.
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At Aldersgate the pastor presented statistics to the leadership about the

characteristicsof the unchurched in America today, and raised the question of how to
respond to these issues. Throughout this process the vision gradually grew clearer, and
they learned to know better the people living in the neighborhood of the church. At
Parkview, the Long Range Planning Committee had found that almost half of the people
in their target area were singles and so they decided to respond to this change in
demographics by making a stronger emphasis on adult singles’ ministry.
These examples reveal how the information about people living in the area may
lead to a renewed awareness in how to contextualize the mission of the church. The
vision God gives to his church is closely related to the facts of real life that need to be
studied.
Bible study and literature. Pastors mentioned reading as a very important aspect in
the development toward an outward focused church. At Aldersgate Rick Warren’s
Purpose Driven Church was specifically mentioned as a book that led the pastor to the
awareness that mission has to be culturally relevant. Also, he shared with the leaders how
some other churches were reaching the unchurched. The pastor at Fellowship lifted up
reading as essential to any pastor who wants to lead his or her church to intentional
bridge-building.
The example and experience of the case study churches reminds us that reading,
which includes the Bible, wisdom shared by those who are better trained, and experiences
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of churches who have gone a long way on the path of changes, is able to open our eyes to
the need for culturally relevant outreach.
Responding to the need
Changes in worship. Pastors in each of the case study churches realized a need to
change the worship style. Every one responded to this need differently, according to their
vision and understanding of its implementation. Aldersgate decided to do away with what
was perceived as “churchy” elements (altar, candles and pulpit). At Fellowship, the
opposite was lifted up: the pastor strongly emphasized the Lutheran tradition and liturgy
in the worship. But a lay member wondered whether it would be better to also have socalled contemporary services to reach out to those who are not ready to appreciate the
church’s traditional values. The pastor at Parkview was convinced that just “being
biblical” is the best way to be relevant to the people who don’t know Christ.
The case study examples indicate that the way churches perceive the need to
change their way of worship depends considerably on how they view their own identity
and their understanding of the people they have decided to reach. As worship is not a
perfomance presented by the Christian community to the non-Christian visitors, the way
the service is designed and conducted must remain true to the nature of the congregation.
Only a worship that is done in sincerity, in “spirit and truth,” is able to create an

environment where people (Christians and non-Christians) can be led into the presence of
God.
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Attitude change. Especially at Aldersgate, it was remarkable how the present
situation reflected the change that had already taken place in the minds of the people. The
members of this church had no doubts what their vision was: to reach the unchurched. All
the people I interviewed in this church simply “knew” it: “this is what we are here for.”
Their attitude was characterized by “outward mentality.” Whatever they shared with me
about their ministry, it seemed to be always from the perspective of how to reach people
who don’t yet know Christ personally. This kind of mentality made it quite natural for
them to expect m e r changes in the life of the congregation in order to fulfill their
mission statement more effectively.
A church has grown wondehlly mature when it becomes part of the nature of its

members at the same time to want to grow toward the image of Christ and share the good
news with the lost. When mission is not being seen any more merely as an extra activity
or program for the church but as natural as breathing out is after breathing in, the Lord
can reveal himself in the body of Christ and through it.
Effective communication. At Aldersgate the pastor responded to the vision given
by God by preaching a two-month series of messages from Ephesians on what God wants
his church family to look like. This became “a kind of catalyst to the changes.” The

sermon series did not prove to be the secret of changing the whole congregation
immediately. As a lay person in this church shared with me, even the leadership at first
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stood aside and watched, as if from a distance, to see whether “it is going to work.” But
the scriptural foundation was laid and it bore h i t .
One probably cannot speak about an effective communication in the sense that
there was a trick that would make the purpose and strategy of contextualized mission
fully clear to everyone in a moment. It certainly did not happen this way with Jesus and
his disciples. The way Jesus communicated was effective not because everything became
clear to everyone as if by magic in a second. It was effective because those who decided
to commit themselves to his cause, realized with conviction over time that what Jesus
spoke was true.
Values and identitv. As at Aldersgate the changes began when the biblical
foundation for the church was presented to the congregation. The pastor at Parkview kept
the church connected with their vision by annualy preaching on the mission statement of
the congregation. The pastors of the case study churches asked continually, “What is the
nature and the call of the church?’

This question has to be asked and answers to it must be pursued by the leaders as
well as by the whole congregation. The process calls forth a live interaction with the Lord
who will renew the vision of his people and strengthen their commitment to be the kind
of body of Christ who is able to incarnate the good news to their neighbors.
Nurturing 1eadershiD. None of the case study church pastors was a lone-ranger.
Each of them encouraged lay leaders, they trained them and discussed the issues related
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to the contextualized mission with them. Pastor Fish at Fellowship noted that nothing
happens before the pastor accepts the “perspective of a leader.”
“Perspective of a leader” is to a large extent the will and ability to build up other
leaders around you. The churches I have studied have proved that there has to be
intentional development of both pastoral and lay leaders for a church who is to build
culturally relevant bridges for the gospel. It is not a matter of single individuals. Bridges
for the gospel can be built by the churches who live out the gospel as the body of Christ
in their own local culture. The trained leaders with a call and commitment are a blessing
for this kind of church.

Change strate~esin America in Europe Comtmed
When we look at the activities and strategies utilized in American and European
churches to change a local church into an outward focus, to build bridges of relevancy to
the surrounding non-Christian community, the lists according to priorities given does not
vary much,
When we look at what that led the congregations to the realization of the need to
change, primary activities that were pointed out were:
In America:
(1) personal interaction with the
community
(2) demographic andor sociological
research
(3) Bible study

In Europe:
(1) discussion of the situation with
the congregation
(2) personal interaction with the
community
(3) study of the literature
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Looking how the pastors prioritized the aspects of church life that they felt
required the most significant change, there were two identical themes that prevailed over
everything else:
In America:
(1) changes in worship
(2) attitude change

In Europe:
(1) changes in worship
(2) attitude change

Activities and strategies that the pastors interviewed in the present study point out
as necessary to successfully accomplish these most important changes in worship and
attitude, again gave very similar results:
In America:
(1) effective communication
(2) working on values and identity
(3) leadership development

In Europe:
(1) effective communication
(2) casting the vision
(3) leadership development

First commrison: Items that led to the realization of the need to change
The first three items have “personal interaction with the communityyyin common.
Because this is equally important for all churches, one might draw the conclusion that
human beings need a “human touch” notwithstanding their particular country or culture.
One might say that it is personal contacts between the Christians and non-Christians
where culturally relevant mission begins. The true contextualization of the Christian
mission that follows the model of Jesus, is not primarily program or theory, but people
living out their faith in the context of their own culture.
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In the European churches under study the demographic or sociological research is
a far less significant factor in leading the churches to change than in America. Most of
the pastors say that they have not conducted research (“Very strange to think in these
terms”). Only one said specifically that he had done research. Two paid attention to the
demographic data: “We have conducted no research, but I have paid attention to
everything about these matters that has come into my hands-like newspaper articles etc.”
According to what pastors tell us, there is more emphasis on discussing the missionary
situation of the church with its members in Europe, and studying books.
Second comparison: Items that pastors felt needed most change
When asked what they wanted to change in their churches in order to build
effective cultural bridges to the unchurched community, both American and European
pastors lifted up worship and the attitudes of the church members. This indicates that
mission to people who don’t know Jesus as their personal Savior is not a separate church
activity. It is related to worship: the burden for the lost grows out of true and living

worship. This is where the Christian people meet their God, give him praise, learn to
know of his ways, and will be spiritually formed for reaching out to the lost. Focus on
worship does not mean for these churches “dealing with their internal affairs.” As there is
such a strong concensus here between the American and European pastors who have led
their churches to an outward focus, changes in worship need to be seen not as one activity
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among many in the life of the church, but rather the heartbeat of becoming an incarnation
of God’s redeeming message in this world.
At the same time, evaluation of the process of change revealed that worship was
the hottest matter for debate and changes there caused most resistance in churches
everywhere. But whereas in America, music in worship is very often especially pointed
out as a reason for conflict, only one of the European pastors mentioned it as causing
trouble.
The other issue where pastors everywhere unanimously saw the need for greatest
change when they had realized that the focus of the church has to become more outward,
was attitude or mentality. In one way or other, most of the pastors said that before the
people in the church make any practical steps to create a culturally relevant connection
with the non-Christian community around them, the church members have to think
differently. It was not a certain program in the church that revealed the need for a
different attitude. The need was made evident by numerous small encounters by pastors
with their members. “Think differently” sounds like an ad clichC. But Christians who
read the New Testament seriously will grasp the truth taught by Jesus that it is the Great
Commandment that results in fruitful implementation of the Great Commission. Why did
Paul “become all things for all people”? In order to save them. Why? Because the love of

Christ “urged” him (cf. 2 Cor. 5.14). This love made Paul look “outward.” Pastors in
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America as well as in Europe had come to realize that meaningful bridges to those who
have not met Christ personally, will be built by the mindset that is filled with God’s love.
Third comparison: Items pastors indicate as most important to implement change toward
cultural relevancy
Changes in the church need to be communicated skillfully. Pastors in all the
countries of this study emphasize that everyone leading the church to an outward focus,
has to pay careful attention to the strategy of communication. When pastors look €or
ways to communicate the need for necessary changes in their churches, they most often

turn to church newsletters and sermons. The European pastors put newsletters fnst and
sermons second; the American pastors the other way around. Most often it is not one
means that will be utilized. Rather, evaluating the means used, pastors everywhere say
that a combination of various factors gives the best result. As European pastors give
slightly more preference to personal conversations, so do American pastors to preaching.
The practical steps taken to lead the church to the needed changes, varied widely
not according to the country borders, but according to congregations. Every local church
is different, However, most of the American pastors agreed on two things: values
(making sure that there is a shared vision and clarity in the mission statement) and
leadership development. The concrete activities in European churches were also very
diverse. In one way or other, they emphasized the need for a strong vision (“Have a
vision, share the vision;” “have clarity in yourself and make it clear to others;” “know
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what you want to achieve and involve others.”). Many of the activities in the European
churches could also be brought under the common denominator called leadership
development.
When churches take seriously following the God-given vision, when they are
working on the values and mission statement that is founded in God’s word, and help the
disciples in Christ’s church become trained leaders, they are practicing what Jesus
modelled for us. Strategies like these have a solid scriptural foundation, and safeguard the
church from becoming like this world while being in active communication with the
people in that world.
Other considerations
The American pastors specifically mentioned prayer more in the whole process
than European pastors did. My understanding has been that this does not necessarily
mean that the Europeans underestimated the importance of prayer. Rather, perhaps, they
consider prayer as a natural ingredient of leadership.
It is truly noteworthy that in both America and Europe, people in the churches
were willing to take changes only to a certain limit. There was always some reaction,
some tension to work with. One of the American pastors quoted a church member: “Isn’t
this now enough? Couldn’t we have our good old days and ways back?’’ A comment

from a European church was similar to that: “Getting used to certain ways is quick to
come. When a change has taken place, then many will say: ’Now we can be in peace.. .”’
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There were almost always surprises in the course of changes in America as well as
in Europe. These were more often positive than negative. In America, eleven positive vs.
four negative (in addition three pastors who spoke of positive surprises, admitted also
some difficulties): “It worked better than we dreamed;” “growth came more quickly;”
“leaders emerged ... people discovered that they had a gift of leadership.” Negative
examples from America were related to worship (“reaction to changes in worship”), and
evangelism (“resistance to evangelism even greater than expected”). Positive surprises
for European pastors were good feedback of the unchurched cornunity members, people
who had a good experience in the worship, emerging leaders or encouraging response
from the church members. There is certainly an agreement in positive worship experience
and discerning new leaders! Negative surprises were mostly discouraging responses of
the church members.
Cultural relevancy of the church mission has revealed dangers of accommodating
the gospel to the culture (some say, “diluting the gospel”) for the purpose of finding more
welcoming acceptance with the non-Christians. Both pastors in America as well as in
Europe admitted that they were aware of the danger. Their responses ranged from an
emphatic “Yes, always!” and “Oh yes! But we resisted!” to “None whatsoever!” and
“Never!” Some simply responded “No,’’ or “Yes.” One response from the United States
deserves note: “The danger is always there. We have to become evangelical. We didn’t
have to sacrifice the gospel, we had to sacrifice tradition or liturgies.” His European
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colleague said: “Awareness of the risk makes you always ask, where is the limit. You
have to ask yourself all the time: What is the gospel?,

I believe that precisely because of the dangers of doing away with the scandal of
the message about Jesus Christ while building cultural bridges, the issue of
contextualizationof the gospel is so important. And “the challenge that contextualization
as Darrell Whiteman puts it, “Is, How do we carry out the Great
brings to usYy’
Commission and live out the Great Commandment in a world of cultural diversity with a
gospel that is both truly Christian in content and culturally significant in form?’ (6).This
is a question that the pastors in the study are taking seriously. There is no one right
answer to it. One who is leading his or her church to cultural relevancy, has to struggle

with this question and has constantly to ask “What is the gospel,” and “What is culture.”
As a whole, the comparison of American and European churches in this study
gives the strongest support to the fact that there are no significant differences in strategies
to change a church from inward to outward focus. At the same time, it has become
evident that the activities employed to engender the necessary change vary fiom place to
place, because every congregation is unique in its characteristics and those of its
surrounding community. This always creates a unique complex of factors to be
considered.
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The Conclusions
This has been a descriptive study. I have listened to the stories of mission-minded
pastors and I have analyzed what I heard, with the intention of passing the results on to
others. Hopefully, leaders who wish to take the initiative in their ministry to evangelize in
their own social and cultural context will find this study valuable.
Briefly stated, the conclusions I have reached in this study, are as follows:

1. The need for intentional effort. The pastors with whom I was privileged to speak
all had a common passion to work within the cultural frame of reference of their nonChristian neighbors to tell them about God’s deeds and power. They realized that it
required an intentional effort to contextualize the gospel. The unchurched-people who
have been deeply estranged from the essence of the church-often do not understand the
traditional language and culture of the church.
Through this research I have found that leaders who cared about God’s will to
make the message about his Son known began to take seriously the culture of their
unchurched neighbors. In their pursuit of the vision they received from God, they
inquired what might be fiuitful ways to reach non-Christians.
2. The need for the church to evangelize. The leaders realized it cannot be their

personal effort alone to spread the gospel. To reach the “un-reached,” there has to be a
living church that incarnates the person of Jesus in both word and deed. The incarnation
includes the willingness and ability to approach non-Christians in ways, forms, and
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language that makes sense to the people for whom Christianity is a foreign concept.
Accordingly, it is not just the pastor who has to employ non-religious language. To reach
the unchurched community requires a community of believers who follow their Lord in
making his heavenly message clear in human terms-in the particular context of the
culture in which they live.
3. The church has to change. In order to form the kind of Christian community
which is able to communicate in culturally relevant terms, many of the pastors have had
to exercise a leadership of change. This has been required because the congregations
needed a significant change fiom religious stagnation to an active and creative attitude
towards mission. Leaders who want to be effective in introducing changes have to invest
time and energy to learn necessary skills and to develop a strong and sensitive
personalities. This study has brought into focus how the various activities and strategies
for change need to be considered. The pastors have shared how important the strength
and clarity of the vision is, how the vision needs to be communicated to the other leaders
in the church, and how it needs to be shared with the whole congregation.

Theological Evaluation
This study has not made it possible to give a list of specific acts that result in a
culturally relevant mission of a church. The particular circumstances in different
countries, and also in varying communities are too diverse to recommend any particular
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method. The study does reveal, however, some of the major strategies and activities that
set a local church on the course of contextualization that motivates Christians to build
bridges of communication to those outside the church.

I have learned that churches need to be led by their God-given mission on the one
hand, and the concern for the specific people in their specific cultural environment on the
other. The traditions and memories of communities are very different in different
locations. As Jesus had to choose different approaches while speaking to different
persons, so the churches need to be aware of what the particular people they are trying to
reach are like. For instance, in Estonia, even ten years after the Soviet occupation, people
raised by the atheistic propaganda in this society tend to resist the Christian message with
the arguments given to them fifteen and twenty years ago.

The theological chapter of this study has pointed to the fact that God and his Son
have communicated with people in language that is comprehensibleto those in a
particular culture. The churches I have studied believed cultural factors are to be taken
seriously because God has taken them seriously. Most of the pastors were well aware that
a culture that is driven by ungodly forces may present a serious challenge to the church.
At the same time, the church is called to minister to such a culture. One must know God
and grow mature in him in order to be able to stand for an alternative worldview in a
secular culture that doesn’t care much for the God who has revealed himself in Jesus
Christ and communicate effectively to that culture. As Jesus was “not of this world”
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(John 8:23), but spoke with clarity and conviction to the world (cf. Matt. 7:22-29; John
15:22), so the church is called to be different @om. 12:2), but share the message with
everyone in the world (Acts 1:8),
The answers I have found for my main research question are strongly grounded in
Scripture, particularly in the leadership modeled by Jesus. What kind of activities and
strategies are needed to bridge the gap between the church and society so that the world
may hear the gospel in ways and forms that make sense?
The first answer was that a vision fkom God is what puts the church on the move.
Jesus is the foremost leader who acted on the basis of his vision. He knew why he came
and he new what he was to accomplish.
Second, Jesus also developed leaders. The present study has revealed that sharing
the vision with the team is needed to reach the target. This is what Jesus did when he
called disciples and trained them. He shared his vision about the kingdom of God with
them and prepared the disciples to work toward the goal.
Third, part of this training was “working on values.” The pastors in this study have
been in strong agreement that the church has to know its own identity before it can
meaningfully tell others about what God has in mind. When Jesus told his disciples that
things in this world go according to its rules, but that they had to be different (cf. Matt.
20:25-28), he was training his followers-his leadership group-for kingdom values.
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The fourth answer to the main research question was to communicate clearly. Did
Jesus communicate clearly? The content of his teaching was certainly difficult (cf. John
6:60). More often than not the disciples were puzzled. They certainly didn’t grasp

immediately all Jesus taught them. It took time and an unique event-the resurrection of
Jesus-to help them understand in retrospect what Jesus had told them. If Jesus had not
communicated effectively, they would have never understood him-and we would have no
church today. It is obvious that to speak about spiritual realities we depend on the Holy
Spirit. This is also the experience of the leaders in this study. They did not reduce the
aspect of communication barely to skills. They spoke about prayer and the presence of
the Holy Spirit.

The Uniqueness and Limitations of this Studv
This study cannot boast any truly revolutionary discoveries. The things that are
brought into focus by the pastors in this study can be found in most other spiritual
leadership or church growth literature. The value of this research is, I believe, in
confirming certain priorities in the context of culturally relevant evangelism by the
church (vision, leadership development, clarified mission statement, communication). On
the other hand, this study needs to be seen as a motivation for further research on the
issues of contextualization of the gospel that are concurrent with efforts of outreach. One
of the areas that requires more research, is the social relevance of the local church. The
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questionnaire used in this study did not provide specific data for drawing conclusions for
social relevancy. Some interviews provided a little insight how a local church can be a
more integral part of the community. When I hear of Methodists in Finland doing bodybuilding together with the non-Christians in town, then I am reminded of the Early
Christians about whom Tertullian wrote: “We live together with you in this world,
including the forum, including the meatmarket, baths, shops, workrooms, inns, fairs, and
the rest of commercial intercourse.. .” (see page 59). But examples like this &om Finland
do not provide solid data for thorough conclusions in this area. How a local church can
become more relevant outside of its premises, needs further research involving surveys of
people outside the church.
When I approached pastors with my questionnaire, they very often responded with
a slight surprise. It seems that most of them did not follow a predetermined strategy of
“changing their present church in order to be more culturally relevant in their mission
efforts.” More often they had followed their vision to reach out more meaningfully, and
the questionnaire of this study presented them an opportunity to look back and reflect on
the process in terrns of cultural relevancy.
It was clear from the beginning that affrming their ministry as “reaching out
intentionally in culturally relevant ways” was a subjective evaluation. It reflects how
these pastors perceived their efforts in evangelism. Quite logically, someone from a
distance could judge it more objectively and sometimes see good and sincere intentions
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but without real results. In a number of cases, I wondered whether the unchurched in the
community would call the m i n i s t r y of the particular church “culturally relevant,” or
simply, understandable. Obviously, the present study didn’t enable me to test this. I had
to carefully listen and present the stories of these pastors as authentically as possible. The
study primarily speaks about the efforts of these pastors and their churches. The results,
or effectiveness, of these intentions need to be evaluated first of all in the local context.
Secondly, the changes in the church need to be given sufficient time to bear fruits in the
community. In other words, one has to give time for the unchurched in a particular
community to realize that a church in their neighborhood has begun to “speak” in a way
that catches their attention and communicates meaningfully.

The Implications of the Findings
I hope this study draws church leaders’ attention with a new force to the cultural
factors of mission in the local church context. There is abundant literature dealing with
the issues of culture in terms of anthropology in regard to foreign mission. Some
literature studies the “white” mission to cultures other than white (for instance blacks or
Hispanics or Asians in the United States). There is valuable literature available (used also
in the present study) that discusses the changing culture of Western civilization. I see the

value of my study highlighting the relationship of the studies of Western society to local
church mission efforts. I believe that most pastors need to give considerably more
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attention to studying the culture of their society or community and relating the results to
their churches’ mission strategies.
The present work has revealed several things which need more and separate
attention in order to gain further insight into what would help a church connect better

with the unchurched in its community.
Issues that could be explored as a development of the present study are the
following.
In the questionnaire there was a question (3.1): “What are the categories of church
life that needed to be dealt with in order to become a culturally relevant church as a
whole?’ The answers given reflect the perception of the need at a certain time in the past.

I would ask the same pastors after some five years: “Now, when you look back, which of
those changes seem to have had real significance and which proved to be just cosmetic or

of temporary importance?”
The question 2.4.e. was, “Which of the characteristics of your surrounding
community did you feel were significant to take into account in your mission and
outreach?” I would ask again perhaps five years later: “HOWhas the ministry of your
church developed in relation to what seemed at first to be significant characteristics of
your community?yy

Also, a very important question the pastors in this study need to ask the people
who have joined their churches after they chose the path of cultural relevancy is: “How
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did you perceive this church when you first came into contact with it? Did this church
seem to communicate the gospel in meaningful ways? Was it different from other
churches you knew before? If so, how?’
The answers to these questions would give feedback that would put the efforts to
change into the perspective of those for whom the changes were introduced.
In conclusion, one has to underline the fact that communication doesn’t just
happen. Churches have to work on making the proclamation of the good news of Jesus
Christ understandable in terms and ways that belong to the frames of reference of their
target community. Outreach is not a matter of one individual, like a pastor or evangelist.
The local church has to incarnate the message, and in order to do this the church may
need to change significantly. The present study has revealed that the leader who is able to
facilitate this kind of change has to seek God’s vision for the church, develop other
leaders in the vision, communicate the vision effectively, and help the congregation to
own the values of the kingdom of God.

Appendix A: QUESTIONNAIRE 1
For leaders @astors andor associate pastors)
Are the following true of your church?

+
+

your church has previously been mostly inwardly directed4’
through conscious steps it has become more intentional in reaching out to nonchurched community members
you have been part of the leadership that has tried to help the congregation become
more culturally sensitive to those outside the church who live within your local
ministry area.

If YES, would you please answer the following questions. Your contribution can
become significant help to the churches which have realized the importance of reaching

out in the way that communicates effectively to the non-churched people what God has to
offer them. Where you see the option of the answer provided with a box, please mark the
box if your answer is affirmative. In other cases you find space to write your answer with
your own words.

Questions about the Church
1.1. The year the church was started:..................................................................................
1.2. Where is the church located? (inner city, suburb, etc.) ................................................

40

Usually called a “maintenance church,” a church with the main emphasis in the ministry on serving the
needs of the church members.
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1.3. How many years you have been the pastor of this church? .........................................
1.4. How many different pastors have served this church prior to you?
1 ...
0

0

2-5

... 0

Morethan5

... D

What was the membership size
1.5.a. 25 years ago? ..................................................................................................
1.5.b. 10 years ago? ..................................................................................................
1.5.c. 5 years ago? ....................................................................................................

1.6. What is the membership size presently? ......................................................................
1.7. What was the weekly worship attendance 10 years ago? ............................................

1.8. What is the weekly worship attendance presently? .....................................................
1.9. What is the size of the pastoral staff presently?.. .........................................................
1.10. Would you give 3-5 key words that best characterize your church members,
worship style, theology etc.? ...............................................................................................
1.11. Denomination: ...........................................................................................................
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Questions about the "Target" Community
What was the relation of your church toward the community in which it was
located before introducing changes that made the ministrv of your church culturallv
relevant?

YES

0..
.Nom

The issue of sociological characteristics:
2.1 .a. Questions about the sociological or demographic characteristics of the surrounding

O D

community were seldom raised in our church ...................................................

2.1 .b. We were generally aware of what the people in our community were like, and this
awareness led to specific changes in our minis................................................

D O

2.1.c. It was seen as a significant question but the church did not h o w how to act upon it

............................................................................................................................

D O

To learn the characteristics of the community where your church is located, did you:
2.2.a. Conduct research

.....................................................................................

2.2.b. Interact with the community ....................................................................
2.2.c. Discuss the matter with your church members ........................................

o n
O D

o n

What made you feel it was essential to change the attitudes of this church?
2.3.a. Certain events or experiences made it obvious that there is a need for major change

............................................................................................................................
2.3.b. Bible study revealed the need ..................................................................

0 0
0 0
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2.3.c. Reading literature related to the issues of cultural relevancy of the Christian

n o
2.3.d. Other (specify, if you will) ....................................................................... o n

ministry. .............................................................................................................

Stem taken in developing a new approach toward the unchurched community:
2.4.a. Did you promote personal interaction with the community members? ...

0 0

If yes, then how? .................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
2.4.b. Did you define your target community geographically? .........................

o n

If yes, then how? .................................................................................................................
2.4.c. Did you define your target community demographically? ......................

0 0

If yes, then how? .................................................................................................................
2.4.d. Did you define your target community culturally? ..................................

o n

If yes, then how? .................................................................................................................
2.4.e. Which of the characteristics of your surrounding community did you feel were
significant to take into account in your mission and outreach?

.........................................

.............................................................................................................................................
Questions about the Leadership
What are the categories of church life that needed to be dealt with in order to
become a culturallv relevant church as a whole (mark if YES):
3.1 .a. Announcements in the worship

..........................................................................0

3.1.b. Dress-code...........................................................................................................

. .

3.1.c. Information 111 the lobby......................................................................................
3.1.d.The behavior ofthe greeterdushers ....................................................................
3.1.e. Music...................................................................................................................
3.1.f. Bible Studies........................................................................................................
3.1.g. Follow-up with the first-time visitors .................................................................
3.1 .h. Sermon: illustrations ...........................................................................................
3.1.i. Sermon: vocabulary ............................................................................................
3.1 .j. Sermon: Bible usage (if yes then please specify how) .......................................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.1 .k.Other: .......................................................................................................................
Other: .................................................................................................................................
Other: .................................................................................................................................
First Steps

3.2.1. Did you have a strategic plan before you started? ....................................................
3.2.2. What steps have you taken to lead this church to the needed changes? ...................

.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.2.3. What would be the first three steps you would recommend?
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(3.2.3.a) ......................................
(3.2.3.b) ......................................
(3.2.3.c)......................................
3.2.4. Five things you would recommend not to do?
(3.2.4.a) ......................................
(3.2.4.b).......................................
(3.2.4.c).......................................
(3.2.4.d) .......................................
(3.2.4.e)......................................
3.2.5. What areas of church life did you want to change? ..................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.2.6. How did you enable the leadership to accept these changes?...................................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.2.7. How long did it take before the church understood what you were attempting to
do?. ......................................................................................................................................
3.2.8. How many people in leadership were included in the process to develop the plan?
3.2.9. Who were the people in the leadership who first owned the vision for change?......

.............................................................................................................................................
3.2.10. How long did it take to start implementing changes?.............................................
3.2.11. What aspects were harder to change? .....................................................................
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3.2.12. What aspects were easier to change? ......................................................................
3.2.13. What issues caused the most conflict?....................................................................
3.2.14. Mention some of the changes in the idfastructure of the church in the course of
the development..................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
Communication
3.3.1. What methods were used to communicate the idea to the leadership?.....................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.3.2. Which methods seemed to be more effective? .........................................................
3.3.3. What methods were used to communicate the idea to the congregation? ................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.3.4. Which methods seemed to be more effective? .........................................................

Results
4.1. What surprises came out? What happened during the course that was totally
unexpected?.........................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
4.2. What problems came up? .............................................................................................
4.3. How did you deal with non-cooperativeresponse from the congregation?.................

.............................................................................................................................................
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4.4. After having success what inertia took place or tendencies tried to take the church
back to the old paradigms? .................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
4.5. As you sought to become culturally relevant, was there a tendency to accommodate

the gospel to the culture? ....................................................................................................

4.6. If yes, what steps did you take to maintain the authenticity and integrity of the
gospel? ................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................

Appendix B: QUESTIONNAIRE 2
For lay people: staff and non-staff. (The first number of the questions in Questionnaire 2

is related to the questions with the same first number in Questionnaire 1)

2.1 Does your pastor encourage personal interaction of church members with the
unchurched community? How does he do it? Is there a strong emphasis, some, or
relatively weak?

.................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
2.2 How would you describe people whom your church wants to reach with the gospel of
Jesus Christ? Is it just everybody, or is it people with certain age, social status, area of the
city or something else? .......................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.1 In order to reach out to unchurched community, your church has gone through

changes in recent years. What exactly has changed? (Please be specific; for example,
don’t just say “worship.” If you mention worship, then indicate what exactly has become
different)

............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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3.2 What has been the biggest change? .............................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.3 What has been the most difficult change for you personally?

.....................................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.4 How has the leadership communicated the need for change, in order to reach out to
the unchurched community? ..............................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
3.5 What means of communicationwas most helpful to you?

..........................................

.............................................................................................................................................
4.1 Do you feel that the changes in the church life have been helpful in making the
connection with the unchurched? With 1 for minimum and 5 for maximum worth, please
evaluate the efficiency of the changes generally:
1

2

3

4

5

4.2 How has your pastor dealt with the resistance to the changes fiom the congregation (if

there was any)? ..................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
5.1 What kind of leader is your pastor (use your own words that simply describe how do

you see him exercising the leadership role in the church)? ...............................................

.............................................................................................................................................
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.............................................................................................................................................
5.2 How long have you been member of this church? .......................................................
5.3 In which areas of the church life you have been most active? .....................................

.............................................................................................................................................

Name: ..................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
(mark

0 if you want to appear anonymous in the study)

Appendix C: Answers to Questionnaire 1 (pastors in the United States)
Keys for understanding: Y stands for ‘yes’; N stands for ‘no’. The first column
includes numbers that indicate the question in the Questionnaire 1 (see Appendix A). The
field headings (#1, #2, etc.) indicate the pastors. The answers are typed in as they were
given by the interviewees. As it was impossible to have all the answers in one table, I have
grouped them by five (the last group having six pastors’ answers), to create some overview.

Table 1.1. Results 1-5
#4

1832
Downtown
(county seat)
7

Suburb

~

I 1.4

1.5a
1.5b
1.5~
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

I 2-5

I

I 2.1a

2.lb
2.lc

I

blended

5 generations;
trad. and blended
service; wide

UM

UM

Evangelical.
UM

5000+

2000
4

I

800-1000
Decline
480
570
(5 years ago:) 148
268
10

309
275
333
120 (1991: 80)
180
3 (one full-time,
others part-time)
Diverse in regard
to age, socialeconomic.

I 1400

~

1.11

3200
3000
4900

5+

5+

I

IY

UM
N

Y

IN

IN

1000
900
667
747
330
600
7 (2 ordained +
4,5)
Multi-worshipstyles; traditional
and blended. Both
old and young
members.
Evangelical

Y

IY

Y
Y

Y

#5

1962
Cityhburb

13
2 -5
300
800
2000
5000
771
3700
First generation
Christians, seeker
targeted,
contemporary,
evangelical

yl
denominational

I

2.2c
2.3a
2.3b
2.3~
2.3d

Y
N
N
N
Vision of the
senior pastor

Y
Y
Y
Y: Relocation

2.4a

Y

Y: teaching-

2.4b

Y

Y: 3-5 miles
radius

2.4~

N

Y :young families
with children &
singles 18-45
years

2.4d

N

Y: young
professionals

2.4e

Lower economic;
unchurched,
Hispanic

Young, 2 kids in
the family, well
educated,
unchurched (only
33% actively
involved in the
church)

I

preaching, how
practically be
involved in the
neighborhood,
relate to the
people at the
workplace, visit
neighbors

Y
Y

Y

N
Y :personal
background:
campus crusade.
Evangelical. Bible
is true
Y :communitywide events,
contact with the
high-school
(concerts, special
speakers)increased
visibility of the
church. Habitat
for humanity.
Made door-todoor visits.
Y: county and
beyond. We
adopted the
concept of the
regional church
Y: Kentucky datacenter provided
data for our
research

Y: went door-todoor, asked
people what kind
of music they
prefer; what
would they wear
going to church
Attitude of the
unchurched
toward the
church. We asked
them what were
the greatest needs
in the community;
what are their
cultural
preferences.
There is a church
for every 175

Y

N
N
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Y
Y
N

Y

Y
Y :recognizing
the cultural
relevancy of other
churches

N

Y :Building
relationships with
non-believers in
daily routines

Y: 15-minutes
drive

N

Y: we discovered
that we had twice
as many 65-75
year old people in
the church as
compared to the
average in the
community.
Y: Hispanics,
young families
with children.

Y :Unchurched30’s to 40’s

Same: Hispanics,
young families
with children. As
we had many 6575 y olds in the
church, we turned
the main attention
to the 25-35 y
olds.

Y: examining
lifestyles
(examined how
people live
culturally)

Pace of life,
moving
frequently; lack of
family roots in
Las Vegas

N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

people in our area
(county?)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

3.li

Y

Y

Y

3.lj

IY

Y: illustrations
personal and from
everyday life
Sermon handouts,
Scriptures printed
out. Sermon
topics practical.
Worship-style

Y :No KJV.
Variety of texts

3.la
3.lb
3.lc
3.ld
3.le
3.lf
3.lg
3.lh

N
Y
N
N
Y

...

+
I

toward missional
vision

3.2.2

Hired an outreach
director, hired an
associate pastor to
start a new
worship service,
started a new
church

Y : formed
“JoshuaCommittee,” 12
people. I
appointed them
myself; crosssection of the
church; for longrange visioning
Bible-studies for
JoshuaCommittee, I
assigned them
literature to read;
(4months); we
studied
demographic
information.
Presently we have
Joshua-2, where
we rotate
members

No rituals unless
explained, no
creeds, no
responsive
reading unless
explained. Not a
lot of liturgy. We
put the signs
around the church
for parking,
entrance,
restrooms.
Y :a kind of

Preaching
biblical, relevant,
practical.
Studying
churches. Vision.
Every year
moving new
people into
leadership
(change in the
leadership);
empowering lay
ministry.
Equipping.
Evaluation is
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N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N: it was present
already
N: it was present
already
Y

1

Y
Y
Y: Heartbeat for
lost peoplewithout this all
the rest is of little
consequence

NN: There was a
vision. We
xeated Future’s
Committee.

More like a
“strategic
direction”

3eveloped
worship toward
quality and more
nusic. Started
iew services,
ncluding one offsite worship with
iigh-tech, video,
:tc. The present
nain worship
akes place in
lowntown and the
3lace is unsuitable
For new
Ipproaches.

1.Develop heart,
values, attitudes
for lost people;
2.honor the past
while recognizing
it’s methods are
no longer
effective;
3.implement
changes as your
”fairly certain”
then can succeed
to build
confidence in
M e r changes;
get the key
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sacred cows!
Seek out leaders
who are capable
to vision
Put together team
of vision, appoint
the leaders who
represent different
sections of the
church
Spend a lot of
time with the
Bible and prayer;
get clear what do
we need to do and
present it to the
church; work on
the census data
about the area
The leaders need
to be in one
accord

Spend a year
preaching on
God’s purpose for
the church
Identify key
leaders

Analyze the
demographical
makeup of your
congregation
Analyze the
demographical
makeup of your
community

Personally lead
them into purpose
study. Increase
church’s
visibility, create
welcoming
climate (train
greeters; greeters
outside the
building)
Don’t force
change, take little
by little

Identify the
specific groups
for targetinq

Are the leaders
totally in board
with you?

Don’t start
changes if you
wouldn’t stay
long enoughDo they have
We have to grow
shared vision?
from outside indon’t try the other
way round. First
crowd, then
congregation,
then leaders
Make sure you are Don’t change too
fast
interested in the
present people,
not just in the new
PeoDle
Don’t try to keep
everybody happy.
Be very careful in
changing the
music-be slow

Don’t just ask the
congregation

Don’t vote on
worship

influencers onboard early
Key visionary in
church needs to
build a team of
Implant “values”
in people (make
sure people
understand
needed changes E
a value)
Take some
achievable steps

Make major
changes without
support of
majority of key
leaders
Change
everything at once

[dentify the need

Neglect the needs
of believers

Don’t have too
many goals

Disparage the past

~

outsiders, concern
for the less

Bible-study

The structure.We
had too many
meetings. We

Movement toward
small groups.
Emphasize

Believe all
changes must be
made in 6-12
months. It’s
probably a 2 to 5
year journey
Effectivenessin
reaching the lost;
commitment to

fortunate

3.2.6

4 series of (?)
meetings,
sermons, etc.

Train Joshuacommittee, teach
in the sermons
and talk about the
need to reach the
lost people
regularly

3.2.7
3.2.8

2 years
About 200

2.5 vears
12

3.2.9
3.2.10

2 years

3.2.1 1

Mobilizing people
to volunteer work
in the poorer areas
Starting a new
worship service
and the new
church
Raising the
budget to
accommodate
these changes

3.2.12

3.2.13

3.2.14

3.3.1

Administrative
board meetings’
messages

12 (Joshua
committee)
1 month (with the
Joshua comm)

Music and
worship styles

simplified our
worship. Stronger
structure
programs and
tremendously.
activities
Otherwise people
don’t have energy
for ministry-all
the energy goes
for meetings.
Develop their
Created the core
confidence in me. group7 people
They knew I was for the Future
to stay. Offered
Committee. These
them experiments 7 brought other
first. Nothing is
additional
permanent. We
members
try smth for 6
months and then
evaluate
3-5 years
At least 2 years
35
First 7 , then grew
20
Lay people
Same first 7, then
grew 20
1 day (myself: I
3 years
could just start
next day).
Structural changes
took 2 years
Worship
Music, facilities

Dress-code

Climate in
worship

Worship-style

Music

Divided ministry
into 4 areas:
evangelism,
teachingequipping team,
pastoral care,
mission-outreach

Availability of
information,
parking

Individual
approach; Biblestudies, prayer,

Sermons, Biblestudy, leadership
development,
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authentic biblical
community

Prayed, hung out,
dreamed, attended
conferences,read
books, accept the
fact there would
not ever be 100%
buy in.

3 years
2-5
Key staff
2 years

Musical styles

Content
(Sermons: I could
just change my
sermons myselfl)
The whole
concept of music
and worship

Respect for
guests, preaching
to seekers

We streamlined
the organization,
eliminated many
committees,
remodeled the
downtown
sanctuary, built a
new place in a
different area. We
wanted to keep
both places
Meeting with key
leaders. 6 times (a
year?) meetings

Move to elder
protected and
staff led

Music

Testimonies,
conversations,
preaching

3.3.2

-

bulletin, pulpit
announcements

announcements

It worked better

than we dreamed

4.2
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books assigned to
read, handouts
presented with the
demographic data,
providing
resources, open
forum for
discussion

seminars, I took
my leaders to
lively churches
and leadership
development
events

Combination.
Getting the key
leaders on board

All this

Sermons, printed
materials:
newsletter, letter
to the
congregation,
report of the
Joshua-comm

Personal
testimonies

Combination of
these

Showing changed
lives to the
:ongregation
:through

Joshua-1 about
the relocation: I
expected more
opposition;
Joshua-2-the
reaction to
changes in
worship were
stronger than
expected
Some people left;
arguments about
music and
worship style

Zongregation’s
xillingness to
Smbrace change

Clongregation was
Gurprised how
nany unchurched
seople there are
)ut in the world
inti1 they began
:o come to our
:hurch

started a new
;eeker-targeted
:hurch that is now
.ess than 6 years
Ad and running
2,600 in
ittendance

rried to do too
nuch too fast. We
?ad to constantly
sack up. Smallgroup model
iidn’t work

Nothing really

2onflict with
ieople over
nethodology

with big group of
leaders (over 100
people who are
not necessarily in
leadership
positions, but
certainly are
influencers in the
congregation).
Visiting other
churches in the
country to learn
from their
experience
Meetings,
newsletter, Future
Committee.
Visiting other
churches in the
country to learn
from their
experience
We created
“cottage
meetings” (not
regular small
groups, but home
groups created
specifically for
this purpose);
Sunday school,
newsletter
Same

conferences,
examples, models

All are important

Example of life,
preaching,
celebrating
victories, casting
vision

411 are important

4.3

We mainly
praised the
congregation for
its cooperation

4.4

The music
department

4.5

N

4.6
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We tried to love
and listen to them,
tried to have very
blended service

Discard. We had
very little conflict.
Ideas came from
the lay people and
were discussed in
the meetings of
lay people
already. When
smth seemed not
to work, we left it
aside
Some wanted to
Idea that we
go back to
cannot make it
traditional forms
financially.
of worship.
People tend to
Because
think that the
leadership was on good old days
board, we had less were better than
problems
they actually were
in reality. Like the
Israelites in the
desert. When bad
times came, they
wanted to go back
The danger is
N
always there. We
have become
evangelical. We
didn’t have to
sacrifice the
gospel, we had to
sacrifice tradition
or liturgies.

Modeled a Christlike loving spirit.
Attempting to
bring people on
board. Kept
divisive people
out of leadership.
Gave people
freedom to leave
Some people said:
Now when we
have done all
these neat things,
can we turn back
to the old
patterns?

Old habits die
hard. Sometime
,‘old ways” are the
mly way you
snow how to do
:hings

We did not
iccommodate the
gospel, we made
he gospel
:elevant

\Jot if you mean
:hange the
nessage

We watched that
:very message we
30 is a really
biblically based
aessage
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1.1
1.2

#6
1964
Suburb

1
.
3 8,5 years
1.4
1S a
1.5b

1.5~

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

1.10

1.11

2.la

2.lb

2.lc
2.2a
2.2b

2.2c
2.3a

2.3b

2-5
1367
1113
1209
1289
230
342
l+l+0,25

#8
1925
Edge of town,
busy street

630
612
688
700
..
225
300
3 fulltime

160 (17 y ago)
198
116
193

5+

Contemporary
worship,
historical-biblical
theology, relevant
practice
Lutheran Missouri
Synod

Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y: demographic
information,
reading church
growth literature

2.4a

Y :utilizing
current
membership
relationships
networks.
F.R.A.N.:
Friends,

. Results 6-10

#7
1957
Bedroom
community for
Flint 120.000)
14 years

Emmaus style
8: 15 worship,
10:45 informal
traditional;
evangelical
UM

2.3c
2.3d

Table 1

N
N

Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y: prayer and
vision

#9
I949
Small city

6 years

11

5+

5+

50
200
275
275
350
600
6

100

200
3 + 0,5
Blended
contemporary
worship style;
conservative
theology
CBA:

Earnest people,
joyful worship,
conservative
theology

I CMA:Christian
Missionary

Association

N
N
Y

Y

smaIl town

I

N
Y
Y

I

IY

Y
Y
Y: New pastor:
church on verge
of dying after 10
years of stagnant,
irrelevant ministry
approach. Recent
training in
updated modeling
for new growth
spiral
Y: a major
Y: intentional acts Y :door-to-door
survey, asking 5
“circles of
of kindness,
influence”
relevant but nonintentionally
threatening
strategy
praying for the
lost, prayer-walks questions
for all the streets
in the city

200
240
70
150
1,5 @astor and
0,5 youth pastor)

UM

Y
N
Y

N
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y: Michael
Slaughter’s video
series “First
Love”

Y:door to door
visitation, direct
mail program

2.4b

2.4~

2.4d

2.4e

3.la
3.lb
3.lc
3.ld
3.le
3.lf
3.lg

Relatives;
Acquaintances,
Neighbors
N
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Y :natural
boundaries:
county line, 1-75,
different roads,
our zip-code, our
school district

Y: segmenting
area of town,
comparing census
figures. City
divides itself into
four segments.
We defined our
area South-East
side of Des
Moines
Y : Helping our
Y: we ordered a
Y N :census
people be
study and checked figures. We made
outwardly focused the census data
sure what the
in recognizing
demographical
needs and things
make-up is, we
they have in
didn’t include in
common with
our outreach one
people in the
particular segment
community
of the community
Y : again in terms N
YN:census I
of relationshipsdemographics.
relationally
We made sure
what the cultural
make-up is, we
didn’t include in
Dur outreach one
particular segment
Df the community
Significant
White (morally)
Projected growth
numbers of single conservative;
due to expansion
many retired.
parent head of
Df belt-line
People with big
household with
highway (that is
:hildren under 18 house, big debts,
being built around
no kids
h e city) within 1
mile of church
property. People
in our area
national average:
32,5 years old
Daby boomers, 1
year college, blue
:ollar, married, 2
Y
Y: more informal
Y

Y

1

Y
Y
V

Y
Y

N

Y : direct mail-5
mile radius of
church

N

N

Y :this first step
was to build
relational bridges
to our most
natural contacts

v

We looked for
those who had a
new interest in
spiritual things.
National
observers said
they were out
there

3lended families,
atch-key
:hildren, influx of
Jorthemers into
he greater
Zharlotte area

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

3.lh
3.li
3.lj

Y
Y
Y: Bridges from
biblical material
to life situations

3.lk

Show people need
and how the Bible
gives principles to
respond

3.2.1

Not a full blown
one
1.change from an Introduced
inward to outward strategic planning
to the
focus; 2.lay
congregation.
training and
Purpose
motivation for
statement, core
ministry;
3.building on gifts values, mission
basis for ministry statement. 3
generationally
and service
different worship
experiences.
Develop personal
witness of the
people
Understand your
Prayer is
community
foundational

3.2.2

3.2.3a

Worship must be
vital and help
people experience
God
3.2.3~ Small group
transformational
Bible study

3.2.3b

3.2.4a

Never announce
publicly we’re
making big
changes here

N
Y

N

Y: building
project. 8 years
ago: paid
attention to the
restrooms. We
were attracting
younger families
with kids. In the
population 113 are
in retirement. In
the congregation
we have only 78% of retired
N

Y
Y
Y: Various
translations
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Y
Y

Y

N

N

I .survey: shared
results with key
leaders;
2.promote strong
points related to
felt needs (survey
fmdings; Le.
friends, fmances,
marriage, family
relations);
3.update music,
platform
appearance

I .Outreach pastor
added; 2.new
purposelvision
statements;
3.pastor took a
sabbatical to pray
and dream

1.Long-term
planning team; 2.1
was here 4 years
and some growth
had already
happened before
major changes
were implemented

Altered church
name

Learning to “seek Organize a prayer
the Lord” together room
in vrayer
Get key lay
educated on 2 1St
century ministers

Adapted
preaching

Develop mission
and values

Advertise (radio,
newspaper)

enough after all
that to make

1

Y
with prayer room
(Terry Teykl
model);
Wednesday night
children’s
program; Promise
Keepers

Understand your
people

Don’t put off
leadership
development

Y
Y
Y: Expository
preachinglooking for Bible
mandates, norms
and specific
guidance

In the South, use
Southern Gospel
as a bridge to
contemporary
music
Don’t quench the
Spirit

3.2.4b

Don’t attack the
past and previous
leadership

3 . 2 . 4 ~ start out to
eliminate all the
weaknesses
(rather, build on
strengths)
3.2.4d
Don’t focus too
much on
problems, focus
on possibilities
3.2.4e
Don’t base your
appeal to people
based on what’s
3.2.5

inviting; iitality
and flow of
worship. The
basis on which we
made ... to people
to participate.
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-

Don’t ignore
congregation’s
culture
Don’t refuse to
learn and grow

Don’t refuse to
see what God is
blessing and be
willing to go there

Worship

Outreach to
visitors,
neighbors,
prospects

Annual vision
planning retreats
for broad
leadership: board
of elders,
directors of
ministry areas.
There I spoke
about these needs
2-3 years

Shared the survey
results and
showed how we
could meet needs

3.2.6

Small steps,
looked for an
immediate win.
Helped build
credibility for
other changes

3.2.7

12-18 months

3.2.8
3.2.9

10-30
10-15
Pastor
and
PPR (Pastorministry staff
parish
relationship)
committee, people
were recruited
who were
sympathetic to
need for changes
to take place in
order to grow
5-7 vears
3 months

3.2.10

-it has been a
hard way to go)

Ongoing need to
communicate
8-12
Deacons, pulpit
committee who
called me

2-3 months

I wanted outreach
to be part of our
DNA and I
wanted my people
to take on a vision
for the city (not
just for the
church)
Patiently-took a
long time.. . dealt
with conflicts as a
way to work it
through

Outreach, music,
worship, smaIl
groups

I already had
credibiIity, some
of the ideas (e.g.,
using an overhead
projector) came
from them

2 years for the
concepts4 years
for the
implications
All of them
Outreach pastor,
Board chair

2 years

Right away (cf.

6 months

5-10
Young men in

Promise Keepers
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3.2.1 1

Still hard to get
into the homes of
people who have
not visited us

3 -2.12

Attitudes of
empowering laity

3.2.13

Changes in
financial
structures, control
issues

3.2.14

Streamlined

administration

from standing
committees to
task oriented
groups

3.3.1

I Pulpit, personal

I contacts, printed

Any time
significant
paradigm shift
takes place: the
role of the elders
of the church; the
role of the pastor,
board of directors,
their role in their
own eyes; outlook
of administration.
Earlier they saw
themselves as
administrators,
not as ministry
leaders
Cosmetic
changes: adding
staff, when
worship grows;
when it didn’t
affect anybody
personally
7-8 years ago,
when older group
was outnumbered
by newer
generation;
worship, changing
of the guard
We are in the
process of
reorganizing
constitutional
bylaws. Current
paradigm is 30
years old. New
areas today:
evangelism,
stewardship, lay
and professional
staff is working
together. We are
functioning
differently from
the “paper”-this
is why we now
see the need to
change the bylaws.
Planning retreats
(cf. 3.2.6), regular

Getting people to
think beyond
selves

3.2.7)
Music style

Sermon topics

Music,
expectation and
quality (from
leadership, not
congregation)

Worship style,
pastoral priorities

Small groups;
songs that led
some in the
church to clap
during singing

Hired additional
staff. Pay for
previously
volunteer
positions (worship
leader). Team
ministry

Added a major
seeker serviceand an entirely
new organization
around that

Fewer
administrative
meetings; more
small groups

Graphs, charts,
statistics,

Leadership
retreats,

Long term
planning team

3.3.2

3.3.3

information,
curriculum

meetings and
sermons.
Presently I am
preaching on OUT
core values

testimonies,
books and tapes

Explanation,
modeling
behavior, showing
them the results
Sermons,
newsletters,
announcements,
other mailing

The same

The results stood
by themselves

Sermons, weekly
newsletter (where
we have our
vision statement
in the letterhead),
added website
The same

Same

3.3.4

One on one

4.1

Resistance to
evangelism even
greater than
expected. In some
ways it still is

4.2

Some chose to
leave

4.3

Added new
groups, gave them
permission not to
be at everything

4.4

Lamento that we
don’t see so and
so anymore. We
don’t know
everyone, we are
too big

4.5
4.6

Biblically
centered teaching

preaching,
discussion
evenings, reading
the same books,
Willow Creek and
Saddleback
All of the above

Conferences,
preaching, lots of
open meetings, an
extensive
“repurposing”
process
Sermon and
interaction
People left.. . lots
and lots of new
believers though

Same

Reluctance of
original leaders,
who had
missionary spirit
40 years ago.
They wanted to
preserve what
they had
Control
ownership issues:
who owns the
church?

Growth came
more quickly. No
one really
objected or left

attendance
increase

care about me and
my church any
more?”

We continued to
try to educate,
communicate,
shared testimonies
of how God is
working
Older leadership
base struggled for
ownership issues

There really
wasn’t any

Open meetings.. .
many visits

N

N

I
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retreat; sermon
series

Both

Sermon series,
simply doing
them

Both
The changes
work-attendance
increased and
long time
attenders grew in
faith a great deal
10-12 seniors
didn’t like new
people, didn’t
want to expand
the facilities, and
resented spiritual
growth of
Promise Keepers
Did not allow
them to quench
the Spirit. 90% of
church were very
happy with
changes

-

Occasional
reflection on the
“good old days”but no real
problems
I don’t think so

N
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1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1S a
1.5b
1.5~
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

1.10

# 11

1836
Suburb
4+ years
5-1-

2306
2545
2836
2843
645
652
6 pastoral staff
members
Church members:
average age 5055; formal,
informal,
contemporary;
Theologymoderate

1.1 1
UM
2.la
Y
2.lb
2.lc
2.2a
2.2b
2.2c
2.3a
2.3b
2.3~
2.3d

N

2.4a

Y: through
conversations

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y: Revisioning
Process

Table 1.3. Results 11-15
# 12

1985
Edge of the city
10.5 vears
1

# 13

1958
Suburb
8 vears
5+
926
._ _

192
1506
416
1966
2232
344
77 1
102
325
1172
2 full-time, 3 half- 3 clergy
time

# 14

1872
Town
8 years
~~

5+

700
700
700
700
250
370
2,5 but we also
have 10 lay
pastors

Contemporary
worship,
conservative
theology, friendly
members

Varied: 6
services, each
different

Conservative,
blended,
transitioning

UM

UM

UM

v

N

vi

N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y: Demographics

Y: in preaching
encouraged
members to build

Y: by example of
being very visible
in the community

Y
N
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y: Prayer, move
of the Holy Spirit.
There was a
restlessness on
part of the
members who
have a mature
relationship with
Christ
Y: serving on
community
boards, meet with

# 15

i

1955
j
Cayon (?) suburb. 1
9 Years

230
275
230
140
110
1 plus part-time
musician,
secretary and
youth minister
Middle cIass,
educated, but
relatively poor.
Mixed racially,
nationally, agewise, liberal, large
number of
republican, pastor
more conservative
theologically, but
economicallypolitically more
liberal
UM
Y

N

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
N

Y: visited
strangers, later

relationships with
their unchurched
friends
y : (N)

2.4b

Y: took a 5 mile
radius

2.4~

Y: from census
figures

2.4d

N

2.4e

Oak Grove is a
community and
Oak Grove
Church is seen as
the “anchor” of
the community

3.la
3.lb

N
N

Young families
with children.
We saw a great
mission field of
people who had a
dose of religion
but not a personal
relationship with
Jesus (awareness
was a result of the
interaction with
the community!)
Y
Y

3.lc
3.ld
3.le
3.lf
3.lg
3. lh
3.li
3.lj

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

3.lk

Comments on the
additional paper
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community
teachers
Y: 5 mile radius
(natural
geographical
border)

Y: demographics
and general
awareness of one
growing area

Y: (N) Percepts
study revealed the
situation (we
hired them to do it
for us). We didn’t
pick up one
Darticular ~ O U D
k: Percepts s&dy.
The same
22% of the people
are single.
Majority womensingle moms.
Some minority
groups moving in.
Accordingly we
asked for two
more clergy: and
we have one
woman, one
African-American
Y
Y (no dress code
anv more)

Y: some studies,
however, most of
the info came
from 1990 census
and needs
updating

I

iN
Unchurched

Y

visitors in the
church, we visited
visitors
Y: we are in the
middle of
neighborhood,
and this was our
area
N

N
Increasing # of
people who don’t
speak English,
racially and
nationally very
mixed

N
Y

)
Y
Y
Y
Y: pertains to life
today-hows

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y: make sure
relevance is
brought outrather than
“historic Iess ons”

Still dealing with
attitude
cultivation.
Leadership
changes were and
are key. Staff
additions need to

N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
YM. However,
there are some of
the passages have
had a special
meaning for our
situation. Rev. 7
& Mark.
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be “right.”
-I
I
Cultivation of

3.2.1
3.2.2

Y/N
The strategic plan
had been “on the
shelr‘ for six
years and was no
longer relevant

3.2.3a

Develop
leadership team
Restructure for
ministry and
mission

3.2.3b

3 . 2 . 3 ~ More ministryless meetings

3.2.4a

Don’t look for old
paradigms as the
answer

3.2.4b

Don’t continue
business as usual

N
Responded myself
to God’s vision.
Then began to
share with the
leaders and
congregation.
Leaders first
uninterested, later
more excited
when they saw us
reaching the
unchurched. A
group of
opposition left
eventually
Pray, pray, pray

Y
We invited Bill
Easum to study
our church for 1
week. Purchase of
property for
building

Study other
churches

Prayer

Find a small
group of leaders
who catch the
vision and are
willing to pay the
price with you
Don’t do anything
without God’s
vision and
assurance of who
you are
Don’t wait for
majority to get on
board before you

Consultant

small groups to ...
and gain
ownership of
changes
Of sorts
Research Task
Force-led to
strategic plan-led
to Vision and
Mission
Document-led to

cultivation

Vision casting

N
Some people in
the church were
so discouraging
for new people
and we had to get
rid of them. They
said things like
“we don’t do
things this way
here,’’ they were
rude in Southern
terms for
newcomers. We
got rid of them.
Pay attention to
the music
... welcome and
the greeting.
Different people
have different
needs-some want
to be greeted and
introduced, the
others just don’t
want it
Preach with
biblical texts that
deal with
diversity
Don’t ever
confuse
Christianitywith
culture - # 1

about nay-sayers

Don’t turn
anybody away

Start

Don’t go on your
3.2.4~ Do not
own
communicate the
changes
3.2.4d Don’t look toward Don’t expect to
please everyone
“good old days”

I

confrontation

I underestimate the

Don’t ever say:
we’ve never done

Don’t forsake
leadership
training
Focus outward
and not inward

Dreaming and
defining mission
and vision

2 years
150

it this way before
Don’t assume
anything but ask
questions
To develop an
openness of what
is, not close down
to only those of
our kind

Prayed and in
many cases
changed
leadership

One-on-one.
Small groups.
Stood up to
opposition forces

Discussion, filmstrips. Winston,
the youth pastor
modeled it

8 years

Still in process

They never did

14

Many-though a
few brought it
written (?) focus

15% of those who
attended the
church-to some
degree
Some of those
who had done
visiting. Small
group of lay
people, some of
Aem leaders (1012 who caught it
very early).
Unfortunatelyjust
~ o s people
e
left
2 months

Don’t be afraid of
failure
Everything
needed change. I
was most
passionate about
changing Sunday
morning
Kept casting the
vision and
educating them.
We have 1-hour
leadership time
before our
monthly
Administrative
Council meeting
that I have used a
lot for this
1 year for leaders,
2 for the
congregation

The new
configuration of
leadership teamchurch council

Small group of
those who had a
passion for the
lost

Pastor and a few
visioning people

Lay pastors

18 months

2 months

8 years

That we were not
trying to forsake
our heritage

Sunday morning
worship service;
the perception
that we should do
things around the
church for the
churched rather
than unchurched
Don’t know
anything easy!

Worship

Have been doing
it for 8 years.
Started right
- at the
beginning
People

New way of
considering
ministry and
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power of prayers
Don’t be a
dictator (People
need ownership)
Everything.
Particularly
worship and
leadership and
structure

Structure

The acceptance of
language diversity

Racial attitudesto have not only
white DeoDle in
I

‘
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mission of the
church

3.2.13

3.2.14

3.3.1

3.3.2

Lack of
communications.
Need to be honest

Changing things
associated with
the Sunday
worship
We "downsized"
Moving toward
from an
ministry teams
administrative
rather than
committees to
board of 200 to a
church council of involve more
35. We are having people in
1/3 ofthe
ministry. The
meetings but
structure of our
100% more
leadership
ministry
changed as a
result of this. We
went to smaller
administrative
council. Teams
were empowered
to do their
assigned ministry
without asking
permission
1-hour leadership
We have a
time (mentioned
communications
earlier). I used a
team that keeps
informing the
lot of different
congregation and techniques to get
them to
community
brainstorm and
come to
conclusions by
themselves. I also
used
administrative
council meetings,
sermons, and
home group
discussions
Leadership
New
training time,
publicationswhen I dropped a
revamping
(revisioning/restru thoughtprovoking
cturing) of
question or issue
newsletter.
before the group.
Establishment of

the worship
service. Today ca
35% of the people
in the service are
non-white. People
don't notice it any
more
(Class),language

Leadership style

Music. Old
paradigms of
ministry

Administrative
council from 75 to
a church council
of 14

Did away with
Council on
Ministry. New
administrative
council. Used
maxims:
Maximize
ministryminimize
meetings

We became far
less formally
organized

Face-to-face
meetings,
sermons

Written, oral.
Drama. Book
reading. Prayer

Sermons,
individual
discussions,
meetings with
people

Both

Discussion and
prayer

The more
informal
meetings. Success
encouraged others

communications
office

Skits-special
overhead
presentationsRepetitions.
Articles

No one thing
more than any
others

Lack of conflict
between longtime members and
new leaders. No
great resistance

None really

Leaders made
themselves
available for
questions

We haven’t
exDerienced any.

They would work
in small groups or
individually to
come up with
ideas 0; solutions
Everything
possible! sermon
series, Sunday
school class
discussions, home
group discussions,
newsletters,
Sunday bulletins
Sunday school or
small group
discussions,
where people had
a chance to ask
questions and
express the
concerns
Surprised how
resistant people
can be for
changes. How
little passion we
have in the church
for those outside
the church.
Greatest surprise
was to discover
that people
believed that the
way we’ve always
done things came
down from Jesus
Himself!
See above

I prayed, kept
casting the vision,
addressed
people’s concerns
one-on-one or in
small groups, and
asked them to
give it a chance
After 2 years
some people said
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Same as above

All of the above
plus music.
Developed logos
and banners

Lift up the person
who tried
something and it
worked

Any of above, but
always lots of
open
communication

When
interpretation and
understanding are
brought to the
need for changeTestimonies!! !

The same

Persons so dug
into their own
little world and
continued not
grasp changes
needed

Vision actually
grew and became
more aggressive

Some leaders
emerged that we
didn’t know we
had, some people
discovered they
had gift of
leadership

People left

Attitudes

Prayer and
redundant
communication

Move beyond
when appropriate.
One on one when
needed

Those who
wanted to piginwhole everything
and wanted to
control things.
Control issue
Keep going,
encouraging
people

People always
afraid of change

Old patterns die
hard-even for us

Getting divorced
from the

Probably because
we were intent on
not having power
struggle

we had had
enough changes,
they wanted to
settle

New wineskinssame wine

By personal
integrity to the
gospel

who are pursuing
the change. Not
succumbing to the
“guilt” imposedor the “demands”
(perhaps I should
say expectations)
made!
Y

Showing Christ
transcending
culture for the
purpose of
reaching people
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community.
That’s not new,
that is recurring
theme

Y: people in the
church wanted to
make everybody
middle-class
American
To understand the
culture and pursue
the authentic
gospel
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1.1

# 16

1962

1.2

Suburb

1.3
1.4

7,5 years
2-5

1S a
1.5b
1.5~
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

700
700
900
1100
320
900
6 program 4
support (both fulltime)
Evangelical,
contemporary,
middle of the
road, middle class

1.10

1.11

2.la

2.lb
2.lc

UM
Y

Y
Y

2.2a
2.2b N

2.2c

2.4a

Y
Y
Y
Y
Great
Commandment
mandates it,
leading of the
Holy Spirit
N

2.4b

Y: CIDS

2.3a
2.3b

2.3c
2.3d

# 17

# 18
1896 Remissioned 1781
1967
Suburb
Central city-urban

4 years
5+ before
remissioning
975
425
125
300
135
350
1 ordained, 6 lay
staff

N
Y

Suburb,
previously rural
area for f i s t 100
10 vears
5+

5+

1174
730
670
630
239 (in 1990)
380
2 full-time, 1 parttime
Very traditional,
conservative
evangelical
theology

UM

UM

N

1871

7

Blended worship
orthodox
Wesleyan

Y

# 19

N
-.

IY
IY
IY

200
350
600
2350
125
1350

100
50
125
200
40
400
3

Family, blended
(traditionalcontemporary),
moderate,
children

Diverse
membership,
contemporary
worship,
Wesleyan
theology
Pillar of Fire

5

UM

N
-.

Y
N
Y
Y

~

Y

Y
Y
Y

h
Y

IY

Vision casting

Y :we did a house Y: individual
interviews
to house survey,
held events that
brought the
community on
site and planned
ministries they
said they needed
Y : 3 mile radius I N

I

Y

Y: specific pas-ish

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N

Y: community
hymn sings,
community youth
events,
conferences open
to all, reaching
out to special
needs people
N

2.4~
2.4d

2.4e

demographic
studv
Y :the same
Y :the same

~

Percentage of
unchurched
(40%), sheer
numbers (100,000
within 5 miles)

N
N

The ages of those
in the 3 mile
radius

Y
3.la
3.lb
3.lc
3.ld
3.le
3.lf
3.lg
3.lh
3.li
3.lj

3.lk

3.2.1
3.2.2

3.2.3a

3.2.3b

Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y : simply dit.
Y :I always draw
directly from
Scripture and
apply that in
culturally relevant
ways
I always use
versions that
people can
understand. I
rarely use the
Y
1.discern God’s
vision-&
important, most
difficult, most
time consuming;
2.cast the vision
repeatedly;
3 .organize to
carry it out-held
Bill Easum
seminar
The same: discern
God’s vision

Cast the vision

KJV

N
Y :decided to
build on our
strengths and
reach out to larger
community
Decided that our
ministry was to
the larger
community; not
just to the
neiehborhood

N
Y

N
Y
Y

N
Y

N
N

area within 7 mile
radius of church
N
N

Y
N
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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N

Y :corporate
conference,
service for hope
and healing,
sports camps
The extreme
diversity of our
community

Y
N
N
Y

v

Y

N
Y
Y

Y

Celebrating the
various nations
represented

Y
Vision casting
and spiritual
development

Y
Eliminate controls
by limited office
holding to three
years; radically
simplify
bureaucracy;
build on strengths
rather than
weaknesses

N
N
Trying to focus on Celebrate! Cast
being faithful and vision, celebrate!
quality-no heavy Try and create a
emphasis on long- diverse leadership
(racial and
range planning-it
social)-love
just sort of
happened and we children!
tried to keep up

Cast a vision

Honestly evaluate
who your church
is best able to
serve
DeveloD

Flexibility

Celebrate
diversity

Focus on aualitv
. .

Cast vision for

Cast a vision

repeatedly
3 . 2 . 3 ~ organize to carry
it out

Cast a vision

3.2.4a

Don’t ignore the
importance of
theology

3.2.4b

Not having a
vision and clear
mission

Don’t try to do
better what they
had been doing or
used to do
Don’t blame
anyone

3.2.4~

Not having a plan

3.2.4d

Not having the
support of key
leaders
Not having a
mentor (church or
individual)
Worship,
fellowship,
evangelism,
mission, growth
and maturity
The power of
vision gave them
the motivation,
the structure gave
them the role and
responsibility

3.2.4e
3.2.5

3.2.6

3.2.7
3.2.8

3-5 years
30-45

3.2.9

A few laity, not
holding an office

3.2.10

3-5 years

3.2.1 1

Attitudes

3.2.12

?

3.2.13

Worship style,
music preferences

Don’t do more too
fast
Don’t do more too
slow
Don’t do it
without a support
group
What they were
driven by (past,
finances,
tradition, etc.)
Vision castinghelping them
move from
looking in the rear
view mirror to
looking to the
road ahead (hope)
3 years
7 originally

Those who were
men and women
of prayer
6 months (but
only gradually)
Removing the
power brokers
Organizational
and structural
changes
Money

ministries that
serve their needs
Eliminate the
roadblocks
Don’t force
yourself to be
what you are not
Don’t refuse to
look at all the
possibilities
before choosing
vour course
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(worship and
greater outreach
programming)
Defme target
Celebrate!
audience and keep
them in mind
Build too small
Don’t maximize
the doctrinal nonessentials
Over-do
committee
structure and
meetings

Don’t show
favoritism

Neglect Bible
study
Give up too
quickly

Don’t become
hard to contact
Don’t allow
problems to fester

Become isolated
from people
Eliminate strong
control by a
bureaucratic
organization

Increase
programming

Legalism,
exclusivism

Confront them
with the option:
change or die

Not being
confrontational,
adding choices

Fought hard and
iidn’t give up

1 year
Whole
administrative
council of 85
people

2 years
20

5 vears

They are no
longer here

Newer people
who emerged

Immediate

Immediately

2 years

Surrendering
offices long held

Mindset

Music, worship
style
Reaching out to
&
people
l

Adding
contemporary
worship; 3-year
limit on offices

Building-space
issues

Quality of
worship

Few

Worship

3.2.14

Streamlined down
to bare essentials
for organization
and
administration

3.3.1

Print, spoken
word, person to
person

3.3.2

Person to person

3.3.3

Same as above

3.3.4

Same as above

4.1

Nothing really,
we were well
prepared through
study and our onsite visit by
consultant

4.2

Space. Policies
[outdated). Fear

4.3

Listened, loved,

We abolished all
Reduced
committees
Administrative
except 3. This
Council from 85
was strategic but
to 35 members
caused little
and appoinment
concern since the of 13 member
long time power
executive
brokers did not
committee;
use committees to elimination of
exercise their
committees and
power. We slowly formation of
empowered others ministry teams
to lead in ministry
and task force
leader roles.
One on one
Preaching, letters,
meetings and
talks by lay
some small group leaders
meetinp.s
One on one
A long range
planning Task
Force and lots of
visual
representatives of
the need, results
and goals of
change
Visual
representatives
We started out
with $225,000
toward $ 1.6
million relocation
costs. In 3,5 years
God multiplied
our seed money
into $ 1.12
million. As long
as we prayed and
trusted him, he
gave us victory
when no one
believed we could
be successful.
Major problems
centered on
money issues and
control issues
[

addressed

Preaching
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Simplified
structure-less
meetings

Created more lay
leadership
created the frst
church board

Sennonsnewslettermeetings

Preaching, board
meeting
conversation

Oral-word of
mouth
Same

Preaching
Preaching, loving,
celebration

Same

Preaching, loving

The decision to
risk making
changes

Explosive growth,
need for staff,
overrunning our
systems

The extreme
diversity of our
church. The
acceptance of
denominational
leadership

Those who got
their identity from
holding offices
had difficulty
switching to other
forms of ministry
Listened to them,

Lack of space

Hundreds

Ignored-kept

The conereeation

but kept going

4.4 Has not happened
Yet

4.5
4.6

Never

-

problems
scripturally and
with prayer
Some went along
with the crowd or
momentum. Until
about 6 months
ago there was
always a group
that wanted to go
back to Egypt.
Today the tide has
tumed and
everyone believes
we have entered
the Dromised land
Yes! Always!
We never
compromised the
Word itself. We
did and continue
to slay sacred
cultural cows.

politely explained
why we do what
we do; go on
doing it
Loss of power to
control caused
some people to
feel unimportant
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looking at big
picture

responded wellmy fight was with
the hierarchy

At every step of
way that is natural
tendencyeconomic
necessity forced
us forward

None of any size

No

Yes
Minimize the
lesser essential
points of doctrine
and maximize the
greater essentials
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1-

Table 1.5. Results 21-26
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5a
1.5b
1.5~
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

# 21

1976
City/suburb

9,5 years
1
400
800
1600
400
1700
5 full-time
ministers

1.10

Aggressive,
w-,
creative,
intentional

1.11

Southern
Baptist

2.la
Y
2.lb
2. I C
2.2a

2.2b
2.2c
2.3a
2.3b
2.3~
2.3d

N
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y :attending
conferences

# 22

1956
Suburb

3 years
1
(an.1000)

(att.3000)
?

2000
6200
Pastoral staff
approx. 35 (90
employees
total)
Passionate,
Authentic,
Celebrative,
Generous

NonDenomination
a1
(Independent
Chr Church)
N
Y
Y
Y: limited
degree
Y
Y

# 23

1877
Small town
surrounded by

3 years

5+

600
1546
2532
2900
712
1600
3

Members in
general:
upwardly
mobile, sales,
professional.
Worship
style-3
services:
traditional
(1 1:OO),
contemporary
(9:40),
blended (8:20)
UM

growing edge)

I 14 years

4 years

I

2800
3 100

1300
8 (4 full, 4

I part-time)

Upper middle
class, blended
worship,
conservative

Yomg,
intelligent,
affluent.
Theology
mainline,
middle-of-theroad. 2
traditional,
one
contemporary
service

Baptist

Y

I

N
N

Y

N

Y
Just watching
“1996” culture
plus
comparing the
“1965”

Y
Church was
and is being
swamped by
growth. It was
a continual

Y
N

IY
IY

MpoI.uIvr
Y :Biblical

,

6
1

300
500
975
150
375
1

Members:
well educated;
worship:
liturgical,
theology:
Word and
Sacrament

ELCA

N
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Suburb

N
Y
Y
N

Y

methods the
church was
using

struggle to
stay open to
new people.
That is still
our greatest
challenge.
Leadership
learning more
about biblical
mandates for
openness to
those far from
God
Y: invite them
to come to
special events
and worship
services

N

Y: we planted
a vision for
every believer
building
relationships
with nonchurched
friend

N

N: we are
N
more a
“regional”
center
Y: 25-50 year N
old
unchurched
guy (unspoken
though)
Y
N

Y :mainly
Boomer target

Y: same

Corporate
casual,
professional,
families with
children and
teenagers

Types of
people and
types of hurts

We have so
many who just
show up on
Sundays, we
have not had
to do any
targeting
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Y: I myself
am actively
involved in
community
activities
(chamber of
commerce
board, etc),
civic dubs; and so are the
members of
the church
N

Y: we
conducted 2
door-to-door
surveys of the
4 square mile
area asking
questions to
discern the
needs of the
people in our
community

Y : invitations,
packages of
information.
One to one
contacts

Y: 1-44 South
to 111”/
Lewis to 129“

N

N

Y: strategic
planning using
I NCOG
information

N

N

Y: same
N
source + info
from
denominationa
1 sources
Community is
All
overchurched
and it is
charismatic
and
fundamentalist
ic. Lutheran
theological
doctrine is
very different.
We choose to
highlight our
differences.
There are only

Lots of real
poverty in the
midst of
affluence.
People are
:echnicaIly
ainded, there
is not enough
iolistic
mderstanding
in their
nindset
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3.la

N

3.lb

Y

3.lc
3.ld
3.le

Y
Y

3.lf
3.lg

N
N

3.lh

Y

3.li
3.lj

Y

Y: more
application
driven

Y
Y: printed an
outline and on
Power Point

Somewhat

Mobilizing lay
leadership;
small group
emphasis;
casting vision
continually
(outward
focus)
Y

3.lk

3.2.1

Y: very
limited-use of
Power Point
and video and
in between
services, as
well as
excellent
printed
materials
Y: come as
you are (this
was before
us). I
intentionally
dress-down
Y
Y
Y: Huge leap
for us
Y
Y: less
pressure-more
attention to
Holy Spirit
process
Y

Depends on

pop. Lutheran:
in Tulsa.
Y

information

I

I

Y

Y

Communicate
that clothing
style is not an
issue

N

Y

Y

Y

IY

IY

IY

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y: only if
directly
applicable to
the teaching
Y
Y :Primary
importance

Y

Y

I

Y
Y: have
modem
translations
and then
update in
language of
particular
context of this

Y

Y
Y

I Placeof

I
Y

I

worship:
started
contemporary
service in the

Y

I

-

Y, we are on
our second

Y

Quality in
what we do
(yes, we do
play Bach, and
we do it
well!);
Tradition
Y

strategic plan
Explained
X-centered, Bcarefully the
centered,
planned
mission
changes to the minded and
congregation
action(meant are the oriented.
starting of the Challenge to
contemporary live by faith.
service); asked Preachingteaching the
the
Word of God
congregation
for some time
to attend two
services each
Sunday: so
they would
"provide
crowd" and
also see
themselves
what is going
on in the
church

3.2.2

Slow,
progressive
steps (with
needed stops
along the way)
WHAT
STEPS?

1.Prayer;
2.cast clear
vision and do
it often. Bring
leadership
along and
make changes
without
putting down
the past. Stay
in step with
Holy Spiritnot too far
ahead and
behind but in
step

Revised
Purpose
statement;
working with
the key leaders
on mission of
the church

3.2.3a

Evaluate the
event where
most guests
are (probably
Am worship)

Get a clear
vision

Take adequate
Pray in
preparation for preparation
time
all things

Embody that
vision

Work with key
leaders on
biblical basis
for the church
and its mission
Make sure
staff is on
board with
these
directions and
filly
supportive

Build
friendships
with
unchurched
people
3.2.3~ Communicate
the gospel
clearly
through a
variety of
mediums

3.2.3b

Cast vision
with key
leaders and
before the
whole church

Focus your
mission

Communicate
clearly

Use Scripture
as your sole
standard

Celebrate
victories, build
positive
environment

Live in the
spirit
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Kennon
Callahan 12
Steps; Mission
statement;
Vision
statement;
Intentional
selection of
new leaders to
empower
evangelism;
New lay
leaders;
Celebrate new
members;
Created
expectation
that we grow;
Affirmation:
continually
telling the
church that
they are doing
good; Stay
focused on
mission, both
local (Tulsa)
and
international
(Guayana);
Social mission
and
evangelism
Force the
pastor read
and think,
study mission,
outreach,
evangelism
and growth
Educate lay
people

Mission and
vision
statement

Don’t change
too rapidly

Bring in a
“wrecking
ball”

Don’t believe
methodology
is the only key

Be arrogant

Don’t relocate

Don’t have 2
different styles
under one roof
Don’t try to
please all the
people; When
you choose
who you will
reach, you
also choose
who you
won’t
Worship style,
discipleship
methods,
“feel” of the
church

Lots and lots
of meetings,
redundant

listen or
compromise

Don’t launch
change by
replacing
existing
ministries
Don’t charge
ahead as Lone
Ranger
Add to instead
of taking away

Move faster or
slower than
God leads
Let criticism
derail you
from doing
what God
wants

Don’t take all
the feedback
personally

Heart beat for
lost and
worship

Attitudes

--!-

Don’t start
creating a
committee

Trying to
imitate some
other ministry

Don’t start
before you car
do a quality
act

Being
insensitive to
existing
leadership and
traditions
Being
“cultural
relevant” at
the expense of
being biblical

Don’t give the
congregation
the impression
that you are
more
interested in
new things
and people
than in them
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Don’t
apologize for
what you are
Don’t criticize
the
congregation
Don’t ask the
old-timers to
change their
theology and
attitude

Too
denominationa
Ily bound
Dictatorial
leadership

Don’t ...
down to
people
Don’t offend
the nonChristians by
thinking they
are stupid

I wanted to
add another
worship style
and increase
the range of
people who
would attend

Worship and
outreach

Explaining

Consensus
building
through

Everything in
worship:
lights, bread,
wine,
sthenvise it is
>ad
iospitality. If
you want to
lave
:ompany, be
ready for
:ompany.
[ also wanted
:o change the
idea that I was
~e chaplain to
the families of
the
songregation
[ changed the
people in
leadershir,

3.2.7
3.2.8
3.2.9

3.2.10

communicatio
n, moved
slowly
4 years
Almost all key
leaders
Deacon chair,
staff, key
teachers
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room to work

and teaching
opportunities

? readily
accepted but
still learning
@35

2 years. Still
in process

1 year

50 in various
stages
Long Range
Planning
Team

Staff of about

have to remind
them annually
IO- 12

Music staff
and clergy

Key lay
people

18 months

Immediately

The question
what would
the new
service do to
the Sunday
School

Vision

Stewardship.
People had
good incomes
but didn’t tithe

Nothing was
easy!

Worship,
because it
became
improved (and
so accepted by
the people)
Worship style.
Are we going
to have
Oklahoma
cowboy
service or
Lutheran
worship?

Staff and
elders

Immediately

3.2.11

Started pretty
early
Music

3.2.12

Dress code

Team
involvement
within the
Staff

3.2.13

Music

Musicreplacing old
with the new

New worship
servicecontemporary

3.2.14

Moved fiom
congregational
democracy to
elder led

Move to a
ministry
system,
instead of
committee
based. Small
groups
emphasized
over
traditional
“Sunday
School”

Streamlined
administrative
board and
committees
into
administrative
council

Music, drama,
structure of
leadership

6 months-1
year

strategic
planning

10
._

The youth
wanted to go
to the new
service rather
than Sunday
School that
was at the
same time
(these issues
are solved by
now)

Convincing of
the need to
reach out

Staff
development,
building and
capital gift
programs,
creation of
more small
grOUPS
(Sunday
School
classes)

1
I

1+4. It is a
conspiracy
New members
who had the
conspiracy to
change the
congregation
6 months

The number of
Elders
(council) from
12 to 6 . Their
job was
changed to
vision and
long-range
planning.
Council was
created for all
program
chairs. Added
staff for
music,
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Pulpit,
meetings,
newsletters

Person,
Personal
communicatio contact, group
n fkom Senior presentations
Pastor, tapes,
PurposeDriven Church
book,
leadership
seminars,
testimonies of
life-change

Over-and-over
explanations
in sermons
telling &

All-especially
real lifechange stories

See above

Same

Same as
above.
Intentional
sermon seriestrainingcontinual
communicatio
n of core
values

Bulletins,
newsletters,
sermon

Called
Discussion
together
and research
special
meetingsbriefingswhare
included
different types
of leaders
(Sunday
School
presidents,
committee
members, etc);
sermon,
newsletter
Briefings:
Strategic
there I told
planning
them what we
were about to
do and asked
them
specifically do
some things in
their areas
Open forum
Sermons,
discussion of
newsletter
strategic plans

volunteers,
programs
One-one-one,
private

Private

Affirmation.
Celebration of
the things I
wanted to be
celebrated.
Started
pastoral letter,
which was a
kind of “state
of the church”
relatively long
letter, cottage
meetings in
homes.
Created
temporary
groups in
order to
communicate.
Adult
education: not
just the Bible,
theology, but
also history,
mission,
stewardship,
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~~

3.3.4

Same

- The good,
4.1

4.2

4.3

godly people
who left and
the god, godly
people who
joined

All

Need all of
them

Sermons

Explosive

New service
drew many
more than
anticipated

How large the
contemporary
service came
to be

Lots of
concern over
what it would
do to Sunday
School (meet
at 9:40)

Getting
additional
staff to do it
(new service)

Take more
time to explain
and implement

Tried to talk to
them but I
didn’t let them
stop me doing
what I felt was
necessary

growth!

During past 3
years over
2300 people
have made
public
decisions for
Christ. 60%
conversions

Criticismdisgmtled
people unable
to change left
to more
traditional
churches
Loved them
Solidarity at
and smiled at
leadership
level and more them a lot.
“This might
.communicatio
.
not be
everyone.”
People
misunderstand
ing the
purpose of the
church

4.4

This is ongoing: Even
innovative
methods can
become
dangerously
entrenched

Exhaustion by
the leaders ...
it’s hard to be
a change
leader ...
criticism can
wear you out
if you are not
focused.

Some still
vocal about it,
most seem OK
as long as they
are not
directly
affected

4.5

No

None

No

whatsoever!

Yes

We had broad
participation
in Our
neighborhood
surveys

Listen to them
and follow the
leadership of
the Holy Spirit

The old guard
leadership
would simply
do things as
they had
beforeeventually
they joined the
vision or left
the church
No

outreach
I didn’t use
sermons for
this.
All the above,
but especially
adult
education
Offering grew
from 200.000
to 800.000 in
6 years. Oldtimers
accepted new
leaders. Other
Lutheran
churches
didn’t like
what was
happening
here. When a
problem came
up, speed of
response
increased.
Crowding

Gave them
something eke
do that didn’t
matter so
much. Give
them
affirmation
but get them
out of the way
Very little. All
big changes
were led by
lay people.
When people
got angry,
they got angry
with them, not
with the pastor
Oh yes, but we
resisted!

4.6

Struggled all
the time-in
worship
planning,
sermon
planning,
teaching

-
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Always preach
on the
lectionary
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Appendix D: Answers to Questionnaire 1 (pastors in Europe)
Keys for understanding: Y stands for ‘yes’; N stands for ‘no’. The first column
includes numbers that indicate the question in the Questionnaire 1 (see Appendix A). The
field headings (# 1, #2, etc.) indicate the pastors. The answers are typed in as they were
given by the interviewees. The letter E stands for Europe. The letters after the number
indicate the country: F stands for Finland, S stands for Sweden and EST stands for Estonia.

1.1
1.2

# E27 F
1906

Inner city

1.3

10

1.4
1S a

5+
60
80

1.5b

1.5~
1.6

?
75

1.7
1.8
1.9

30
45
1 full + 2 half-time

1.10

Worship is most
important. It is open,
charismatic, very
Methodist, follows the
framework of the
Methodist liturgy
according to the book of

Table 2.1. Results 27-30

# E28 F

# E29 S

1848
Inner city

1886
Inner city (but most
members come from the
suburbs)

5 Context: Lutheran
country; Swedish
Methodist work in
Finland. Community:
25000 Swedish speaking
Finns
5+

7

260
186

155
250

L W

30 (25 ...35)
1 f i l l + 1 secretary

(book-keeper), 1
organist, 1 housekeeper
Most are old but positive,
open for new people.
They talk to new people.
Worship: mixing of
celebration, happy,
joyful and free, feeling of
holiness. It is important

-

# E30 S

1917

Small town church (a
little with the suburb
situationbKumla itself
(15.000 people) is like a
suburb to Orebro
12

5+
223
178
208
~~~

153 (with a group of
people, of whom most
were Pakistani, a new
church was planted in
Norsborg, close to
Stockholm)
50
40
lfull (pastor) + 0,25
organist
Members are old, very
faithful, conservative, a
little intellectual.
Worship: traditional,
liturgical, classicalexcept regular special
events ca 4 times a year,

5+
93
59
71
74

~

30
55

1 full (pastor), no other
paid staff
Members: ordinary
people; worship blended,
seeker friendly;
theology: Wesleyan
evangelical, with the
charismatic flavor

worship, free prayers,
prophecy, lot of music.
Outsider say that it is
warm, they feel
welcome, experience the
presence of God.
Theology is Methodist,
influenced by many
others like Early Church
fathers, Catholic church,
etc.

1.1 1
2.la
2.lb
2.lc
2.2a

UM
Y
Y
N
N (very strange to think
in these terms)

2.2b

N (not with the idea in
mind to evangelize)

2.2c

that lay people are
involved. People also say
their prayer needs aloud
in the service. Lay
people also lead the
worship. Worship is not
too long. When I know
what God wants to say
through me then it can be
done also briefly. Hope
that people who come
experience that the
service is relevant to
their daily life.
Theology: God is here
and now.He wants to fill
your life with meaning. I
have not necessarily
something new to say to
them, but people are in a
unique life situation just
now and God has his
word for them now.
N
Y
N
N. We have conducted
no research, but I have
paid attention to
everything about these
matters that has come
into my hands-like
newspaper articles etc.
Y
~~

so-called gospel masses.
These are different.

IN
N
Y
N

Y

N. But the church
arranged a meeting with
the local city authorities
in order to introduce the
church to them and
encourage cooperation

Y

Y . When I came I
thought that the church
was unhappy because of
the decrease and no
contact to the children.

UM
Y
N
N
N

N

I

2.3a
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Y

Y . Also-new people
moved in to Kumla and
they made us more aware
of the situation. 4
families moved in during
the 3-year time-frame.
We got a lot of children,
too. It helped us to
change the focus
Y : suddenly people
realized in the church
that if we want to survive
something needs to
happen. We had a series
of services with another
Methodist pastor in
1988. Many things
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2.3b
2.3~

N
Y

2.3d Y: Felt a strong

emotional need, God
called me through the
Holy Spirit

2.4a

2.4b

Y :I felt that I myself
need to be in touch with
the non-Christian people.
Prayed that God would
open some new doors for
contacts with this world.
I went to politics (city
council member); began
to teach in a college. I
started to preach: There
must be Christians in
every level of the
society, be part of the
world, there is life
outside the church, meet
your relatives, be
involved in politics, etc.
Y :everywhere we have

N
N

I

Y
Y :Nothing happened.
There were no fruits, no
results in the ministry. I
felt burnout. Then I met
other people who also
felt the need to do
something about it.

Y: The church had
always kept the
traditional way of doing
things that they knew
belonged to the church
(worship, Bible-study,
men’s group, women’s
group, Sunday school).
Nothing creative. So they
lost all the contacts to the
younger families. They
did not notice that the
world had changed a lot
meanwhile.

’

Y: prepared invitations to N
the events in the church,
gave them to the
members and said you
can give it on to your
grandchildren!

N

I Y :a

suburb in

started to happen. It gave
us a lot of inspiration. It
encouraged us
tremendously. We got a
direct word from the
Lord that encouraged usJer: seek the best for the
city. That was one of the
turning points. Another
turning point was 1,5
years later when Hakan
Sandstrrjm visited us. He
talked about the
contemporary Christian
culture.
N
Y. Peter Wagner,
McGavran, and other
church growth literature
Even after the previous
events we were still too
much inwardly focused.
The Beeson experience
made the real difference.
I thought that when we
have Holy Spirit in the
church, it will be like a
magnet and attract
people fiom outside. I
discovered that it was the
other way round-we
have grown spiritually
much more after we
focused more on the
people outside.
Now we talk about 1997
and onwards. Before we
did not make any serious
steps.
Yes. Through teaching
and preaching, casting
the vision of being a
church for the
unchurched people.
Slogan we developed
was in Swedish: “A
Church for ordinary
people” (Swedish
interpretation for the
“unchurched”)

1
Y :all the people in 15-
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our members is our
territory to reach out
with the gospel.

2.4~

N

Y: Swedish-speaking
community

2.4d

Y: Conscious effort to
reach out to the Russian
migrants

N

2.4e

New people, moved in to
Porvoo more recently,
middle-aged people,
families with small
children-we wanted to
reach to them

We want to reach
Swedish-speaking
people. They often have
studied more, have better
jobs and better income.
This simply is so and we
have thought about it.

3.la
N (there was no need for
3.lb

that)
Y (the robe only at
Christmas and Easter)

minutes driving time
from the church (this is
bigger than Kumla). The
goal was to have 1% of
the market-at least 1% 0:
the people living in this
area would view our
church as their church.
Y: young people
Y :the most typical
involved with drugs or in person in Kumla is 35-40
danger of that (risky
years of age and working
situation). Immigrants
at Ericsson (the master
mostly from Africa.
plant for the cell-phones
is located here). So we
decided to aim at the
most typical
representative.
Y: in our neighborhood
N. It seemed not to be
we have one of the
relevant to our situation
busiest nightlife areas in
in Sweden.
Europe. We opened a
night-cafe for people
who visit these places in
the city. In these
evenings we offered
some music from the
Gospel choir, and
possibility to talk.
Also, immigrants from
Africa have their own
culture.
Diversity in different
The same as 2 . 4 ~
cultures (both
immigrants and local).
Music helps to build
bridges.
Night-cafe in the church
facilities takes place
approx. once a month,
according to possibilities.
I cannot preach there, but
I can create contacts, and
sometimes people ask me
to pray for somebody
they know is in trouble.
You need to have &
culture, not the inside
church culture.
Y
Y
of the immigrants live,
and our immediate area
where the church is
located, Ostermalm.

Y

Y: The black robe was
Y: Now 1wear the white
too formal. We discussed robe and the stole. That
and now I use regular
is more similar to the

Y. To be more casual. I
never use a clergy collar
or gown.

clothes but clerical
collar. I use the black
robe only at Christmas,
Easter, and weddings.
The robe will emphasize
festivity (specially
solemn occasion)

3.lc

Y

3.ld

Y (we taught them how
to do it)

3.le

Y: Now I am there
myself to greet people
(the previous pastor
didn’t do that)
Y :More different
Y (no harmonium any
more, music more joyful, hymns. The first and the
much attention on music) last one have to be
familiar to the people!

3.lf

N

3.lg

Y

3.lh

Y (lots of images,
illustrations, I paintldraw
them pictures during the
sermon)

3.li

Y (no Cananite
language! Simplicity and
clarity is also needed
because in almost every
Sunday we have
translation into Russian
and Finnish-fiom
Swedish)
Y (I use the Bible more
than ever before, connect

3.1j

N (Need to do it!)
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Swedish State church.
People feel this is a more
reliable church and
therefore trust these
forms more. In the eyes
of the people this way I
am not strange but
reliable. White because
of Resurrection.
Y
N: Was no need to

Y . The computer has
Powerpoint presentation
with the information
Y

Y: when we have the
Gospel-choir
participating in the
service. Often when
there are just church
people, we have simply
traditional music
N

Y

Y

N: only speaking during
the church coffee after
the service. Don’t know
what else to do.

Y :So much is happening

Y

Y . We have tried to give
people cards that they
can fill out and get their
information this way. I
wrote to them. But we
have found that people
tend to come back not
because of the card or
letter from the pastor but
that they have personal
positive contact with the
person in the church.
Y

Y :Paraphrase the Bible
text to be more part of

Y :Don’t always use the
lectionary, because

Y. Usually use the
Living Bible translation

Y :New programs (from
the US) that enable to
invite all kinds of people

Y

the Bible to daily life)

the sermon

I don’t use the higher
pulpit any more except
because of the
compromise with the
older members at
Christmas and Easter; we
have left some liturgical
texts; we use more lay
people in the worship
(incl. for preaching and
worship leading and holy
communion); give
counseling to the nonChristians who come to
church which has created
many contacts; as much
publicity as possible for
events in the church
(concerts, etc.)-the city
knows us very well now

N

When I came I wanted to
do 3 things and the
church accepted them:
1.Church coffee after the
service, with very simple
snacks (they had thought
that the church coffee
must be something very
special, with cakes etctoo high expectations!) It
was meant to be for
meeting the nonChristians. My son
suggested that you need
to have a new name
/sic!/-not the “church
coffee” but the “church
market” (used to be in
earlier times place
outside the church where
people met.
2. Change the newsletter.
It was completely for the
insiders. I sent it to all
the passive members.
The previous pastor had
said: if they are passive,
they don’t need it.
3. My office was very
unwelcoming, dark, too
many tables. The old
pastor later came in and
said: I never thought that
it can be changed like
this! He had just taken it
over fiom the previous
pastor like it was.
Also: never call a person
by first name in the
service.
Sermons usually shorter
than before (15-18 mb).
When we have children
in the church, I always
have something for them
(song etc).
N

Study: church growth in
England, leadership in

First year I didn’t do any
changes. Then I talked
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something else may be
more relevant
Communicateto the non- Things we taIk about in
Christians that it (the
the church are different
church) is an open place; today. Sermon topics,
you don’t need to be a
things people speak
Christian to come here.
about are different. This
At the same time we
is one of the most
value our own tradition.
important and most
We cannot throw
overlooked things. When
everything from our past you follow the lectionaxy
away.
then most of the topics
there are very inward
focused.

Y
Changed the
organization. Many had

Y: we designed the
mission statement for the
church
1997 I invited the board,
the small group leaders,

Finland; materials from
with the church board
the bishop (H.V&by) to
about my plan to share
discuss first with the
the Gospel with
church board and then
everybody.
with the whole
congregation; dialogue
with the members, their
ideas back to the board;
started concerts in the
church as well as outside.
Bodybuilding groups
with the group of nonChristians which
includes a small Biblestudy;

3.2.3a

Pray and ask God for
direction

3.2.3b

Gather the elected
leaders of the church (get
the leadership on
board!), share with them
and brainstorm; make
sure who are the people
we want to reach with
the gospel (vision and
mission)
3 . 2 . 3 ~ Present the results to the
whole congregation
3.2.4a

Don’t do anything before
you are sure it is God‘s
way and plan. Check it!
otherwise you bum out

Preach how meaningful
it is to serve God in
reaching out with the
gospel, give example
how they can give
witness, how little you
sometimes can say and it
is.enough.
.
..._
.~
Discuss with the people

--

Practical things you just
do and people fmd out
afterwards that it is OK.
Don’t make people feel
that everything they have
done before is negative
or wrong.

been sitting in their
chairs for many years.
We changed the
positions (that caused
some conflicts). Created
small group to discuss
the situation (Pastor, lay
leader and church board
chairperson). We
discussed, where can we
start something new:
Gospel choir, children
singing with their parents
(gaining popularity in
Sweden presently); how
to work together to help
those in danger of drugs.
It has been very difficult
to change the mentality
of the church. Only
during the last 2 years we
have been able to change
something. Most people
just say nothing, some
complain, very few say
anytiing positive.
Have a vision and make
sure there is a need for
that vision
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youth leaders, altogether
about 20 people (the core
of the church), and began
meeting for developing
new approach in
reaching out.
I did the Bible studies, I
used the Rick Warren’s
The Purpose Driven
Church, we had time for
sharing, developed the
mission statement,
vision. The vision is the
same as we had before,
but we add things to the
previous vision in order
to become a church for
the unchurched.
Together with that vision
we got mission: how we
are going to do it. out of
the mission statement the
strategy develops.

Define or redefme the
mission and the vision of
the church. Other things
(strategic plan) will
follow

Share this vision with a
small group

Involve people from the
outside of your church
Don’t start with wrong
people
Don’t do anything before
you are sure that there is
a need for that

Don’t change things too
suddenly, without having
a critical mass behind
you.
Don’t do anything
without listening to the
Deople

3 . 2 . 4 ~ Don’t be without the
group who checks what
you do
3.2.4d
3.2.4e
3.2.5

Don’t exclude
compromises-they are
necessary
Don’t expect people to
read your mind-you need
to communicate clearly!
Worship and “clients” of
the church-to get more
families and middle-aged
people to the church
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Don’t look at the (nonChristian) people as
objects of conversion
statistics

Don’t introduce changes
without giving people
something better

Contacts to the young
families + other things
mentioned before. Now
we have every month a
families’ service with the
children.

Lifeless Christian being
into a creative living
church

The whole basic view of
the church. The models
of being a free church
developed in the latter
part of the 19 cent
together with the
worker’s movement etc.
it was time for club
meetings to develop. The
free churches’ mentality
was very often the samelike a club where you
pay your fee and visit.
We need to change the
mentality of the churchnot being a club
member-viewing the
church as a 7-day church
a week-the Christian life
is something where you
are a Christian 100% and
all the time and live
authentic Christian lifenot just a place you go
to.
I am working on this.
Regular meetings for
vision-casting (about
every 6-7 weeks).
1,5 years. Until we made
the radical change this
February of moving the
service time on Sunday
from 10.00 to 15.00. 3months probation, then
we evaluate what is the
real result. We found out
that almost every Sunday
we had some new people
coming to church. Some
people also left the
church. Simply
unchurched people

3.2.6

Discussion and sharing,
communication

Shared what I saw as
needed. They trusted me.

Conversations

3.2.7

2-3 years

Quite quickly. First year.
They had positive
attitude toward me.

3-4 years
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~~~

~~

7-8
Those I am working
closest with (part-time
coworkers), chairperson
of the church board

6

3
Lay leader and the
chairperson of the board

3 years

Some immediately,
others in the second year.

0,5 years

Our lay leader

Practical things-some
things that some old
ladies had done only one
way for 30 years
All the other things
Practical things like
because they trusted me
changing the days and
times of meetings (things so much. (They trusted
me because they had
that depended only on
me), everything that was known me already as a
superintendent,that I am
outside the people’s
positive, joyous,and had
mentality
results in my work so
far).
Start something new and Nothing
stop doing something
that was dead, praise
dance in the worship (we
stopped it because some
people required)
Mentality, mindset, older
people

Now when the church is
more involved with the
community I have
become more as an
administrator.
Wednesday morning we
have no regularly
evaluations of the past
week and planning for

Church ofice

Attitude within the
traditional group

To get money from the
foundations of the city.
Some people in the
church were surprisingly
open.

Practical things: “They
[non-Christians] don’t
clean up after
themselves;” “The new
people are strangers, we
don’t know them;” “It
will cost us too much
money.”
Committees were
reduced to smaller
numbers, change of
people in the
committees.

would not come to
church at 10 because
they sleep.
20
Some church board
members. Feb 98 there
was a Bill Hybels’
conference in Gdteborg.
We visited this
conference with about 7
people. They said as a
result: we like this, this is
what we would like to
become.
After returning from the
Beeson program I
changed my style of
preaching immediately.
10 months later we
started with the seekerservices (during the
regular time, but every 67 weeks)
Nothing-the
congregation was readythey wanted to have
changes!
The congregation was
longing for us to come
back and do things in a
new way.

None. Except one couple
leaving the church after
we moved the worship
time from 10 to 15.00

Not yet. It will be. The
church will be more
small-group church.

3.3.1

the next with the parttime coworkers (Irma
who is responsible for
the Russian and Swedish
work and music, and
Bitte who is responsible
for the adult groups, is
organist and sometimes
leads the worship)
Sharing in the group and
personal meetings

3.3.2
3.3.3

Sharing with the m o u ~
Congregational meetings
once a month, newsletter,
pulpit

3.3.4

Congregational meetings

4.1 How well known our

Methodist church is in
the community, positive
opinion of us in the
society

4.2

Conflict with the older
generation

4.3

I had to fmd
comDromises INB! The
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1
I
!

Sharing in the board
meetings, listening to
them

Personal as well as group
sharing

The same
Newsletter, information
in the service, personal
conversations, women’s
meeting
Conversations

The same
Sermons, newsletter,
speaking during the
church coffee

Positive response from
the young families about
the “worship for all
ages.” Negative: old
people say how we
“ought” to do Sunday
school and they don’t
invite their own relatives
(children)
I would like to have a
little bigger group to
support the new things
we do. The changes take
sometimes lots of time

I let them know that I
respect them as they are.

Take time and let people
see that there are results:
for instance, that we have
50 new people in the
church!
That it goes so well. At
the Gospel.-mass we
expected about 50, but
the church was packed
full with about 300-350.
Cafe-nights: I didn’t
expect so many people
visiting them
Working together with
the other organizations
and churches, we had
some disagreementswith
them. With the church
members the main thing
was culture-crash
between the traditional
church members’ and
new people’s cultures.
I tried to explain to them
according to the

I
spending time with them,
selling the ideas in
different ways and in
different settings,
listening to the people, to
their stones. I was trying
to connect the new things
with the history of our
church. Used every
means.
Spent more time with the
The same as to the
leadership.
They are a11 important.

Discouraging surprise:
ioing so many things
you expect more people
:o come. In fact not so
zany came as I
Sxpected. I had higher
:xpectations of people
:oming to church after
:hanging many things.
Having not enough
resources-money or
people, to do what you
think is important to do.

Tried to explain our
vision.

4.4

4.5
4.6

word does not have only
negative connotation in
Europe!], but doing
God’s will frst, I
respected their opinion,
but I didn’t let them
influence the whole
congregation
Sometimes people feel
that a new thing started
has to go on for ever. It
has to be ended, too.
People have not courage
to finish, stop something.

No.

Don’t push them away.
Try to teach through the
devotional teaching. But
I say clearly what I think
and explain why it is
important.

situation.

I

None

Danger: the group who
wanted to open up the
church is very small and
the majority of the
members would it
“close” again. The
majority is not coming
along yet.

No

Yes

There is always some
pull back. The tension is
there. Some people
accept things we do but
their heart is still
somewhere else-they
want the church to be the
way it was at the time
when they came to
Christ.
I don’t feel that. If you
have a solid evangelical
foundation it doesn’t
matter how YOU oack it.

Awareness of the risk
makes you always ask,
where is the limit. You to
ask yourself all the time:
What is the gospel? You
may make mistakes
sometimes, but you need
to keep asking.
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1.1
1.2

1.3
1.4
1.5a

1.5b

1.5~
1.6
1.7
1.8

1.9
1.10

1.1 1

2.la

2.lb

2.lc

# E32 EST

1918
City

1900
Inner city (earlier it was
on the edge of the city)

23
5+
3 10
230
230
245
85
95. Because of various
activities weekly
attendance of the church
is between 200-500
2 pastors and 1 secretary
Evangelical, realisticthey stand with two feet
on the ground.
Combination of the

1
5+

5

occasions.
UM
Y

Y
N

2.2a N
2.2b N Yes, we interact, but

2.2c
2.3a

Table 2.2. Results 3 1-34

#E31 S
1889
Inner city

not in order to learn the
characteristics
Y
Y The church itself told
me that they have prayed
for changes and nothing
has happened. This is
why the church

?
?
?

63
170
70

1
Predominantly elderly
people, conservative,
traditional

I UM

IY
Y

# E33 EST

5+

- 50
- 60
90
92
50
80

# E34 EST

1922
On the edge of the city.
Most of the activities
take place in the church
that was returned to the
congregation in the town
center
2
5+
30-35
20
25
30

3
Congregation is
heterogeneous;worship
evangelistic; theology:
grace

1
For various groups there
are different possibilities
to meet and worship
according to the nature
of the group

Bapiist
Y
Y

Baptist
Y
Y
Y

~~

N It was important to me
but not to the
congregation
N
Y

N
Y
Y

N
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

N

-I-

2.3b
2.3c
2.3d

America to study church
growth (1977). Some
board members did not
want me to go, but the
others encouraged.

2.4a

N
Y: When I participated in
the Churches Alive
program. Then I realized
that this is something
that we need in this
church
N

2.4b

N

2.4~

N

2.4d

N

2.4e

Spiritual curiosity and
emptiness. We have had
some years ago in
weekends on the Main
Street the music cafk in
the church reaching out
the young people.

3.la
3.lb
3.lc
3.ld
3.le
3.lf

a possibility that we
know in the church
(worship services) what
is going on in the daily
life outside the church
N
Y
Y

Y

Y

N
-.

N
N
The congregation was
stuck to the past and to
what it was accustomed
to

Y: In my proclamation,
personal example,
bringing people together

Y: Alfa-courses;
teaching preaching

Y: Our own town (at
least we begin with this)
Y : developing, thinking
people, children, young
people and younger
middle age people
Y: People who speak
Estonian or understand
Estonian. At the same
time we don’t want to
limit ourselves with just
Estonians. Already there
are also some Russians
and we are in need of the
coworkers who are able
to speak Russian
Long-time estrangement
from the church (due to
Soviet rule). Internal but
hidden desire for
something better, more
meaningfkl in life.
I

N

Y: To share the
invitations, invite people
to church, to take part in
the public events of
charity and good will
Y: town (3500) and
county (1500 people)
N

Y
Y :Decrease of the
membership

,

N
Y
N
N
Y

Y
Y

N

Y: “contemporary”
person

Y :we deal separately
with the children, youth,
old people, alcoholics

Cultural background,
“monopolyyy
of the
church in the town

Highest rate of
unemployment in
Estonia, it is the edge of
the country, drinking is a
problem, poverty

I

N
Y
Y
Y

N

N

Y: advertising

N
Y

N

N

N
N
N

Space: we have built a
bigger lobby and
fellowship hall-this is
part of our outreach
program. We have pastor
for the youth. The
secretary began to work
when I took 25% job at
the hospital that we see
as an outreach.

N
Y
Y
Y :We use the UM
lectionary for sermons,
the texts will be
explained (introduced)
either before or after the
reading because of the
people who may not
understand the Bible.
There is a theme for the
worship services. The
texts will be prepared
with a small team during
the week.
Alfa-course that gives
basic teaching about the
Christian faith

Y: it developed
While being in America, I tried to be as kind as
at the end of the three
possible. I tried to
months we had to list 12 explain carefully the new
things that took place or
members of our church
that we wanted to have in where about to happen in
our first growth group. It our church.
was not easy for me
because at this time I had
not been in the church
for a short time. After
coming back I
announced an
information day to those
who were interested in
outreach. I expected 15,
but 50 came. 19 were
interested in being in the
frrst group. Eventually I
had 14 who decided to
meet every week for two
years.
Count the cost-this is not Listen to the people in
piety and integrity
shortcut to good results

Y
Y
Y
N

The design of the rooms
in the church, starting
various kinds of ministry
forms;
Alfa-course, Sunday
school, church coffee;
Internet-presentation,
media-work of the
church (advertising and
articles), work with the
literature and library
Not specially
. .
Election of the new
church board, working
on the leaders of the
various ministry areas,
starting new ministries or
renewing old ones;
conversations1
discussions with the key
persons in the church on
the subject “What do we
want to achieve”

Know what you want to
achieve
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Y

Y

N
N

Selling spiritual
literature, Bible
exhibitions together with
the Estonian Bible
Society, giving out food
packages, children”
drama; youth concerts,
English language courses
and evangelistic
message, family
seminars, Alfa-course,
etc.
Y
Personal contacts with
the community members,
making myself
acquainted with the
understandings of the
congregation,
discussions, topical
sermons

Take into account that:
It is a long process and
takes a lot of time

3.2.3b

Start small. One thing at
a time

3 . 2 . 3 ~ Develop the leadership

Talk to the people-in
piety and integrity

Involve others as much
as possible

Do whatever needs to be
done to fulfill the vision
God has given to you.

Bring the changes to
completion with peacefbl
tempo, but confidently
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One has to look for new
ways and possibilities if

1

the church than in the
One has to understand

3.2.4a

Do not expect everybody
to participate

3.2.4b

Don’t try too big and too
many things at a time

3.2.4~
3.2.4d
3.2.4e

3.2.5

Have the members live
out their Christianity in
the daily life

3.2.6

With the help of the
Growing by Discipling
program-Bible study,
learning what this means
in my daily life, how we
can help each other.
Then suddenly discover
that they can do much
more than they thought
earlier.
Some understood
immediately-those who
came when I invited and
told them that we will be
involved in outreach.
About 50% didn’t get it
at all, most of them
understood maybe with 5
years-some still don’t
get it.
10

3.2.7

3.2.8

Don’t take every
complaint about a small
thing as a big tragedy
Don’t let be hindered by
small and secondary
things
Don’t do everything
when you have a
possibility to delegate
Don’t take bigger tactical
plan than you have
strength for
Don’t make the worship
be dependant on
(secondary) things
Prayer. Worship. Bible
study and learning in the
church. Small group
work. Mission.Dracticallv evervthinrr
Personal conversation.
Discussion about the
ideal and reality and
possibilities

I don’t know.Has any of
them understood yet?

Don’t change anything
before you know why
things are as they are
Don’t overestimate your
ability to influence
people
Don’t rush
Don’t act alone
Don’t copy others when
you don’t know &
they are doing things as
they do
Worship, involvement of
the people; turning
interest and attention
from yourself to outside

Don’t be afraid of
changes
Don’t look down on
people who do not come
along
Don’t argue

There was no ministry to
the youth, elderly,
alcoholics, social work

Formal and informal
meetings and fellowship
of the board and leaders,
personal conversations;
recommendation or
organization of the
teaching events and
suggestions of the
literature.

I tried to explain and go
ahead

More than 1 year

Years

5-6

Half of the 1eadershiD

1

3.2.9
3.2.10

3.2.1 1

3.2.12

3.2.13

3.2.14

3.3.1

Lay leader, most of the
New church board
members in the board
Immediately after
I started the frst day
coming back from the
US-in April. Then in
May already we started
with calling this first
group together.
There was some
Things related to the
skepticism in regard to
habits of the people-like
what some people felt as worship
“American style”
People who first said that Related to the teachingI cannot participate
people just mostly accept
actively in the group.
it, at least they listen to
Some were afraid that
they were not able to
answer correctly to the
questions in the program
but they found out that
they were much better
than they thought.
Changes in worship
Rebuilding the churchwe started the process
about 5 years ago. “We
cannot change the church
building-then it is not
the same church any
more.” It was very dark
when you came to
church-but older people
said that it was beautiful!
Today nobody is against
it any more.
We hued a secretary and New church board
discusses and plans
a youth pastor.
together
We have started a radio
station that is in the
church about 4 hours a
week for 17 years
Our conversation
Growing by Discipling
together
Program

3.3.2

The same

3.3.3

Bible study, newsletter,
informational meetings

3.3.4

Informational meeting
(we have it 4 times a
year), because of the
interaction-people ask

People of the younger
generation
About 2 years

Young people

Mentality of the elder
members

Place and tradition of the
worship

1 year

Arrangement of practical
things

The place and style of
worship

Music and youth work

Significance and clarity
of the role of the board;
paid coworkers, meetings
of the coworkers; small
home groups

New areas of ministry

Speaking to them, less
written materials and
books
Personal conversations
The same
and feedback
Announcements, appeals, Sunday sermons,
personal conversations
personal conversation
Personal conversation
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Personal conversations

Modeling it; discussions
in meetings

Fellowship evenings
where we share the new
directions in ministry

4.1

questions
People became leaders
about whom I didn’t
think about.
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I couldn’t imagine that
amount of work load. I
had nobody with whom
to share this load and
delegate tasks

4.2

Some people felt that
they had been left out.

Some left

4.3

We accepted different

Kindly. In need and
possibility I tried to
explain things in the
conversation
Eagerness died out

..
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change the program.
4.4

No, even as some people
still talk “about the good
old days.”

No

To keep [to] the gospel.
The gospel has power to
live not depending on the
cultural forms

I was surprised by the
number of loyal
members, and by the fact
that those who were
against made so much
noise that gave the
impression as if there
were many more of
them.
Not everybody agreed
with changes and worked
underground against
them
Personal conversations,
some gave up and stayed
aside
Tradition and getting
used to certain ways is
quick to come. When a
change has taken place,
then many will say:
“Now we can be in
peace.. .”
We were aware of it and
avoided it
We avoided “extreme”
forms of ministry that
spoke louder than the
content.

There were people who
didn’t think that what I
do is necessary for the
congregation

I left them alone

We are still in the
beginning of the road
and it is too early to draw
conclusions
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#

1.1

E35 EST

1973

1.2
1.3

Inner city
11
1

1.5a
1.5b
1.5~
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
I. 10

32
33
150
152
20
80
3
Openness, eager to learn,
mission, praise, church
planting
Baptist
Y
Y
N
Y/N

1.4

1.1 1
2.la
2.lb
2.lc
2.2a
-~

I L.LU

2.2c
2.3a
2.3b
2.3~
2.3d

2.4a

2.4b

I

I

Y
Y

# E36 EST

14” century (frst
Lutheran pastor came in
1558)
Small town
7
511036
943
1282
1000
95
75
6
Pietistic-Moravian,
respecting traditions
Lutheran
Y
Y

N
N

IY
IY

N
N
Y :the congregation was
“closed” and its activity
didn’t meet today’s
requirements
Y: to invite people in
school, work and
neighbors to the events
arranged in the church
Y: as the town (Rapla) is
the center of the county,
we took two levels: town
and the countv

Y
N

-

14724570; reestablishment 1991
Inner city
7
5+ (since reestablishment in 1991: 1)
0
0
140
1000
0 (5 years ago: 100)
290
5

Openness, liveliness
Lutheran
Y
N
Y

N

IY
I Y :burnout of the
coworkers
N
N

-

Y: the best mission is the
personal example, to be
as a Christian honest,
open, sincere, avoid
hypocrisy
Y: our churches are
arranged according to
parishes

N

N
N
Ignorance concerning the
Bible and Christianity as
the power to fulfill every
person and society
Y

2.4~
2.4d
2.4e

NN

-

N
N
Ignorance in the matters
of faith, religious
indifference (tepidity)

3.la

N

Y: earlier in the foyer

~

# E37 EST

N

3.lb
3.lc
3.ld
3.le
3.lf
3.lg
3.lh
3.li
3.lj

N
N
N

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
N

3.lk

3.2.1
3.2.2

3.2.3a

3.2.3b

area (frst room after
entrance) of this old
church there stood
special equipment for
carrying coffins. Some
people resented taking
this equipment away and
putting up colofil
information and even art
exhibition there

N
Y

N
1

Y
N
Y
Y
Y : making the Bible
message understandable
for people in the
languane thev speak
Our culture being part of
Europe which has its
foundation in the
Christian culture

Yes, to a certain level
First I stopped the
previous activity and
dedicated to prayer for
two years. Then I began
to speak about what the
church can do and must
do in today’s world. We
actively arranged
seminars about
discideship
Take time out for prayer
and getting a vision

NO

Have as many seminars
and Bible studies with a
specific topics as

4laking your convictions
:leu to others

Widening the frames of
ninistry, proclaiming
2hrist through various
Forms like music and
kama etc.

Zlarity in yourself
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Y
Y

N

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y: not sticking to few
main themes of the Bible
but taking the Bible as a
whole
Days where people from
the community came
together in large numbers
to clean up the
surrounding of the
church;
Using the media to
present the church often
and in various ways;
Bringing interesting
people-musicians and
speakers (T.Magi,
T.Kelam etc.) to church
N
Changing the
membership of the
church council

Begin with the new
things slowly-not so that
very soon the coworkers
burn out
Leave the so-called
classical worship alone
.from big changes;

possible
3 . 2 . 3 ~ Share the vision with
your closest coworkers
and then with the whole
congregation
3.2.4a -

Don’t let yourself be
influenced too much by
others

-

Don’t make too sudden
changes

3.2.4~

-

-

3.2.4d

-

3.2.4e

Worship,music,
structure of leadership,
youth events

3.2.6

Arranging the seminars,
inviting purposefully
specific guests
3 years
2 persons from the
leadership
I The oldest members of

3.2.7
3.2.8
3.2.9

I

3.2.10
3.2.1 1

I
3.2.12

3 years
Worship: formal aspects
of the service as well as
the arrangement of the
room -

Learning, the content of
the worship service

-

Don’t be frustrated when
there is no success

3.2.4b

3.2.5

arrange special services
in other times

Don’t start with too
many different kinds of
things without thinking
about your real strength
Don’t introduce
continually changes into
the service so that people
don’t understand any
more what’s going on
Don’t arrange meetings,
where people don’t get
specific tasks and
nobody checks how they
fulfill them
Don’t put the main
emphasis on outward
changes
Don’t go so fast on the
road of changes that you
forget prayer
Youth work that was too
passive-young people
only “received”

More participation of lay
people in the worship,
arranging spiritual
concerts, going closer to
people in the worship
service
I just was fm in my
principles

I explained my plans
A couple of years
All the coworkers

5-10

I Members of the church

I Those who are really

First year
Views that were stuck in
the past (people resented
me involving lay people
I in the worship, or
introducing offering
collection in the service,
children’s dramas)

I

council

-

involved in the ministrynot those who only come
from far away to decide
things
Slowly, 3 years
The convictions of the
older members that were
fured in the past, and the
passiveness ofthe young
people

3.2.13

“Outward” things like
replacing the pulpit

The way how the church
council members were
elected was completely
changed. Every year one
third is being replaced
(on third of the body
changes)
3.3.1 Personal conversation,
seminars with the
specific topics
3.2.14

3.3.2

Both

3.3.3

Sermons, congregational
news magazine and
congregational meetings
3.3.4 I think according to the
order of the previous list
4.1 The congregation was
ready to grow and accept
all kinds of people
among themselves
4.2 Small tension between
old and new

4.3 I dealt with them in

personal conversations. I
had simply to ignore
some of them
There is still atmosphere
4.4
of openness to the new
things
1
.
5Yes, there was a danger

Breaking .the traditions
There have been no real
(like mentioned above;
conflicts
also: there used to be a
prayer meeting right after
the service-now I had
concerts after the service
and some were unhappy
that a holy prayer
meeting was replaced
with a concert. In fact, I
simply moved the prayer
meeting to Saturday)
Responsibility delegated Replacing some of the
down (to the Iay people) members in the church
council and replacing
some coworkers

Explanation, bringing
examples from other
churches

The examples of other
churches
Announcements,
personal conversations

Personal conversations
with the leaders;
Presenting my vision in
the meetings,;
Writing about these
things in the church
newsletter
Personal conversations
with the leaders
Church newsletter

Personal conversations
For many unchurched it
became easier to come to
:hurch
Envy of those who had
3een in the church for a
long time to the
‘newcomers”; the
iewcomers’ inability to
nake themselves
:omfortable with the
xaditions
[ left them to stay with
heir own convictions

I spoke with them and let
them get used to it

Laziness, old habits
Some thought (think) so

There have been some of
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1
between the differing
views-and the debates

iuice

these tendencies
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Appendix E: Answers to Questionnaire 2, used in case studies with the lay
members in the United States
Keys for understanding: The questionnaire has questions written out fully. For the
better and quicker overview, the sheets with the answers have questions in abbreviated
form. Original Questionnaire 2 is included under Appendix B.

1. Case Study: Aldersgate United Methodist Church-Lubbock, TX
(The answers of the pastor to the Questionnaire 1 are in Appendix C, Table 1.3.
under # 12)

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
January31,1999
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NAME: Carol
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes, in sermons and in leadership training. He points out how Jesus met the unsaved. He
also reminds us to invite people to non-threatening activities. Also by training &e
leadership SO they could train their team members. There is a strong emphasis.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
We are Willing to reach everybody. In reality it seems to be mainly in the area around
our church.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
We have changed the way we dress, casual now. Our worship style, less limm and
few hymns, mostly choruses, and we have added an 11:30 Ah4 worship sewice so people
sleep late and still come to church.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
The worship style.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
I have had few difficulties. Sometimes I do m i s s singing familiar hymns.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
When we had team meetings we tried to think about and plan how to reach the
unchurched
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Leadership training.
4.1 Efficiency of the changes1-5:
4
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
He spoke personally with anyone who wanted to discuss it. He and SPRC (StaffParish Relations’ Committee) met with a group. Each time he listened and then kindly
stated that he felt led by God to make changes.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
First, he is a man of God by example, continually reminding us to pray. He learns,
i.e. The Beeson Institute, and then teaches what he’s learned.
5.2Member ..........................................................................................................
Almost 5 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Worship, outreach team leader, congregational care team leader and Sunday ~ h o o l -

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
January 3 1,1999
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NAME:
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Leadership meetings at which pastor strongly conveyed his vision for OUT
membership to reach out aggressively to the unchurched. Pastor encouraged us to read the
Pumose Driven Church.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
We try to reach everyone but with limited resources. Our emphasis has been those
within 1,s miles of the church.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
An attitudinal change with emphasis on how to reach unchurhced. 1.Invite them.
2.Welcome them. 3 .Casual dress. 4.Non-threateningYrelevant service. 5.Follow-up visit.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
A much more diverse congregation.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
Casual dress.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
Team meetings and leadership retreats.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Leadership meetings and reading the Pumose Driven Church.
4.1 Efficiency of the changes14
4

4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Met with those wishing to object to various aspects of service. Met with SPRC
(Staff-Parish Relations’ Committee) and a few (but vocal) unhappy members.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
He is a strong leader that is obviously in tune with God. He does an excellent job in
communicating “his vision” which is now “our vision.”
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
5 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Worship, finance committee, outreach team and more recently Sunday school and
WWJD.

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 1,1999
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NAME: .Debbie~
.........................................................................................................
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Strongly encourages members to interact through preaching and teaching, visioncasting, emphasizes this as our mission (mission statement),challenges to staffand church
leaders. Emphasis of mailouts and commercials etc.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
We have never identified a suecifictarget group (simply those who have given up on
the church and those who don’t know Jesus), but we “unofficially”attract younger families,
mid-lower class due to our worship style.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Replaced choir with praise band; no pulpit or other “churchy” furnishings at front,
contemporary, upbeat music; more storiedjokes in sermons; informal “dress code,’>
messages that apply to daily life; use of technology, more visual style in all we do; not
emphasizing the denomination, rather emphasize Jesus and relationship with Hirn;
emphasis on connecting people to small groups and service and God’s
for them.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Change of worship style.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
(Learning to lead by equipping). Less singing time in worship of slower, worshipfhl
songs.
3.4 How leadership cornmunicated? ....................................................................
Through their involvement with the church family in small groups, ministry teams,
church-wide meetings, etc.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
1.Our leaders read Warren’s Purpose Driven Church together and talked about it;
2.Mike’s teaching
4.1 Efficiency of the changesl-5:
5
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Teaching for the&g
to change and keeping that vision constantly before the church
family, spending time developing leaders who have caught this mission God has given us;
meeting with those who come in to voice complaints and explaining & we’ve changed.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor................................................................
In the past few years I have seen Mike move from leading by doing to leading by
equipping and empowering others; releasing ministry to the laity
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
11 years
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Small groups, TEAM Aldersgate (members in service), leadership [Director Of
Spiritual Growth for the last 2’5 years]

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 1,1999
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NAME: Steven
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Some emphasis-Loaves and Fishes [ministry program, where the church lets people
come in Monday nights to ask help in their needs] - Frequent message as part of the
sermon.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
Everybody.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
More emphasis on Bible study, prayer and missions. Change music to more
contemporary style.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Expanded focus on missions and prayer.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
Challenge of keeping up with Bible study.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
By examples fiom Scripture.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Sermons.
4.1 Efficiency of the changesl-5:
4
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Trying to be compassionate, understanding and patient-communicate, communicate,
communicate!
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
A spiritual giant walking softly, hiding behind a boyish grin.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
8 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Missions (3 years), Sunday school, Bible study (lead some, participated 8 years)

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 2,1999
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NAME: (Anonymous)
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
We are constantly challenged by Mike to reach out to others. Usually done during
Sunday service.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
We would like to reach everybody. However I think our style of service draws more
young than old.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Style of worshipless formal-new dress code-emphasis put on welcoming
newcomers-no choir-small band for worship songs.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Style of worship.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
Style of worship was hard for me to embrace at first.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
By having leadership read books on change-long discussions with members of
church.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Discussions pastor held with board members to make them more aware of needed
changes.
4.1 Efficiency of the changes1-5:
4
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Mike has stayed true to the vision and path he feels God set him on. He has tried to
explain changes and the reason for them and let some things go when he felt they did not
work.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
Mike understands his leadership role by being knowledgeable and possesses the true
confidence needed to give leadership to our church members.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
9 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Outreach.

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate Lw
February 2,1999
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NAME: Don
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes: outreach ministries such as Scouts-youth activities-local visitation. Strong.
2.2People your church wants to reach .................................................................
Any and all-but primarily young adults (25-35 with young children), middle class, in
our general area of town.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Change of attitude fiom self-centered to emphasis on really reaching the unchurched.
Change of worship style from traditional Methodist to a more modem praise and worship.
3.2The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Change of worship style.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
Very little. I was mildly uncomfortable with worship change in the beginning.
3.4How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
Through education first of the leaders, then the entire congregation.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
I prefer to be “sold” on something rather than be told how it is going to be.
4.1 Efficiency of the changes1-5:
5
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Head on-he encouraged people who were very uncomfortable to seek a new home.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor................................................................
Straightforward. He states what he sees as a vision, then goes for never looking back.
Member
..........................................................................................................
5.2
9 years.
Most
active in .................................................................................................
5.3
Board chairman finances, Sunday school teacher, visioning committees.

NAME: Amy

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 3,1999
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2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Our vision is to reach the unchurched. As we set goals, develop new programs,

classes etc., we always come back to the question: “Is this reaching unchurched people?.”
Strong emphasis.

2.2People your church wants to reach .................................................................

We want to reach individuals who have been out of the church for awhile, or have
never been involved in a church at all-unchurched.
3.IWhat exactly has changed? ............................................................................
We are not satisfied where we are-we constantly ask visitors for inpuufeedback and
implement changes. We offer a basic class of Christianity called Alpha plus other shortterm classes that are “user-friendly” for new Christians. Worship: we have a theme that we
try to weave through the entire service. Our music has words and tunes that are easy to
understand and follow. Our service is very relaxed, we accept people as they are.

3.2The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Worship.

3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................

To constantly remind myself of the “Big Picture.” It is easy for me to get focused on
one thing and begin to lose sight of our vision.
3.4How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
Put an emphasis on outreach. Constantly reminding and educating church what
Aldersgate’s vision is (through multi-media, sermons, training, teams).

3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
The combination was most effective. We are surrounding ourselves in our vision.

4.1 Efficiency of the changes1-5:
5

4.2Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................

Mike demonstrated patience and love, but kept stretching the body out of a “comfort
zone” to view outreach differently. Changes were not implemented immediately, but over
time.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
Mike is a man of God that has decided to follow God’s direction for our church,
whether popular or not. He loves people and God uses him powerfully to equip others.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
43 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Worship (music)-worship coordinator in the staff last 2 years, teaching children’s
Sunday school class
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QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 3,1999

NAME:U
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes, through teaching as well as from the pulpit. Encourages us to bring friends and
unchurched people to church and church functions. Aldersgate has offered courses in
“Contagious Christianity,” where we were encouraged to build relationships with nonChristian friends and taught how to share our testimony. Also the church supports mission
trips to share the gospel.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
We have targeted those in our own “back yard,” those living around the church. They
are mostly young professional families with small children or children in youth.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
We had two separate services. The first service was very contemporary with praise
and worship music. The second service was more traditional using the hymnal with a more
formal approach to worship, including the doxology etc. The leadership made a decision to
focus Sunday morning worship to reach the lost. This involved planning a service that
could be understood by the first time visitor. An example would be the pastor explaining
what the elements were for and why we took communion. He did this prior to every
communion. We also focused our music to the age of our target group. We lost so many
people at first we went back to one service which brought us even closer together. The
pastor also dressed casual and did not use a pulpit anymore, this made the atmosphere very
open and friendly. We also became very intentional at greeting visitors and trying to
remember their names.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Changing both worship services to the same style and focusing the music to the
group we were trying to reach.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
Mike purposely lowered the level he preached and taught at. He was speaking to less
mature Christians and non-Christians alike.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
We refocused ourselves and began checking all that we did through our mission
statement “To know Jesus and make him known.” We discussed these things at home
groups, Sunday school classes and Mike led the congregation from the pulpit.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
I was in Leadership and was personally meeting with the pastor. So it was
communicated to me with conversations.
4.1 Efficiency of the changed-5:
4

4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
He made it clear that this is where God is leading us. Those who resisted were asked
to please consider where we were heading and why. Some eventually left our body.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
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Mike is a wonderful leader. He builds relationships with as many as possible. He is
bold, honest and most important, he is &.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
9 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Leadershipserving on Administrative Council. Also Home groups and Sunday
school.

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 3,1999
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NAME: Carol
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes, a strong emphasis mainly through his teaching (sermons, small groups)
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
We target all unchurched, lost people; the main stream does seem to be in the
neighborhood around the church because we do bulk mailouts. We are encouraged to touch
everyone we meet.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Both worship services are identical in format. Praise and worship, praise band.
Casual dress, little mentioning of money, fellowship meals, lighted board at the street
inviting public to all our activities; bulk mailings, other advertising; Team Aldersgate.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Our hearts! Our vision is a united one of Knowing Jesus and Making Him Known.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
Intentionally approaching people I don’t know to welcome them and show Jesus to
them. I am an introvert and this pulls me out of my comfort zone. Also a sacrifice in
worship to be more seeker sensitive. Explained later, meaning something like: it somewhat
restrains you worshipping when you have to pay attention to how the unchurched visitors
might perceive this or that].
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
The leadership is united with the pastor and one another. Some changes came slowly
through TEAM Aldersgate and leadership training to show them and congregation God’s
vision for our church.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Leadership retreat and Administrative Council meetings because I was in Leadership
then.
4.1 Efficiency of the changed-5:
4

4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
It was really tough for him because people did start leaving at first. But he held to the
Vision and the truth and because his feet were firmly planted the rest of us followed. His
shepherding was awesome at this point. I remember his word picture of “the train is leaving
the station, are you on it? I’m on the train and I want a1 of you aboard!” We are headed
someplace great!
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor................................................................
He is passionate about God’s Word and caring enough to make sure we all hear it. He
has grown in that he doesn’t “do it all” anymore. He relays on the congregation to do the
work and he guides us.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
9 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
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Small women’s group, home group, Leadership (3 years), fellowship, worship,
congregational care.

NAME: Kay Lynn

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 3,1999
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2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
There is a strong emphasis on interacting with the unchurched. That is the main focus
of our m i n i s t r y style to make the unchurched welcome.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
Our ultimate goal is any unchurched person. We seem to draw younger fmilies in
our area but we hope to expand.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................

Our dress code is casual. A “come as you are” atmosphere. Emphasis on personally
welcoming visitors, even parking towards the back of the lot to give visitors the fiont spots!
Music is contemporary, we use videos, and other multimedia tools.

3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................

We have a band, even drums, which has stretched our church, but seems to reach the
visitors.

3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................

Constantly challenging myself to greet visitors and not visit only with members.

3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
It is constantly mentioned to ensure the church keeps it first on our minds.

3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................

Personal testimonies of those brought to Christ by our new methods.
4.1 Efficiency of the changes14
5 (but there are many more steps to be taken)

4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
He has held to the vision God has given him.In a kind way, he constantly lays the

vision before them, explaining that sacrifices must be made to accomplish this vision.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
He leads the church by empowering the staff and members to capture the vision and
work as a team to accomplish the goal.

5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
Approximately 4 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Music ministry. [Part-time staff member: worship leader]

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 4,1999
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NAME: &I
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes-he has stated that he and his wife are deliberately cultivating relationships
outside the church-strong.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
25-50 years old-living south of loop 289-zipcode 79423 and 79424.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Entire worshippulpit removed-altar rails removed-music is now projected on
screen-praise music-praise band-minister dress (no tie or coat)-casual dress in
congregation-no announcements-sermon simple-relational illustrations.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Music.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
Talked change from pulpit and to small groups and individuals-asked council to read
P w o s e Driven Church.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
One on one with pastor and reading books-1 . Purpose Driven Church and 2. Inside
the Minds of Unchurched Harrv and Maw.
4.1 Efficiency of the changesl-5:
4.

4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Persistently pushing changes.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
Leads by planting ideas and allowing others to take credit for it.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
7 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Outreach team [leader presently], SPRC (Staff-Parish Relations’ Committee) .

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Aldersgate UM
February 4, 1999
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NAME: Debra
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes. OW fOCUS of everything we do is With the “unchuche&’ in mind. Often Mike
will stop and ask “How would an “unchurched” person see this. The emphasis is very
strong.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
Mostly it appears we attract young Anglo families with young children, middle class.
However I see other races feeling comfortable as other of their own race attend.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Contemporary music; band; sermon-style; use of technology (computer, projection
system). Small group focus on basics; providing quality “in everything we do,” emphasis
on children; advertising (commercial; sign; flyers).
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Worship style invites the unchurched.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
I have enjoyed the changes.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
By reminding us who the “unchurched” are; what they are looking for; what are their
characteristics; helping identify gifts (spiritual) and how to use them.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Having a constant awareness of our mission.
4.1 Efficiency of the changesl-5:
5
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Graciously, lovingly, courageously.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor................................................................
He casts visions; encourages us to grow/stretch ourselves; empowers us to do
ministry.

5.2 Member ................................................................
:.........................................
7,5 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Teaching; visitation; discipleship; leadership; cooking ministry leadership; children’s
activities; worship.
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2. Case Study: Parkview Baptist Church-Tulsa, OK
(The answers of the pastor to the Questionnaire 1 are in Appendix CyTable 1.5.
under # 25)

NAME:

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Parkview Baptist
16.02.1999

..............................................................................................................

2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Strong emphasis. Yes. Through sermons; fifth Sunday each month “Parkview on
Mission” (church members are involved in various community ministries-hands-on
involvement with people in need like women’s shelter, meals on wheels etc.), his example;
teaching through the Bible studyhraining.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
Anyone who does not know Jesus as Savior.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Cprograms that were not there before:] Neighbor to Neighbor program, FRAN
(Friends, Relatives, Associates, Neighbors-encourages sharing your faith with them). These
programs were added in order to reach out.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Church body has become kiendlier, closer in relationshp.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................

-

3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
The leadership is open to inform the membership of opportunities to reach outChristmas baskets through Sunday School classes-through Hispanic ministry.-The
leadership (pastor) communicated the need for change in sermons, but particularly on
Wednesday nights, when after church dinner there is general Bible study for everyone
together (not in groups), in a more casual setting.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
When pastor spoke through Wednesday evening Bible study, through Sunday school
classes.
4.1 Efficiency of the changesl-5:
4

4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Patience and repeated information and communication-through sermons.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor................................................................
He leads our church with “open door” most always [which means that pastor makes
himself available also to church members who just drop in, even as there has been no
appointment set]. Leadership through committees.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
19 years.
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5.3 Most active in .......,................................................................ ..,.................,..-.

Finance and Records Secretary. Sunday School [takes care of the Sunday School
class members].
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QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Parkview Baptist
February 17,1999
NAME: &
l
J
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes-he feels comfortable in encouraging people to be personal ministers-he helps us
do those things we do best in business; do the same for the church.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
It is relatively diverse-but is done better with age categories near the same as the
minister [meaning: it normally works better between the minister and people who are of his
age13.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Ministry to young families to get their children (8 to 18 years) involved and
knowledgeable about community needs.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Space puilt gymnasium] - facilities-personnel @red more staffl - to reach local
families. [To spend more money to make this happen]
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................

-

3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
Through the setting of a new long-range plan.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
The reports of various groups-mission-youth - outreach
4.1 Efficiency of the changes1-5:

4

4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
He has a good feel for the emotional conduct of the people-he will talk to people and
explain questions in a way that does not threaten.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
He is a sharing leader. He is very comfortable with himself, he can share leadership
responsibilities.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
3 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Deacon. Teacher. Leader of long-range planning committee.

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Parkview Baptist
March 16,1999
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NAME: Wendv
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Weekly outreach program, Parkview on Missions-going out in the community and
do missions work.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
Everybody-whoever we can reach with the gospel.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
They have developed a healthy giving and missions attitude. This has come by
communicating the need and responding in obedience to what he calls us to do.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
The growth of the church body which has resulted in more involvement.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
Because of the rapid growth it has been difficult to know people on a personal basis.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
Very effectively. [See also next answer]
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Written letter [by the pastor] that states the cause; communication and enthusiasm
from the pulpit.
4.1 Efficiency of the changed-5:
4
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
He has always (that I know of) been cooperative to whatever has been asked. He
feels confident of his position on this and tries to explain it in a gentle way.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
He truly desires to go on God’s leadership and guidance. He desires this for his
church and personal life.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
23 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Youth 13-18 years old (assistant to the youth director). Women’s mission group,
Vacation Bible School.

QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Parkview Baptist
March25,1999
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NAME: Mike
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes-through community ministry, hospital visitation, ministry to individuals and
groups-anywhere we have opportunity to share the love of Christ.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
All ages-all socio-economic groups-our primary emphasis in those in driving
distance of the church.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
At some point prior to my arrival [came 1 year ago] here there was a strong
commitment made to both local and distance (meaning outside the city and country)
missions. This has impacted our church at all levels and has given the people a heart to
share their faith.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Been here too short a time.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
Been here too short a time.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
Steady communication (weekly) and encouragement.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Our s w m e e t s weekly to discuss and plan.
4.1 Efficiency of the changesl-5:
5 . The commitment to reach out has given life and energy to all areas.
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
There has been no attempt to alienate those who are resistant, but simply to inform
and listen to their concerns.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor................................................................
Servant-leader.. . He is caring and committed to strong Bible teaching and
encourages people to live their faith.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
1 year.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Music ministry [leader] and Sunday school; Bible teaching.
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3. Case Studv: Fellowship Lutheran Church-Tulsa, OK
(The answers of the pastor to the Questionnaire 1 are in Appendix CyTable 1.5.
under # 26)
QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Fellowship Lutheran
February 22,1999

NAME: Vicki
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes. We have special events, social, music, classes where we encourage people to
bring their friends.
2.2 People your church wants to reach.................................................................
Most of our people are highly educated, very professional white, fairly young, so
they are in the circle of those with these characteristics.We are looking for ways of
broadening our appeal to the community.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
The construction of the new sanctuary has resulted in community interest. We
installed a pipe organ which has created interest of music lovers. The sign has helped. We
try to have good things happening for children and youth.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
Going into a new facility has been healthy but has also brought new challenges and
anxiety [sound issues, practicalities of sharing the communion].
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
I haven’t had troubles with changes so far. I am anxious about any major worship
style change as I think there is a danger in taking our focus off of God.
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
I ... we are struggling how do we retain our Lutheran style and identity and appeal to
the unchurched. Some want a very differentexperience offered than our Sunday morning
traditional services. Others, I think,feel that we should not compromise what we are.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Hospitality goes a long way and I appreciatethe efforts of fellowship in this way.
4.1 Efficiency of the changes1-5:
3. We have more work to do.
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
He wants the church to grow and is open to new ideas. At the same time he is
questioning if we are supposed to depart fiom our Lutheran ways.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
Very good. He encourages lay leadership and involvement and wants new people to
find their area of service.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
About 3 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................

Worship and music. Director of Music Ministries in the staff.
QUESTIONNAIRE 2: Fellowship Lutheran
March 25,1999
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NAME: Gordon
2.1 Personal interaction .......................................................................................
Yes! Through the lessons (sermons) classes, etc. I think the emphasis is strong but there is
resistance among those hearing the message.
2.2 People your church wants to reach .................................................................
I see little intention of reaching people at different social status or proximity to the
church-conversely there is great interest in helping the church in Guyana-helping others
worship together.
3.1 What exactly has changed? ............................................................................
Mainly providing space to worship. Making it easier and more comfortable for
people to worship-more inviting. Also taking up the mission in Guyana.
3.2 The biggest change? ......................................................................................
The mission in Guyana has touched many people changing their perspective of their
own possessions and blessings.
3.3 Most difficult change? ....................................................................................
The financial demands-more money is always needed (mortgage, trips to Guyana,
etc.)
3.4 How leadership communicated? ....................................................................
Through sermons and classes, including personal stones by those touched by
outreach programs.
3.5 Most helpful? ..................................................................................................
Personal stories always touch me.
4.1 Efficiency of the changesl-5:
3
4.2 Pastor and resistance .....................................................................................
Persistence in trying new methods of persuasion.
5.1 What kind of a leader is your pastor ................................................................
Educator-he uses the Scripture to make us think about how we should live.
5.2 Member ..........................................................................................................
6 years.
5.3 Most active in .................................................................................................
Administration, council [decision-making body of the church], assistant in worship
[every Sunday in two months a year], financial secretary [volunteer position].
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Appendix F: Sample Interviews in the Case Studies

Pastor Mike Shafer, Aldersgate UMC in Lubbock. TX
February 2, 1999. Additional questions to the answers written to the questionnaire
(the ~ I W W Xofthe
S
pastor to the Questionnaire 1 are in Appendix C, Table 1.3. under # 12).
YOU said that you changed evelything I listed in my questionnaire and “probab&
more.’’ m a t was this “more”?
We started advertising for the first time. We really never did any advertising. It uras a
completely new thing for US. We tried an insert in the local newspaper, very contemporary
look, eye-catching.
Toward the end of the past year: Ed and Debra Lloyd in our church own three donut
shops and they advertise regularly in the newspaper. On one occasion the newspaper
messed up their advertising, so they gave them one month free advertising. They came to us
and said: we have in our budget this money for advertising, we’d like to give it to the
church to get a TV commercial made. We had never looked into this thing before. We
contacted the local TV-station. They came out and we shared with them our vision of being
different and this young man who did it, really got excited about it. A 30-second spot, vexy
up-beat, fast images, people laughing and smiling, enjoying themselves. Some
contemporary worship shots. We’ve run that a couple of times in different times of the year

and seen some response to that. (Later I learned that two other churches had done TV-

advertising, too, but leaving a very boring impression-the pastor talking alone a lot - , or
just emphasizing that we are God’s family.)
We also changed the sim in front. We had that brick thing always there, but it simply
said Aldersgate UMC in big black letters, had my name down below, and service times.
Our n m e is now scripted and we have begun to use this pretty much everywhere, it

has a contemporary look. We had United Methodist very small on that sign, we’ve learned
that this is a negative with some people we are trying to reach. We kind of play that down.
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The feel ofthe building. We have tried to make it more inviting, less fomd, in the
lobby area and halls, and also the Sanctuary. We took out the altar and pulpit, and put Some
plants there.
Wrote fltatwur churchfami& “is getting more and more open to change on a
regular basis now. ” For example.. 1
YOU

.

We emphasize that m m n g that is growing must also be changing. Change happens
on a regular basis now. This is one of the things that has been noted in churches we’ve

visited. Like Rick Warren in Saddleback: he spoke about creating the climate of change.
Rather than people coming to church and expecting it to be the same for the next 50 years,

people come knowing that it is growing and dynamic and therefore it’s going to be

changing. We have been working on creating this mindset. One thing that we are doing
now is OUT new members class the last Sunday each month, we talk about the vision with
the people and explain that everythmg that is growing is changing, so they know it when
they come here. God is at work here and when God is changing people and the church, then
there will be change. With our own church family we have really tried to make this
transition with the people who are here. Even though our church isn’t very old, people tend
to like doing things in the old way. It amazes me how people get comfortable and settled.
We have been working on this-I keep mentioning it in the sermons-creating a mentality-

just keeping it before people, not really pushing it in their face, but mentioning in the
passing.

Is there anything that is under change present&, or you plan to change?

In worship we really want to move into even more visual experience in the worship

than we are doing right now. We would like to have more drama, I’d like to use object
lessons in sermons. A few weeks ago we were giving out puzzle pieces and I was preaching
around that. We’d like to do more of that. We would like to do much more with the
projection system, we are barely scratching the surface presently.
These are probably biggest changes in the coming Year.

ow Sunday school program has been growing so fast, this coming Sunday We will
add three new classes, and soon we will probably have to add two more rooms-This keeps
people shifting out of the rooms and relocating.
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What W a s it, as YOU said, that you “didn’t do enough” in the ear& stage of the

process of change?

In the end of 1994 and beginning of 1995 God was working in my heart. It was a
very convicting time. I had just won our conference’s award in evangelism in 1994, and
God began to convict me that we were not doing evangelism. He began to work in my
heart. We were simply bringing people from other churches who were discontent there. We
had to reach the unchurched. I shared this vision with the church and the leaders. But I

didn’t have a clue what to do. I was reading in the Scripture what the Early Church did, and

1 found some principles there but in terms of connecting these principles to our culture. -. I
had no idea what other churches were doing. It was a year and a half long process. Then
one of my members gave me the R.Warren’s Pumose Driven Church. That was really my
first exposure to what a church was doing in terms of its whole vision and whole ministry.

Once I saw that there are churches like that out there, I began to see and read articles about
them. Also at that time I heard of the Beeson Institute and I felt that it was a miracle that
God had opened up for me to have the opportunity to go and see some of these churches.

A few churches in our conference are doing something like this but not many. I tried
to speak with them too.

My ignorance in these things really caused us some problems and held back what
could have been happening sooner. I just didn’t know.
How many people were included in developing the plan?
There were none, because I didn’t have a clue. The vision began to take shape really
about 1,5 years in to the process. In the beginning-nd

of 1994, beginning of 1995-1 began

semon series from Ephesians, on what a church should look like. That series became a
catalyst for changing the people in our church. I just presented in the sermon series
something that God had laid on my heart. Then the rest of probably 1995/96I invested in
the leadership team, trying to share the vision with the leaders.

The leadership was about 20 people, basically the administrative council (meets once
a month), and for the hour before the meeting we have leadership training time. The council
consists of representatives of the ministry areas, finance committee, SPRC (Staff-P&sh
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Relations’ Committee) ,and trustees and staff-those are key leaders in our church. There I
read something or share statistics on what is happening in other churches.

I was not doing a good work in preparing these people. I just shared things with

them: there is something, let’s try... it took a couple of years before the vision became

clear. We wanted to be passionate about reaching the unchurched and that includes the lost

and the church people who have been out of the church, Christians who do not have a
connection to the body.
As people caught the vision, then we all began to develop the plan together. Each

ministry team was getting their own vision what they could do in their area.
What were the actual changes? You said that some changes were small, others
larger.

Most of them were worship changes. We started with overhead projector first, so that
we could sing more contemporary hymns that were not in the hymnal. We dropped our
choir around that time. Our choir struggled forever. We had trouble getting people
motivated to come to practice. Finally we decided that we invest these musical gifts in other
ways in the service rather than in the choir.

I began to change my preaching style. I was less confrontational, I was more careful
in the language I used, so that if somebody walked in the church from the street, it would
make more sense to them. I was never a shouting type preacher, but I was more in your
face, a more hard-hitting preacher. God led me to become more sensitive.
We started talking about making people feel more welcome when they walk in the
first time. We always prided ourselves in being a very friendly church but what we
discovered was that we were pretty friendly to each other. We decided taking time to meet
somebody we didn’t know, to use our greeting time in the worship to go and meet
somebody you didn’t know and introduce yourself.
Early changes were almost all related to the worship for the most part. I could do
more changing myself.

It surprised me the level of friction and conflict these things cost.
You were amazed that very small changes would get people upset. Any specific
examples?
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things made People Upset. For instance, when we were changing fie look
ofthe front of our SanCmaV, We had a brass cross and some cmdlesticks

took those
Out. That Was a big deal. I .just never dreamed.. . we explained to the people why we were
doing it40 make the atmosphere less formal, for people to feel more relaxed and look less

“Ch~chY.”That kind Of thing redly caused conflict. When we moved to the overhead
projector and stopped using hymnals, that upset many a lot.
What did they say? M y ?

That was the hard part. I was asking it. Why is it so upsetting to you? Basically their
answer was simply: we have done it that way!

A group of people (6) went to the DS to complain about me, they would never come
and talk to me directly about these things. I went to the DS afterwards and said: I want to sit
down with these people and visit. I want to get this open. We finally got to meet-they, me

and my wife and a couple of leaders. And we explained why the changes were happening.

We basically talked about connecting with the unchurched people again, and not just being

comfortable. Their response in that meeting was: the unchurched people need to like what

we like. They just need to learn to do it the way we do it. That was the usual response. This
is the way we like it. Why should we change-for someone who is not even in our church?

What’s the difference when you movedfrom the committees toward the m i n k e
teams?

In the usual way of doing things-the nominating committee told the person: we want
you to be here. When we moved to the teams, we said: You tell us where your gifts are,
which team do you best fit in, where is your passion. Committees tended to take long
periods of time for doing things but didn’t accomplish much. The teams have been more
efficient in practical action.
We also noticed there were a lot of negative connotations connected to the work of
the committee. Lot of UeoDle at work and at school were on committees and it Was not a
pleasant experience. And that was also their perception about church committees. Having

committees meant that we are worthless and we are not doing anything ~ r t h w h i l e .
Also, we moved away from traditional staff positions to more Specialized *istry
positions. At first we had an associate pastor. He was seen mostly as simply the associate
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pastor. We felt that God was leading us away from positions like associate pastor, choir
director, mission director, that people typically have in mind when they think about church
staff. Instead, we are looking at what our needs are here in this particular church. Where
could a staff person best help us reach where God wants us to be? So we added Debbie’s
position, “Director of spiritual growth.” We just created the title of nowhere, saying that
here are some areas where staffing is needed. Really good specialized staff helps me a lot
more thanjust an associate pastor. This year we are going to hire our children’s minister
full time. We created the position of worship coordinator rather than music minister or

choir director. We dropped the choir and have instead a praise team and band. Two ladies
are doing this work. We use probably more part-time work here than other churches do,
SpecijicalIy, what were the different techniquesyou used to communicate the
vision?

Communicating the vision to the leadership1 am using a lot of different

techniques.. . I would come in and talk about things like what are the typical reasons people
in America give for not being in the church: churches are boring, not relevant, out of touch
with my life, they are not friendly. I would bring in a study like that and then divide the
leaders into small groups and ask them to grade our church: is it boring, if you had never
been here before and came in, would you consider it friendly? I would have them share in
small groups. Then I would take them a step further and ask: what could we do to change
this picture? This discussion gave them much more ownership on things-much more than

just ideas that I had. It gave us many more ideas.
Tell me more about methods used to communicate the changes to the
congregation.

Many people just came to my office (I am an introvert, I am not good at initiating

one-to-one contact), or caught me in the hallway. I had a lot of personal visiting with the

people. They came sometimes to complain, sometimes to discuss. Our biggest complainers
didn’t come.

You mentioned two years of transition-describe this period!
There was much inertia and tendencies to take the church back to old paradigms. We
did not have the majority committed to the big vision. They were not ready to say:
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Wherever t h i s takes US, we are ready to go. I think that we are much closer to this now.

They were kind of on edge: OK,we will go with this, but.. . We had real serious codict in

the church for the first time since the founding pastor left.

Coming Out of seminary, I and my wife felt that we really didn’t want to get into the
routine of moving from one Church to another. We had read that those churches who redly
grow, have pastors who stay there for a longer time. We knew that it would be hard to stay,

but the system had become a little softer. In the first appointment I was there for four years.
But we felt that it was time to leave. It was not very comfortable for Sandy. It was a very
isolated small town.
Back then I felt that the church had become too tight for me. Then the cabinet came
to ask us whether we would like to move here. Here we have not received much support
from the structure of the UM. Their perception is that I have created a church that is not
really Methodist. So they are not very eager to send me somewhere else. I have shared my
vision with my District Superintendent. The new DS is very supportive and wants me to
stay and continue what I am doing. We like it here and we have the peace that this is where
God wants us.
Are you struggling with the potential danger of accommodating the gospel to the
culture? It might be easy to be motivated or led by what the unchurchedpeople want
rather than by the gospel that might lead to something that may not be liked by the
unchurched.

Yes. I deal with that personally a lot. I consider myself the least likely person to be
where I am.My tendency 5 years ago was on the other extreme. I tended to isolate myself

from the non-Christians. I knew that we were called to be different and not be infIuenced by

them and therefore we should have no relationships with them. It has been a very hard
transition for me as God has led me. That was not who I was. God has redly stretched me. I
still find it difficult to go to the churches like Willow Creek or Saddleback. I could today
never do what they do in Willow Creek on Sunday morning. TO me that is a c c o ~ o d a t i n g
too much. That’s my perspective. I think that their believer’s service in midweek balances
that. Personally for me that has always been a major issue. This is why I am constantly

evaluating and asking myself: are we selling out? Are we redly making disciples here? We
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emphasize in the membership class: we are not looking for the crowd, we don’t want to
have pewsitters, we want to help you grow as followers of Jesus. That is a very real issue.
U%at about the sermon: how simple you can be without losing depth that even
those non-Christians need?

Right, exactly. That was one of the critiques I got early on. We had an elderly couple
who got very excited about our church being different. They came from Maxie Dunnam’s
church. They walked in one Sunday morning when we were still in the gym. They were
older than anybody else and we thought that they would never return. But they became very
committed members. But in the transition we lost them. It was a very hard time for me.
They didn’t go with everybody else, they went separately, independently to a different
church, not where the others went. They probably got sucked out by everything negative
that many of their fkiends were talking about. But he came to me one morning (came more
than once), and said that I was selling out in terms of my preaching, that I didn’t have the
depth that I had before. At that point of time especially, I acknowledged: I agree with you. I

think that since then I have learned to preach with more depth and keep it simple. And I am
still learning that process. But I think that in the transition I made a too big a swing in terms
of preaching.

***

Additional facts about chronology:
Church founded 1985, met in the gym of a school 1985-1989 December. Mike
became pastor in 1988 June. The first sanctuary built 1989, the congregation moved in
December. In fall 1990 second service was added.
Beginning of changes in January 1995 with the sermon series on Ephesians. Conflict
in the church developed soon after that. People left the church in 1996 and 1997. Second
service after a break started again in January 1998.
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Pastor David Willets, Parkview Baptist Church in Tulsa. OK
February 10, 1999. Additional questions to the answers written to the questionnaire
(the answers of the pastor to the Questionnaire 1 are in Appendix C, Table 1.5. under # 25).
You agreed that your church has been previously most@ inwardly directed Would
you elaborate? How did you perceive that it was inwardly directed?

I became pastor here fourteen years ago. This church had a membership of about 400

people at that time. The attendance was 150-160. This is my perception of what was

happening. Some of the lay people you may talk to may have a little different perception.
They had come to a mindset of maintenance. The pulpit committee when they talked to me,
said that ”we would be happy if just three people would join our church next year. This
reflected the mindset of the congregation at that time. There was some conflict in the
church and these difficulties had somewhat necessitated a kind of maintenance mentality.

From some of the stones that I heard told of my predecessor-he was a tremendous
administrator and preacher-his vision of the church was to take care of its own. He stated
from the pulpit that his vision was for this church to be a small community church and so
forth. During his eighteen-yew tenure, here people heard his vision to be a small
community church and that included high quality, not much quantity. Primarily that is how
this church had developed. Let me say that there was a positive side to that. This church is

probably the most caring church I have ever been in. Which by the way-you have to have
for the church to grow. That is one of the key stones of the church in order to grow -there
has to be a genuinely caring ministry of the church. It can’t be the only aspect-if it is, it is
out of balance-but this church has a good foundation.
Question 2.3.d in the Questionnaire I was, “What made you feel it was essential to
change the aftitudes of this church?” You answered: “Biblical imperative.”How do YOU
understand it?

When I first came here, the church did not have a mission statement per se. It did not
have a clear focus on who it was and what it was about. On of the very first things I did was

to put together a strategic plan. Part of this strategic plan -- we are still following now
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almost fourteen years later-was to be very biblically intentional. In other words-everything
we do must have a very clear biblical basis to it. Either ministry or missions has to fulfill
our mission statement which we believe is very biblical. Everything we do here goes back
to the Bible which acts as our standard. So there is no confusion where we get our ideas.
Any special Scripture passages?

Yes, the great commission of course, Matt. 28:20 is a passage that would very much
represent our mission statement. However, we don’t necessarily have a singular theme
verse. But every year I preach our mission statement. If you remember fkom the sermon this
year4 had biblical support for each one of our mission statements. And that is what I mean
by biblical imperative. If that is not there, then you have no hope for the church to do
anything else.
Question 2.4.e., “Steps taken in developing a new approach toward the

... Which of the characteristics of your surrounding community

unchurched community

did youfeel were signifcant to take into account in your mission and outreach?” How
would you describe the kind of people to whom you are trying to reach out?

People in our target area.. . Our target area is more diverse than it was fifteen years

ago. Because the city is moving past us. Any time a city grows and moves, the

demographics change. Our target area is pretty large. It is constituted mostly of middle and

upper middle class white middle management (in their professions they are not on a high
management level). Nuclear families are predominant: husband, wife, children. The

changing demographics are on the far west side of our target area, along Lewis, and down
South to 1-44, there are some ethnic groups that are in ow area-black, Hispanic, oriental.
This is not a predominant make-up of the area by far, it is just pockets. In 1989 I had a man
named Victor ... who was interested in starting a multi-ethnic ministry in partnership with

our denomination. If you noticed across the street-that is our multi-ethnic ministry, and we

reach out to the ethnic groups in our target area.

How do you do it?
You have to talk to Victor. That is one of the reasons the church grows; I empower

these people to do these things. Victor is very much affiliated with OUT church but he is not
under the direct auspices of anyone. We don’t dictate to him. He is part of the staff in the
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sense that we pay part of his salary and expenses (the rest is paid by the state and national
denomination).
The community is also becoming more single. We are looking into starting a single
adult ministry.
What is their spiritual background? Most people here seem to be related to

churches?

That’s right. We have done door-to-door surveys. The kind of questions they asked
were “If you could start a church on your own, to meet your needs, what would this church

look like?” And these kinds of things. They were questions to help us with our programs
but they were also questions that enabled us to tell those people that we were doing some of

this in our church. The vast majority (I guess in over 80 percent) were affiliated with some
church. And here I am speaking of just this four-square mile area. This is not a pagan

territory. Everyone has some religious affiliation, which presents a major problem: “I am a
church person”-and they are as lost as one can be. I would venture to say that half of the
people here in this area according to my understanding of what true Christianity is, think
that they are Christians, but biblically they are not, they are just religious people.
Question 3.2.1. was, “Didyou have strategic plan before you started?”-FKhat kind
ofplan it was?
Our first strategic plan was a two-year process of determining who we are biblically,

who we are as people, and the construction of a timeless biblical mission statement. From
that we set priorities, .from priorities we set goals, and from the goals we set action plans.
This ““we”-wasit the staff or congregation as a whole? And were did you discuss
it?

All of the above. We had staff, it was mostly constituted of the key leaders whom I
selected, and the church elected. At various times the church has been asked to vote on
things, particularly related to a substantial direction the church would be going, such as the

building project, or staff development. The church was very involved in the ownership of
the projects. No strategic plan will succeed if the church does not own it.
What is the second plan you are in presently?
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We went back and reviewed what we did fifteen years ago. We are simply updating

our goals and action plans. Our priorities are still the same. We have also seen that our
mission statement does not need to be changed. We were ready to change our mission
statement, but after analyzing it we said: No, that is still exactly what we want to.
And what it is?

It is a little bit lengthy. It fnst has preamble that says who we are and then it has four
bullets: We are the Body of Christ and he is our head. As a local church of baptized
believers we seek to do his will on earth as expressed in the following mission statements:
declare the gospel of redemption to everybody (evangelism); to give the opportunities for
believers to mature in Christ; to minister the needs of the people in the community and to
offer the benefits of Christian fellowship. Those four things constitute what we are about.
We have changed some of ow goals and action plans. Some of the goals that we have
stated have now directed us toward a new worship center that we probably will be building
in the next couple of years.
Question 3.2.4.c. was, ‘%ive things you would recommend not to do?” Your
answer was: “Being culturally relevant at the expense of being biblical.’’ Could you bring
some examples how one can be culturally relevant and lose the biblical ground?

What happens to the church and maybe more so to a denomination-we become too
image-conscious in the world. In ow SBC (Southern Baptist Convention) we have
practically two churches-we have split, even though formally we are one denomination. In
my estimation the moderate-or liberal-group is very concerned about how the world
perceives them. They are willing to accommodate their beliefs in my estimation to make
sure they are OK with the world.

The more conservative-or as the moderate would caII us, fundamentalist or

conservative-we are not particularly concerned about what the world thinks of us. In our
own way we feel that we are relevant by being faithful to what God has called us to do.

That may cost us points in the eyes of the world but we feel that we are being relevant in
that we speak up against issues. It may be two different views on being relevant, but as far
as we are concerned we are relevant because we are faithful to what God has called us to
do.
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Pastor Jim Fish. Fellowship Lutheran Church in Tulsa. OK
January 14, 1999. Additional questions to the answers written to the questionnaire
(the a n ~ ofthe
~ ~pastor
s to the Questionnaire 1 are in Appendix C,Table 1.5. under sf 26).
H O W aaCt& ,YOU are irying to reach non-Christians with the gospel?
Every baptized member is a priest, a minister of the Gospel. The classes that we do
for high-school and adults include, among the other topics: How to share your faith with
other people, how to invite people to church, how to tell people about the gospel. First of
all, we want to equip the members to share their faith one-on-one. Secondly, we want to
have ow building open for the public. Today, for example-every day this week-we have
senior citizens here. They are doing a program on taxation. That has nothing to do with the
church, but it is a community service, and as a part of this community service, I offer them
a tour of the church, I explain what we do and why and it is an opportunity for me to
witness to them. I don’t do it in an aggressive manner at all. I explain what worship is in the
Lutheran tradition, I explain what the architecturemeans and why it is in the way it is. We
are also involved in numerous other projects of this sort.
Thirdly, we help the non-Christians understand that the facilities are for the public,
not simply for the congregation. The fourth thing we do is advertise on the road-sign,
newspaper and elsewhere and we invite people to come. Of course, most churches do that.
When people do come, we use the standard liturgical format but I lead the worship in such a
way that we know that there may be people present who are here for the first time. None of
this is a specific program, but all of it is quite intentional.

How do you communicate? How do you make sure that the people who don’t know
the language of the church tradition, still understand the language of the Chrktian
proclamation ? You want them understand

The four parts of the Lutheran worshipin whatever way-they have to be there. It
does make a difference that the form of every worship service comes from the earliest
stages of the church-not from the Reformation: (1) GATHER. It means that the bulletin has
to be readable. It means that my welcome has to be genuine, the hymns have to
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communicate the gospel. The behavior of the church people needs to be not-threatening.

our people don’t raise their hands nor shout “Hallelujah,” they are quite normal,

they
would be in a store, in a business. We don’t ask people to behave in a different u‘ay,
because the gathering really is to say that the door stands wide open.
How can I be assured that people hear the gospel? I can’t. I can only be assured that
the hymn we sing communicates the gospel, that my invitation doesn’t get in the way, that
the welcome or people don’t get in the way with strange behavior, behavior that would be
considered strange by a visitor. We have two hymnals. I never call them by their names. I
call them the “Blue Hymnal” and the “Green Hymnal”-so that the visitor does not need to
know anything.

(2) WORD: We read from an understandable translation. If the text is obscure or

needing explanation, I would say one or two sentences that help persons hear them. All of
that is done so that they hear the gospel.
(3) COMMUNION. (4)GOING OUT INTO THE WORLD. [Pastor Fish doesn’t

comment on the two latter parts of the worship service].

I explain Sunday after Sunday how we serve holy communion, so that none will be
surprised and I will make sure that they will know that if they are baptized, they are
welcome. If they are not baptized, that I will do that. I won’t do it right then, but I will do it
after some time of instruction. I can look and see that there is not one unfamiliar face, but
e v e n Sunday I still do it. because I am training the ueode, I am training them in
hosuitalitv.
The heart of communicationis that if something is strange, like bread and wine,
explain. If something is dificult to understand-I believe that the Holy Spirit is at work and
is able to clear it up even in the minds of the people who have never heard it before.
So mv problem is not the Bible. I need to worn about my sermon. Does it
communicate or not? I am preaching more and more in a way that seeks to communicate to

people who are not in the church.

Your new members: How do they come?
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Last year we had 118 new members. 47 percent of them came to us from no church.
We are very thankful for that. By “no church” I don’t mean that they have never heard the
gospel. I do mean that they were inactive. It was 5-10-20 years since they went to church.
What kind of leader you want to be? What kind of leader do you want to be
perceived as?

For years I resisted the fact that I was a leader. I finally, later in my life, came to

accept it.

m y , when? What made you accept it?
Coming to know that the church would not grow and do its mission unless the pastor
accepts the perspective of a leader. It was gradual. I first understood-first 20 years-that I
was a chaplain to the members, I was not a leader. They did the leading-if they wanted to. I
was there as their personal chaplain. That’s how I understood myself. The last 10 years I
finally came to understand that the job of the pastor was not only to be a chaplain-that is a
part of it-shepherd is an inadequate analogy for this ministry. Better terms are, leader,

scout, trailblazer.

Have you had major influences that helped you come to this realization,from any
author or speaker, or leader? Any names? Mentor?

Yes. There was a laymen in this congregation, very shortly after I arrived, who said:
“You do know that you are in charge, don’t you?’ The previous pastor was not a leader.

This layman said: “You know that your job is.” And he educated me about the nature and
character of leadership. He gave me books and talked about it. Leadership was a category
that I had seen before in other people with whom I had worked with in the church, but I had
not read or thought about it in those explicit terms.

The second part of what leadership means to me comes fiom the fact that this is a
very, very talented group of people. They are very smart and very gifted. They run

businesses, they are doctors and lawyers, they read and they are faithfirl. I can lead here
only by being exceedingly careful in this matter. They speak-and they mean what they say.

Thirdly, I let the people laugh at me and make jokes about me. I tell stories about
myself, I poke fun at myself and they like that, because that sort of balances out the leader
Part.

Khat does it mean for you to be a leader?
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First of all, it means to see something, to envision, to imagine the Sunday school with

500 children. Picture it for myself frst of all. What do these rooms look like? How many

pianos are there. What is it like in the parking lot? Picture, picture, picture. Sunday school,
worship, mission in South America. What it could be, if these things were happening-and
then describe them in such a way that other people can see them also. Those two things
constitute leadership: picture it and describe it.
Relationship pastor and people-with the staf$ guidelines, priorities, how do you

work with these people?
I prefer that they call me Jim. Most other people who don’t know me in the church
call me pastor Jim or pastor Fish. Pastor is the term Lutherans use. Always “pastor”, never
“minister”. People in the congregation always use informal, more familiar address. But
when it comes to the sW,I really want to be called Jim. Secretaries or custodianseverybody is called to ministry. In our staff meetings, custodians do devotions. They all
know what issues are, they are not excluded from the leadership, they know about the aches
and pain, joys and sorrows. They have a picture of the whole thing, not just getting out the
Sunday bulletin. They know that the Dumose of this bulletin is to make People welcome.
Do you have some idea or picture what kind of perception the communig might
have of your church? Some churches are well known, others are not well known.

Generally the community response would be: “We have no idea who Lutherans are.”
That would be the dominant perception; except for people who are from the North, or some
from Texas. Those from Oklahoma would have no idea.
Does this concern you?

Yes, it concerns me greatly.
What have you done to make your church better known in the community?

We have given a public concert series. We are good at music-Scandinavian and

German music-and we are proud of it. We take that feature and we put $200,000 into the
pipe organ. We could by an electronic one for $75,000, but it doesn’t build up tradition. If
Bach is one of us, then we might just as well claim it!
We use a lot of newspaper advertising, beside the marquee.

The elderly people who have been coming to our church have a better understanding
now of our church than they had before. That’s another reason to have our door open.
If people know a little bit about us, they would think that we are Catholics. Catholics
with a little difference, but they don’t know what the difference is.

But they would think that we are pretty Catholic, because that’s what they heard from
their relatives.
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Debbie Haney, Aldersgate UMC in Lubbock. TX
February 1,1999
Debbie has been member of Aldersgate for 11 years; and Director of Spiritual
Growth for two and a half years. Before coming to Aldersgate she wasn’t an active church

member anywhere. She came to this church first simply to check it out.

After a few years here she began to feel that God had something for her. She shared
it with her fiend in the church, who was not a staffmember. This person encouraged her to

speak about it with the pastor. After carrying this call about three years in her heart, Debbie
shared it with the pastor. “I feel like God is calling me to ministry.. -’’At that time she

would not even localize the call to the local church. Mike encouraged her, too, and

suggested they pray about it. Now and then Mike would ask her where she was with her

thoughts and God’s call. It took three more years until the staff-parish committee decided to
invite her to work full time on the staff in the area of spiritual growth. The church leaders
had discussed the need for someone to do this for a longer period (perhaps a year).
Debbie reported: “Mike and I have attended many of the Beeson Institute programs.
We talked about them. Often you don’t hear how really difficult these changes are. We
have had some really hard times, coming out like from a war-zone. These times were
sometimes very, very difficult.”
What were the things that made the change so difficult?

“We’ve come to the point in America, and maybe in the world of c o ~ s i n traditions
g
with the heart of the message. This has become a very personal matter. Change was seen as
a personal assault by those trying to advocate the change.

We had difficulties with a simple things such as not having a choir and choir robes
and not saying the Lord’s prayer (although we had never said the Lord’s prayer on Sunday).
These became horribly personal.
It was a very moving experience when we were in the Willow Creek conference and
Walt Kallestad spoke about how hard it is to make those changes.

I guess we really got to the place where we were asking people to make sacrifices,
things that they personally liked, things touching their personal preferences. It is really easy

to give the liP-semice, that we want somebody saved who is lost. But when you
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making changes in what belongs to the people’s comfort zone.. .
Did You anticipated the resistance? Did youprepare the wayfor the changes?

I think that We thought we were. But I don’t know now, when looking back.

For exmPle, Choir. It Was a very weak program myway. People basically just
wanted to sit in front with the choir robe. But when it came to coming to rehearse or being

there on time, then many were not interested...

For about more than a year the situation with the choir was discussed in the

[administrative] council and the leadership. I hnk that we were not straightforward enough
with them. Our preparation was not adequate, we were not as upfront and honest in a lot of
the teaching.

At that time (probably 1994) Mike was the onIy one who really represented changes
leadership-wise, who understood how things had to happen, how to cast the vision and
make all these preparations. He did not have leadership around him who could have helped
him do some of this. So we went right on into it. I think that we as leaders really didn’t do
anything at all to explain why all this was happening and get people ready for it.
At this time whatever we did, everything became an argument. We had a group in the
church who had operated this way, underground, being very critical about most anything
that happened. They had a behind-the-scenes network. This had gone on for years. This
brought it to the surface.
We were very ndve at that time. Now we know how to lay the groundwork, so that
people understand why is this happening and really get people to buy into it.
Now we try to keep the need for changes before the people, like in our new members
class: whatever Aldersgate is now, 6 months from now it is going to be different. We are
going to be constantly changing. We are not changing the message. But we are always
going to look for ways that will connect with people who have given up on church.
One of the most important things that I think Mike has done is spending a lot of time

focusing on the leaders of the church and developing them as leaders. They in turn have
gone out and developed others. That’s been the number one thing that has made the

difference so that the change is not SO foreign to them-

Describe your work
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I am the director of spiritual growth and basically there are three areas: First:

connecting people to areas of service (TEAM Aldersgate), working with those teams to

equip and help them. This is an ongoing thing.

Second: connecting people through small groups and Sunday school, and connecting
With other believers where they study the Word together and grow and care for each other
and disciple one another.
Third: developing spiritual habits: personal Bible study, prayer, so they are more
focused on their personal relationship.

How many people are connected to the small groups?

I hope it is close to half of the membership, but probably it is not.
I was surprised to hear that you encouragedpeopleto participate in the f e a m who
are not yet members..

.

This is the first year we have given so much emphasis to this. In years past we said
that if you want to be in a church team, you are welcome, but we didn’t really pursue it.

This year we decided to change that. We mailed our TEAM Aldersgate booklet to
everybody we have in our mailing list (regular visitor, etc). If we can connect people with

the church, then when the time comes when they do decide to join, and I think that most of
them probably will, the chances of losing them out the back door, have been drastically
reduced. It is probably after someone has been here for about six to twelve months before
they actually say: I want to join or commit to this church.
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Wendy Beller, Parkview Baptist Church in Tulsa. OK
March 16,1999
We met in the Parkview church.
She and her husband have been members of Parkview for twenty-three years. Her
two brothers, who now go to Asbury UMC across the street, invited her here.
What is the difference between theformer and the presentpastor?

The previous pastor was more a dictator-type person, he practically ran the church.
Even though there were committees, he was in fact the head of every committee. So
whatever committees decided, eventually e v e w n g was done in a way the pastor said or
wanted. His word was final in every matter.
Today committees function as they are supposed to.

I remember specifically that when we started Sunday evening services, only a few
couples came together. Somebody had asked the pastor: Why does the Asbury church grow
so strongly and we do not? Our pastor, David Willets, said that we would grow, too. And

the church started to grow. The change comes from the upper leadership. The change must
be started and led by the top leaders. The previous pastor was basically happy with the
church as it was (especially in regard to size).

What have been the main changes in the last ten years in regard to outreach?

In 1985, a long-range planning committee was established. This committee
developed the mission statement for the church to insure that everyhng else related to the
mission of this church. Wendy was member of this committee for one year, 1985-86 (then
they moved to Stillwater for some time). The committee decided that the church would tithe

and give to missions (both local and foreign).

“Last five years the church has been very strongly mission-oriented. God has brought

in people who really help us with this.”
Creating excitement is very important. People who present things, proj ects-they need
to be excited themselves. Wendy feels they are doing pretty well on this aspect.
There are segments in the church who seem not to change-like a Sunday school class
which has been together for twenty years-they do not look very open to newcomers.
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“The saying, “We have never done it that way before,” is not our feature in this
church.”
There has been tremendous growth in the area of youth work (ages 13-18). Wendy
says that they try very hard to reach out to the friends of the youth who comes to church.

When an unchurchedperson comes to the worship service: how would hdshefeel?

This depends on their preconceptions. There is good blending in the services. Both
songs from the hymnbook as well as choruses are being sung. There is deep respect for the

Bible. People stand in honor for the reading of the Scripture.“We greet the newcomers, but
we don’t put them in the spotlight. They wouldn’t feel threatened.”
What would be the changes needfor better reaching out to the unchurched?

Less than 5 percent of the people would be willing to share their faith openly. “‘I’d
like this to be changed.” It is important to reach that comfort-level when people witness
regardless of circumstances.

Do you have any thoughts or insights in regard to the issue of the church and
culture? Is the culture having too much impact on the church? Should the church take
into consideration the culture of today’s world?

“We have taken our youth on mission trips to see different life-styles, to understand
people who have much less s t u f f ” There is a Hispanic group in the congregation-“but we
rarely do m w n g together with them. One Sunday school does Easter baskets for them.
There is not much interaction with them at all.”
Every third Sunday there is no evening service-people go out to do something
practical in one of the 13 ministry groups.
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Gordon Purser. Fellowship Lutheran Church in Tulsa. OK
March 25,1999
We met in the “Salad Ally” during his lunch time. Gordon is a teacher of chemistry
at the University of Tulsa, his wife is a physician.
Gordon came to Tulsa with his wife in 1992, fiom Southern California. She was
raised Lutheran, he was raised in the Moravian church. “When we married, I found it easier
to change to Lutheran. It was close enough. We were members of a Lutheran church in
California. The experience was pretty bad. The church was divided between the two
pastors,
Coming to Tulsa the first purpose was to find a church where there was unity and
emphasis on education in the Lutheran ELCA (not Missouri synod, which does not ordain
women and where women cannot be in leadership!) church.
We tried various Lutheran churches (there are seven ELCA churches in Tulsa) for
five months, visiting every ELCA church.
We stayed in Fellowship because the sermons were approached from the educational
point of view. It is very important for us that teaching takes place in the preaching.
What have been -the biggest changes?

Leaving the old sanctuary behind and moving into the new one. The old did not
provide adequate space. So the physical change has been the biggest: the building.
Changes initiated by the leadership?

There has been much emphasis on outreach. It has always been important to Jim Fish
since the time we knew him. This emphasis was not accepted by the congregation.
When the Guyana mission project started a few years ago, it changed the perspective

of the whole congregation. Otherwise there is not much outreach to those who are not white
or from a lower class. Why there is more interest in helping people in South American than
in North Tulsa-I don’t know. There is desire to help someone.
We are being asked to invite people to church but it is a moderate emphasis. A
person who has no background in liturgical worship would find it very difficult to come to
worship and understand what is going on. There has been minimal attempt to make a
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to those without this background: there is a discovery class where the liturgy is
being explained; and the liturgy has been made easier to follow in the bulletin. what could
be done, is to add another worship that does not have so much liturgy. The problem is that
many of the church people would feel that this would not be Lutheran. I think this might be
something we should do.
The Fellowship church emphasizes its growth, but in fact the church growth is just in

proportion to the population growth in our area. Growth is there but it is not more than

population growth. We make efforts to make a newcomer return.

Pastor Jim Fish would certainly like to have more outreach taking place.

How is it differentfor a liturgical church to be in the midst of Tulsa?
People who don’t want to show their emotions, find it helpful to have a liturgical
service. Liturgy provides structure. The downside is, that if you try to provide too much
structure, people stop thinking.

In terms of liturgy there is not much difference between Fellowship and other

Lutheran churches. What is different at Fellowship, is the message.

Study and education are important at Fellowship, it is good for intellectuals and
educated people.
Should the church have a different culture or develop a similar culture to the
general society?

People are comfortable with those who are like them. So also people go to a church

that has people who are like them. Personally I have been struggling with this

understanding: why, for instance, in the university during lunch different people keep

together: blacks are with blacks, whites with whites, etc.? How could we bring them
together? The understanding that dawned upon me was: people simply want to be together

with those who are like them.

People in Fellowship are comfortable with each other. Probably people with little

education would not feel comfortable in Fellowship. NO church C a n be equally good for
everybody.
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I have not felt that there is a different culture in the church compared to the general
culture outside. But certainly there are differences in subcultures of believers and nonbelievers.

I find it strange to invite a non-believer to church to worship. Worship what? I have
never understood this.
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Appendix G: Translation of the Questionnaire 1 for pastordleaders into
Estonian language
The Estonian translation of the questionnaire was used with Estonian pastors.

KUSIMUSTIK
Koguduse pastoritele

Kas Su kogudust iseloomustavadjiirgmised tunnused?
Varem oli see kogudus suletud, sissepoole suunatud hoiakuga, huvitatud peamiselt
iseendast
Teadlikult astutud sammude tagajiirjel on see kogudus niiiid aktiivselt otsimas teid,
kuidas evangeeliumiga mittekristlastenij duda oma iihiskonnas
Sina kuulusid nende koguduse juhtide hulka, kes aitasid kogudust muutuda
tundlikumaks kultuurile, milles mittekristlased elavad
Kui see on nii, siis palun vasta jkgmistele kiisimustele. Sinu vastused v6ivad olla
vaga suureks abiks teistele kogudustele, kes on mdistnud, kui oluline on maistetavalt
poorduda uskmatute inimeste poole, et neile r u d a sellest, mida Jumalal on neile pakkuda.
Seal, kus kiisimustikus on antud vaimalus valida iiks vastus, mkgista see kastikeses. Teiste
kusimuste puhul kirjuta oma vastus liinka.
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Kusimused koguduse kohta
Koguduse asutamise aasta: ............................................................................................
Kus Erik (jumalateenistuse koht) asetseb (kesklinnas, &elinnas, maal).....................
Mitu aastat oled Sa selle koguduse pastoriks olnud? ....................................................
Mitu pastorit on seda kogudust enne Sind teeninud?
1 ...

0

2-5 ... t]

ule5

... 0

Kui suw oli koguduse liikmeskond
25 aastat tagasi?.............................................................................................
10 aastat tagasi?.............................................................................................

5 aastat tagasi?...............................................................................................
Kui sum on koguduse liikmeskond praegu? .................................................................
Kui palju inimesi k&s kirikus jumalateenistus(t)el keskmiselt iihel nadalal 10 aastat
tagasi? ............................................................................................................................
Kui palju inimesi k%b kirikus keskmiselt nadalas praegu? ...........................................
Kui palju on praegu koguduses palgalisi tootajaid? ......................................................

Anna maned mtirgusdnad, m i s iseloomustavad kdige paremini Su kogudust,
jumalateenistust, teoloogiat vms. ..................................................................................
e

Konfessioon:

.................................................................................................................
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Kiisimused sihtgrupi kohta
Milline oli teie konuduse suhe inimestega valiamool kirikut enne muudatusi, mis teaid
koguduse evannelismitoo mittekristlastele kultuuriliselt mGistetavamaks?

Margi Gige vastus
1. fhiskonna sotsioloogiline iseloomustus:
0

Meie kogudus ei tdstatanud kiisimusi iihiskonna sotsioloogiliste v6i demogrdiliste
tunnusjoonte kohta vdi tegime seda harva....................................................

e

Me teadsime uldjoontes, millised on inimesed meie iimbruskonnas ning see viis meid
muudatusi siise viima oma koguduse toos ...................................................

0

0 0

0 0

Sotsioloogiline aspekt oli meile oluline, h i d me ei teadnud, mida sellega peale hakata

...................................................................................................................... 0

0

2. Et tundma 6ppida iihiskonda, kelle keskel teie kogudus asub, kas te:
0

0

0

Viisite labi iihiskonna uurimuse ..................................................................

0 0

0 0
Arutasite iihiskonda iseloomustavaid kiisimusi koguduse liikmetega ......... 0 0
Suhtlesite inimestega viiljaspool kirikut .......................................................

3. Mis viis Sind arusaamisele, et koguduse suhtumisi on kindlasti tarvis muuta?
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Margi Gge vastus
Mingi kogemus vBi siindmus tdi ilmsiks, et kogudus vajab tdsisemat muutust oma
suhtumises ....................................................................................................

t ~ n

0 0

Piibli6pe tegi selgeks muutuse vajaduse ......................................................

Kirjanduse lugemine, m i s kasitleb kultuurikiisimusi evangelismitoos, n&s vajadust
muutuda ........................................................................................................

n o

Muu (soovi korral tapsusta, mis nimelt) .......................................................

0 0

Sammud, mida astusite koguduses uue suhhunise kuiundamiseks mittekristliku iihiskonna
suhtes:
Kas Sa innustasid koguduseliikmeid isiklikult mittekristlastega suhtlema? 0

0

..

Kui jah, siis kuidas? ..................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
0

Kas te piiritlesite oma misjonitoo sihtgruppi geograafilise a h a ?...............0

0

Kui jah, siis kuidas? ..................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
Kas te piiritlesite oma misjonitoo sihtgruppi demograafiliselt? ................... 0

0

Kui jah, siis kuidas? ..................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
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Kas te piiritlesite oma misjonitoo sihtgruppi kultuuriliselt? ........................

0 0

..

Kui jah, siis kuidas? ..................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
Millised teie kogudust iimbritseva iihiskonna tunnustest olid teile evangelismi- j a
misjonitoos olulised nende arvestamiseks? ..................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................

Kusimused juhtimise kohta
Milliste korruduse elu valdkondadena oli tarvis tegeleda. et muuta konudust kultuuriliselt
mSiistetavamaks mittekristlastele?
Jumalateenistuse teated ...........................................................................................

..
....................................................................................................................
Ruetus..
Info kirikus ..............................................................................................................

..*
...............................................................................................
Tervitajate ksutumine
Muusika ...................................................................................................................

..
...................................................................................................................
Piibliope
Tegelemine jumalateenistust esmakordselt kiilastanud inimestega.........................
Jutlus: naited ............................................................................................................
Jutlus: sdnavara

......................................................................................................

Jutlus: Piibli kasutus (kui jah, siis palm tapsusta, kuidas) .....................................

0
0
0

0
0
0
CI
0

0

n
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.............................................................................................................................................
Muu: .............................................................................................................................
Muu: .............................................................................................................................
0

Muu: .............................................................................................................................

Esimesed sammud
0

Kas Sul oli enne muudatustega alustamist strateegiline plaan? ....................................

0

Milliseid samme Sa astusid koguduse juhtimiseks vajalike muudatusteni? .................

.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
0

Millised oleks kolm asja, mida Sa teistele selles olukorras soovitaksid?

I. .....................................
2.

.....................................
3.

.....................................

Nimeta viis asja, mida Sa soovitad teistel mitte teha
1......................................
2.

.....................................
3. .....................................
4.

.....................................
5.

.....................................
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Milliseid koguduse elu valdkondi Sa tahtsid muuta? ....................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
Kuidas Sa aitasid oma koguduse juhtkonnal muudatusi omaks vdtta? .........................

.............................................................................................................................................
Kui palju 15iks aega, enne h i kogudus mdistis, mida Sa puiiad teha? ..........................
0

Kui palju oli inimesi koguduse juhtkonnast, keda Sa kaasasid muudatuste plaani

....

vgjatootamisse?
0

............................................................................................................

Kes koguduse juhtidest vdtsid muutuste visiooni ktjigepealt omaks?...........................

.............................................................................................................................................
Kui palju 15iks aega, kuni Sa uuendusi ellu viima hakkasid? .........................................
Milliseid aspekte oli k6ige raskem muuta? ...................................................................
Milliseid aspekte oli kdige lihtsam muuta? ...................................................................
Millised muudatused tekitasid kdige enam konflikte? ..................................................
Nimeta muudatusi koguduse hfiastruktuuris (organisatoorses korralduses) ................

.............................................................................................................................................

Kommunikatsioon
0

Milliseid meetodeid kasutasid Sa idee edasimdmiseks koguduse juhtkonnale? ..........

.............................................................................................................................................
Millised neist andsid kdige paremaid tulemusi? ...........................................................
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0

Milliseid meetodeid kasutasid Sa idee edasiandmiseks koguduse liikmetele? .............

.............................................................................................................................................
0

Millised neist andsid kdige paremaid tulemusi? ...........................................................

Tulemused
Milliseid ullatusi tuli? Mis juhtus muutuste kaigus, m i s oli tiiiesti ettearvamatu? ........

.............................................................................................................................................
0

0

Millised probleemid tekkisid? .......................................................................................
Kuidas Sa kaitusid nendega kogudusest, kes olid muudatuste vastu?...........................

.............................................................................................................................................
0

Mis puudis kogudust pikast mdningase edu saamtamist uuenduste Iabi tagasi viia
vanadesse vormidesse? ..................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
Kui te puudsite kogudusega kultuuriliselt mtiistetavamaks muutuda, kas siis sellega
kaasnes ka oht lahjendada evangeeliumi olemust? .......................................................
Kui jah, siis mida vatsite ette, et hoida evangeeliumi ehtsust ja algset sisu uute
kultuurivomide sees?....................................................................................................
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